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Prison officers’ role must evolve
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The role of the prison officer has not evolved significantly in a hundred years compared with many other professions, said Howard League Director Frances Crook, addressing the House of Commons Justice Select Committee Paul Sullivan reports he Government’s plans to introduce ‘Workforce Modernisation’, in which staff training would be reduced to two weeks and new entrants initially paid less than someone working at a supermarket check-out, would result in a de-skilled and less motivated workforce and could even prove ‘dangerous for the public, dangerous for other staff and dangerous for prisoners’ she said.



T



The Justice Select Committee was reminded that the prison population had increased dramatically over the years, often leading to serious overcrowding. In addition, prison sentences were now more complex, making the role of the prison officer more demanding. Prison Officers were not only required to deliver often complicated courses in offending behaviour, they were also expected to give all manner of specialised advice on housing, finance and employment as well as have at least a working knowledge of constantly changing prison law. This demanding and challenging role should cause the Prison Service to impose immediately an entrance requirement of an ‘A’ level qualification or equivalent for newcomers applying to become prison officers. Frances Crook added: ‘We wouldn’t employ a social



worker without basic educational qualifications and it should be unthinkable to have a prison officer who doesn’t have the same basic educational qualifications as someone who wants to become a nurse.’ Also addressing the Select Committee, Alison Liebling, Professor of Criminology at Cambridge University, said that the Prison Service had experimented some years ago with the idea of imposing an entrance requirement of a GCSE qualification or equivalent but the number of applicants ‘dried up’. She added that she believed the training period for prison officers in Britain (currently eight weeks) was the shortest of any Western European country. It has been getting shorter over the years and is even shorter for those working in privately run prisons. Prison Reform Trust Director Juliet Lyons told the Committee that literacy levels among prison officers were poor and there were some who could barely write. In her experience, prisoners were damaged by inadequate prison officers, a weakness that could only be countered by proper training. She said that many prison officers are ‘ex-army’ and it is time to end that practice and employ people with varied backgrounds and experience. * Paul Sullivan is an editorial assistant at Inside Time



Disturbance at Ashwell Prison Following the disturbance at HMP Ashwell on Easter weekend, when 424 prisoners were removed to 26 other jails after serious rioting took place, Prisons Minister David Hanson (pictured) made a statement to the House of Commons. He told MP’s that ‘the disturbance started at 1 o’clock in the morning (Saturday 11 April) when a 22 year-old prisoner on a three-year sentence confronted staff’. However, an eyewitness to the disturbance told Inside Time that trouble started in fact at 11.20pm (Friday 10 April) involving only one prisoner and one prison officer. ‘Roughly 50 minutes’ later the rioting prisoner, who was drunk, had succeeded in smashing all lighting on three landings on B Wing. ‘Up until this point we were dealing with one prisoner….And there were no screws on the wing’, the former resident at Ashwell said. The account given to Inside Time strongly suggests that this serious disturbance could have been contained had there been an appropriate and a swifter response to the drunk individual who caused the initial damage.



Carla Riozzi, The Leicester Law Society’s Trainee/Young Solicitor 2009, at The Royal Courts of Justice for a drugs offence case which could be a landmark for Britons jailed abroad.



Eyewitness account page 10



Carla Riozzi reports on a Judicial Review page 38



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SPECIALISTS Serious & complex Crown Court cases Court of Appeal cases Applications to the Criminal Cases Review Commission Confiscation & Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Members of the VHCC Panel



IPP and Extended Sentences Parole Board Reviews Categorisation including Cat A Prison Discipline & Adjudications Judicial Review & Human Rights Cases



Carter Moore Solicitors



Contact Criminal Defence & Appeals Jeremy Moore Prison Law Lynne Williams



13 St John Street Manchester M3 4DQ



Tel: 0 8 4 5 8 7 3 7 3 3 3 or 0161 833 9253



All Lifer Reviews Licence Recall & Reviews HDC Applications Sentence Calculation Jeremy Moore represented Barry George who was recently released after the successful appeal
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Board of Directors



Trevor Grove - Former Editor Sunday Telegraph, Journalist, Writer and serving Magistrate.



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



Treatment concerns .......................................................................................................... MICHAEL DOYLE - HMP RANBY I would like Inside Time to clarify a few areas of concern reference my treatment here at Ranby. Firstly, I had a headache and requested Paracetamol but was told this has to be purchased. Secondly, only one standard letter is issued per week; I was under the impression it was two, and three for enhanced. Finally, can prisoners take PSOs from the library in order that they can be studied properly instead of being rushed?



 Inside Time writes: Mr Doyle raises a number of questions about his treatment at HMP Ranby. He says that he had a headache and was told that he would have to buy his own Paracetamol. In a few establishments, prisoners can buy Paracetamol but there is no obligation to do so: if Mr Doyle needs pain relief then he is entitled to it, free, from Healthcare. Ordinary prison staff do not hand out such medication now because they are not qualified to do so; Mr Doyle should request to see the nurse or doctor if he needs painkillers.



Geoff Hughes - Former Governor, Belmarsh prison. Eric McGraw - Former Director, New Bridge (1986 - 2002) and founder of Inside Time in 1990. John D Roberts - Former Company Chairman and Managing Director employing ex-offenders. Louise Shorter - Former producer, BBC Rough Justice programme. Alistair H. E. Smith B.Sc F.C.A. - Chartered Accountant, Trustee and Treasurer, New Bridge Foundation. Chris Thomas - Chief Executive, New Bridge Foundation.



He queries the number of letters he can send. Each prisoner is entitled to one statutory letter per week, irrespective of IEP, which is paid for by the prison. PSO 4411 covers prisoners’ correspondence and explains that privilege letters are those which the prisoner sends at their own expense and these are not limited, unless the quantities sent cause a problem where routine reading is in effect. HMP Ranby is a ‘C’ Category establishment, so there shouldn’t be a problem sending or receiving letters. Finally, Mr Doyle asks about removing PSOs (Prison Service Orders) from prison libraries. Prison libraries hold all the PSOs and other relevant documents but do not normally let prisoners remove them in case another prisoner wants to read them. Mr Doyle can have photocopies made if he wants to keep them.



Categorisation representations



The Editorial Team



.......................................................................................................... NAME SUPPLIED - HMP ALBANY Over the past few months I have repeatedly been informed that prisoners cannot provide representations as part of the recategorisation process. Having checked with my solicitor and the Prisoners’ Advice Service, both seem of the opinion that I can offer representations, therefore might Inside Time ask the Ministry of Justice for clarification?



Rachel Billington



John Bowers



Novelist and Journalist



Writer and former prisoner



 The Ministry of Justice writes: Offenders are not entitled to provide representations when their security category is reviewed. However, the categorisation process is an open one and offenders must have the opportunity to see the evidence on which any decision is based, unless it is withheld to protect the safety of a third party. Offenders must also have the opportunity to make representations against the categorisation review decision through the usual complaints process. If your correspondent would like to review the evidence used in his category review, or request a copy of the recategorisation form, then he should speak to his offender supervisor.



Eric McGraw



John Roberts



Author and Managing Editor



Operations Director and Company Secretary



Editorial Assistants Lucy Forde - Former prisoner education mentor Paul Sullivan - Former prisoner



Layout and design Colin Matthews - [email protected]



Correspondence Inside Time, P.O.Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. 01489 795945 01489 786495 [email protected] www.insidetime.org If you wish to reproduce or publish any of the content from any issue of Inside Time, you should first contact us for written permission. Full terms & conditions can be found on the website.



Subscribe Inside Time is distributed free of charge throughout the UK prison estate. It is available to other readers via a postal subscription service. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION CHARGES £25.00 (inc vat) Companies, organisations and individuals with taxable earnings. £15.00 (inc vat) Registered Charities, volunteers and individuals without taxable earnings. For postal addresses outside of the UK please add £10 to the appropriate subscription rate to cover the additional postage costs. To subscribe call us or go to www.insidetime.org, pay by cheque/postal order or credit card over the telephone.
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Why blame the system? ..................................................... KAREN MELLOR - MANCHESTER I am a lifer wife who considers herself to be motivated and strong willed. However, I refuse to support prisoners’ families’ charities for the simple reason they persist in raising negativity to the surface. Naturally there are families who struggle immensely in this predicament, but given the chance to use my voice instead of penal reformers using it for me, as a successful businesswoman, I could indeed give other families hope. You only have to log onto websites and desperate online communities to realise that hope is dramatically fading. It is arduous reading posts written by prisoners’ family members who convince themselves they can achieve ground-breaking changes. I wish them well, and sincerely hope they do, but the reality of it is, minus of course the truly innocent souls, their loved ones are indeed to blame for their circumstances and the buck ends there. It is wearisome reading comments from people that persist in blaming the system. Blaming the system for what exactly? Forcing their partners into committing crime? In fact it's rather entertaining reading some of the bizarre threads that consist of queries such as …’Help, I have lost my VO’ and …’He hasn't rung me tonight’. No offence, but it's like saying ‘The shop has run out of milk’. It is a completely pointless exercise and I question what exactly these organisations aim to achieve by providing us with slapstick online services that are completely juvenile, non-constructive and an insult to people’s intelligence. They lack motivation, enthusiasm and, most importantly, positive energies that can be channeled into turning this situation towards implementing self-worth and confidence into the many families that are bedraggled into serving sentences alongside their guilty loved ones inside. One of the most bizarre and inane comments I have ever read is that from ‘Action for Prisoners’ Families’. On their website it features a quote that says: ‘I find the defendant guilty. I sentence his six year-old daughter to nine years of punishment’. Who exactly sentences this child to punishment - apart from her own mother or father who foolishly made the decision to commit a crime in the first place?



B L AV O & C O 0207 025 2020 (24hrs) 19 John Street LONDON WC1N 2DL Prison Law experts in: ‡Adjudications ‡ IPP ‡ Parole ‡ Recall ‡ Lifer Reviews ‡ HDC ‡ Categorisation



We also have specialists in: ‡ Crime ‡Serious Fraud ‡ Extradition ‡ Immigration ‡ Judicial Review ‡ Housing ‡ Family ‡ Mental Health Law ‡ Employment ‡ Welfare Benefits
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Star Letter of the Month ........................................................... Congratulations to Anthony Joyce who wins our £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter.



Transported to the gates of Hell



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



So you’d think perhaps he was a big man; a ‘staunch geezer’ with a hard man reputation who demanded respect? You’d be wrong ... he was Sean Hodgson and he had respect; however it was born out of pity for the 27 years he’d been inside for a murder he didn’t commit. Whenever I looked at him I could have wept ... on occasions I have. I’m transported to the gates of Auschwitz Concentration Camp when the first allied soldiers arrived. Sean would not have looked out of place with the inmates. The faded prison clothes didn’t disguise his skeletal frame. He is so thin you’d expect his bones to rattle when he walks, whilst his face is chiselled with the stress cracks of fighting; the mental torment of an innocent man kept for countless years against his will. The grey pallor is symptomatic of the disease that eats him away inside. His bent frame a legacy of the physical days when he was first incarcerated; and still had some fight left in him. Now, with all fight gone, he used to sit and rock for comfort and self-reassurance. His days were filled with nothing; so he walked the corridors incessantly for hours. He’s 57 but looks 75.



.................................................... ANTHONY JOYCE - HMP ALBANY In March, I was stood at the front of the dinner queue. A guy walked down the corridor and straight in front of me. There was some murmuring amongst thirty others in the queue, but on the whole nobody bothered; he’d been queue-jumping for years - long before I arrived here two years ago.



This is what the prison system does to the innocent. I looked at Sean and often used to think ... ‘there but for the grace of God go I’, and I wonder how many of the large percentage of innocent men in this prison alone thought the same? Be patient ‘deniers’… we’ve got a long wait ahead.



Wicked imagination! .......................................................................................................... KELLY BIGNELL - HMP BRONZEFIELD Congratulations to David Greaves in HMP Littlehey on his excellent ‘Star Letter of the Month’ contribution in your April issue. The joke’s on David, as it was obviously an ‘April Fool’, but respect to you bruv for the time and effort you spent putting the letter together and for having such a wicked imagination. I can assure you that all the ladies here at Bronzefield were smiling broadly after reading it! * (Glad you spotted David Greaves’ ‘April Fool’ letter. A female journalist from the Daily Express sent Inside Time an e-mail asking for more information! - clearly lacking the ‘wicked imagination’ of residents at Bronzefield Ed)



Fed up being patronised ................................................... JASON BROWN - HMP DONCASTER I’m serving 3 years for burglary and have been a PPO (Prolific Priority Offender) for several years. Recently, I sat with my inside and outside probation officers, and my drugs worker, and we discussed my sentence planning - which to me is a total waste of time. As I’m a PPO, when I’m on the streets there is a very high risk of me re-offending. The best part is that when I’m released with my £46, I’m going to be homeless. I’ll be back in here so that I don’t have to live on the streets; so if I’m such a threat to society, why does the system let people like me out of prison homeless; what chance do we have? I’ll tell you … no bloody chance! Anyway, back to my ‘sentence planning’. I asked if I could have the implant which would stop me using heroin for a year, it costs about £1,500 and although it’s not the end of my problems it’s a start, isn’t it? Surely £1,500 is a small price to pay if offset against the cost of arrest, transport back and forth to court, legal aid and then keeping me yet again at Her Majesty’s pleasure.
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Call for urgent action at Styal ...................................... page 12



Month by Month ............ page 16 Comment ......................... page 17 Health ...................... pages 18-19 Comment ................. pages 20-34



They said ‘no’ and if I presented them with the money they’d want to know where I got it - bloody cheek! Whatever I’ve tried in the past, including Methadone, hasn’t worked because you can still ‘use’ - not with the implant though; yet I’m not going to get a look in despite the proven effects. What is the point of all the courses if we are going to start using again as soon as we are out, especially if we’ve got nowhere to go? Perhaps probation are worried that they’ll be out of work if they organise the implant; as it is likely that I won’t be out breaking the law. Why doesn’t anyone stop and really listen to what we have to say? Why are they so afraid to try something that works? What doesn’t work is me going to probation twice a week for MDTs and being asked if I’m ok! I’m fed up with being bloody well patronised and told what I should and shouldn’t do. I’m asking for help and they tell me they can’t what a joke ... only nobody’s laughing.



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (concise and clearly marked) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, if you have a query and for whatever reason do not wish your letter to be published in Inside Time or appear on the website, or yourself to be identified, please make this clear. We advise that wherever possible, when sending original documents such as legal papers, you send photocopies as we are unable to accept liability if they are lost. We may need to forward your letter and /or documents to Prison Service HQ or another appropriate body for comment or advice, therefore only send information you are willing to have forwarded on your behalf.



No vote means no voice in Parliament: Let prisoners speak out! John Hirst .............. page 22



Advice & information ..... page 35 Specialist Prison Law Solicitors



GANS & CO



All prison law including: ‡ Adjudications ‡ Parole Hearings ‡ Categorisation & Transfers



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALIST



0151 549 4120 Room 74, Admin Buildings, Admin Road, Kirkby, Liverpool, L33 7TX (consultation rooms) ‡ Legal visits arranged immediately ‡ Legal aid available ‡ Anywhere in the north & central England Contact our friendly staff at :



KRM SOLICITORS



News from the House pages 36-37



SOLICIT ORS



Legal Comment ... pages 38-40



Has the justice system let you down? Why not contact our friendly team for free and friendly advice?



Legal Advice ..................... page 41



‡ Appeals against conviction/Sentence ‡ Sentence and Parole Reviews ‡ Categorisation ‡ Recall to Custody



Legal Q&A ............... pages 42-43



‡ Lifers and Adjudications ‡ Mandatory Life Sentence Review ‡ Judicial Review ‡ H u m a n R i g h ts I s s u e s



Nationwide Service



Immediate visit, advice & representation, call or write: Angela or George



0207 469 7010 or 0793 053 2183



(24hrs)



Gans & Co Solicitors, 214 - 216 Rye Lane, Peckham, London SE15 4NL



Book Reviews .................. page 44 Drama Reviews ............... page 45 Poetry ........................ pages 46-47 Jailbreak ................... pages 48-52
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‘The days when probation used to help you’ .......................................................................................................................................................... STEVE WELLS - HMP NOTTINGHAM



 Can anyone remember the days when probation used to be there to actually help you? ‘Probation and Aftercare’ it was called. Not anymore, it has now become a police force and court all rolled into one.



 A week prior to the end of my bail hostel assessment, hostel staff handed me a written caution; three breaches of hostel rules:



To properly supervise someone on licence you would have to follow them around 24 hours a day, and that would be impossible. So what we’re left with is a probation ‘force’ seemingly intent on proving to the public it is doing something; that ‘something’ being breaching people for the most ridiculous reasons.



Horrific injustice ..................................................... THOMAS HODGE - HMP WAKEFIELD



DAVID BAKER - HMP DOVEGATE



The system has gone stark raving mad, with people being recalled to jail for missing a probation appointment; or jailed on the slightest whim of some disgruntled probation officer. Let’s get real, probation doesn’t supervise anybody. Probation sit in their offices receiving visits from people on licence; a person could go to see their probation officer for an hour, smile, chat inconsequential nonsense and then leave and commit mass murder. In fact I’m having trouble understanding what the actual supervisory role of probation is?
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



 Having in my possession any weapons, dangerous items, alcohol, solvents, illegal drugs or paraphernalia  Not to behave in a violent, threatening, disruptive, sexist or other discriminatory way which could cause offence to staff, other residents, the local community or members of the general public  All medication must be handed into duty staff. This might lead one to believe that I am a drug addict and alcoholic, threatening staff and residents in a dangerous manner whilst brandishing a weapon; in truth I had a small pair of sewing scissors which were included in a sewing kit; an adult magazine purchased on remand in prison; and a pack of supermarket brand ibuprofen!



‘You missed an appointment … off to jail’; ‘you got done for a driving offence … off to jail’, ‘you argued with your wife … off to jail’; ‘we don’t like your attitude … off to jail’. No trial, no argument, off to jail.



Clearly I found this incident distressing, certainly in the week before going to court and was therefore keen to have the caution quashed. A simple verbal warning, confiscation of items and discussion would surely have sufficed. However my appeal to probation fell on deaf ears and of course the judge was notified of the breach in my pre-sentence report.



Be in no doubt, these people don’t care about you, your family or your welfare. They are only interested in themselves and how their hard line is perceived by those who employ them (the government) and those that terrify them (the press). The day of the caring, helpful probation officer has long gone. They have joined the ‘throw away the key’ posse.



In all communication I have had with the probation service, at the foot of every page it reads ‘NOMS - Working Together to Reduce Re-offending’. Later this year I will be released from prison and will have to reside once again at a probation hostel on licence. It will be a period that I shall approach with educated caution whilst ‘working together’ with the probation service.



I have just returned to the main wing from 7 days in segregation and in the cell I found a back issue of Inside Time (December 2008) which I must have read about 10 times! My attention was drawn to an excellent story in investigative journalist Bob Woffinden’s column about a convicted sex offender (George Robinson) who won an appeal against conviction in the Court of Appeal in 2005. However a retrial was ordered at Newcastle Crown Court and he was subsequently convicted by a unanimous verdict and sentenced to eight years. I must have studied this story for hours, reading every last detail, and found the outcome of the case quite horrific … it really does beggar belief; did he have a barrister representing him or not? Despite all the high profile cases such as the ‘Cardiff 3’, ‘Birmingham 6’ and even Sean Hodgson, I have to say this must go down as one of the most serious miscarriages of justice of all time. One has to give serious thought about the competence of his legal team and advisors who represented him at both the original trial and then the re-trial. I am no forensic psychologist or expert in DNA profiling, but serious questions have to be raised about the forensic evidence submitted and why there was no argument put to the jury by his barrister to find him not guilty. I feel that further investigation needs to be carried out to free an innocent man from prison and to re-instate his pride and dignity within the community. * (We understand from Ronnie Campbell MP that George Robinson has now been released on licence. Ed.)



Heads up music lovers! Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.



.......................................................................................................... PETER ONYANGO - HMP HUNTERCOMBE Hey what’s up! My name’s Lil Rome aka FLAMZ (pronounced flames). For those who don’t know or can’t remember, I had an insertion in Inside Time back in November 2008 requesting readers/music lovers to write to me to help with a business plan I was filling out by answering a questionnaire (thanks to everyone that participated and sent it back). ‘Romesworld’, the album I planned to release this month, has been delayed until December 2009 due to lack of promotion. However, I would like everyone who is into RnB, Hip Hop and Grime to contact me if you are interested in hearing my new single ‘Alter Ego’. It’s a grime single mixed with a little Hip Hop from my co-album ‘Burn it Up’ (coming soon!) but also features in my mix tape ‘The Common Cement of Romesworld). As I never got my early, I’ll be shooting the video for the single at a later date. It’s already recorded - just waiting to be pressed and manufactured. I’ll be able to send out copies of the single to everyone that requests a copy in May/June signed with lyrics for free. For immediate response, please enclose a first-class self-addressed envelope to the address below. However, I will reply to everyone, stamped or not. I can have a CD/mix tape sent to you next month by Shankz, an artist signed to my independent label Fresh M.U.R.E. records; also a member of my Hip Hop/Grime group K.O.S we’re also recruiting members.



E R O M S T R U H T A WH
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www.amelans.co.uk PERSONAL INJURY SOLICITORS



For further information contact the address below and I’ll gladly supply answers to questions and will reply within 31 days. Write to: Peter Onyango TF5196, HMP Huntercombe, Nuffield Place, Henley-on-Thames RG9 5SB.



Julian Young & Co



Specialists in all aspects of



PRISON LAW including Adjudications, Parole Board and Oral Hearings and



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & APPEALS Nationwide Service For a prompt friendly response C o n ta c t J u d y R a m j e e t a t : JULIAN YOUNG & CO 57 Duke Street Mayfair London W1K 5NR



0207 4932211



Ross SR Samuel Solicitors Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists ‡ Licence & Parole Issues ‡ Categorisation ‡ Recall to Custody ‡ Ajudications ‡ Tariff & Judicial Review For Immediate Visit, Clear Advice and Effective Representation, write or call, Pedro Kika at:



Samuel Ross Solicitors 253 Camberwell New Road London SE5 0TH



0207 701 4664 N AT I O N W I D E C O V E R A G E
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Lack of understanding .......................................................................... T J WILLIAMS - HMP HIGHPOINT I write reference the Now 'Listen' To This article by Andy Thackwray that features in your April issue. Incarcerated on my first prison sentence and, like Mr Thackwray, maintaining my innocence, I have been a Listener since 2004. At my current location, I have been the Listener coordinator for over a year; therefore it was with great interest that I read his comments on the Listeners scheme.



those 3, only 1 is still a Listener. I believe that here at Highpoint they have achieved the foundation of what is a very effective screening process as alluded to above. There are no tangible incentives to becoming a Listener and ‘quality’ is always sought over ‘quantity’. Regarding 'mustering empathy for people who have, say, taken a life'... this is a non-issue. As part of the 'monstrously inadequate' Listeners training provided in the short space of three to eight weeks, we learn that we are there not to hear the caller’s crimes but the emotions generated by them; it really is that simple.



The system of accountability laid down by the Samaritan prison service agreement is quite clear. In what is something of an anomaly, PSO 2700 actually complements this agreement factoring in the additional accountability, which the prison offers. Therefore the Samaritan organisation oversees the self-regulating Listeners scheme as well as providing guidance and training. As you enter a cell as a Listener, you hang up all your issues at the door and enter as a blank slate; ready to listen to the caller in the hope that, by just listening, you will be able to alleviate some of the caller's emotional perturbations. Commonly, Listeners do not like to depart until this is in part achieved. Rarely have I thought that my issues were greater stress generators than what I have just listened to. The upshot is that I feel better having had my concerns put into perspective. The death of my father was a difficult time for me early in my sentence, but being able to put all those emotions to one side, and give my complete concentration to another, was more beneficial than any therapy. Within the jails I have been in during the last five years, I received no ‘benefits’ as a Listener, apart from the respect of inmates and officers who understand the work we undertake. I have no 'green trousers' and I do not like wearing my t-shirt as I personally believe confidentiality should extend to not knowing who has called upon the services of a Listener. Mr Thackwray is right making the point that there are numerous bogus individuals who attempt to become Listeners for there own sentencing benefit. Of the 86 names I submitted for clearance prior to the last training course: 14 were invited for an interview; 13 started the course; 3 finished the course; and of



ALAN HIGGINS - HMP ACKLINGTON



“



I sincerely hope that reading Andy’s article hasn’t stopped anyone from using a LISTENER if they needed to because if it did, then that vulnerable and needy person may have then been left with nothing



”



MIKE RUANE - HMP ACKLINGTOM



“



If anyone at P.S.H.Q. reads this letter and has any sort of hold on the purse strings, please give them a tug in the direction of Suicide Prevention and Self Harm Management who, together with the Samaritans, can create a nationally recognised intensively trained, strong and genuinely caring team of LISTENERS



”



STEVE CASSELDEN - HMP BULLINGDON



He raised certain very interesting points, with which I wholly agree. The Listeners scheme is indeed due for an overhaul; however, his call for a 'more appropriately qualified and accountable body' illustrates his lack of understanding of what Listeners do and how we operate. Allow me to elucidate this matter for the benefit of Mr Thackwray and those narrow minded, selfish inmates who share his view. Conversations that take place between a Listener and a caller (fellow inmate) are completely confidential. Unless the caller’s permission is given, or the information received is contrary to the Terrorism Act, Listeners are forbidden from forwarding divulged information to any third party.



I am one of the LISTENER Coordinators at HMP Bullingdon and “ we pride ourselves on the fact that any information that is disclosed to us from anyone that has called to see a Listener stays within the LISTENERS group and is not disclosed to anyone else.



April issue



I note that Mr Thackwray levels no direct criticism at the Samaritans, but indirectly he does. By misconstruing the nature of listening, he is criticising the construct of the Samaritans who, in principle, operate in synchronicity. The high usage of the Samaritans and Listeners schemes reflects the fact that many people like the idea of talking to a stranger who is not going to prescribe a pill or psychoanalyse them. Mr Thackwray makes some interesting points, which the Listeners scheme would do well to pay heed to. I invite him to undertake the Listeners training course, not with the intention of becoming a Listener, rather, in the hope that he may understand what it involves and exactly how it works. Perhaps then, his next comments will be less subjective and provide constructive advice on how we all can deal with the responsibility of assisting our fellow man.



Extracts from others who wrote on the same subject: RYAN DIGGLE - HMP STOCKEN



“



Andy’s assertion that in some prisons there are incentives and privileges given to a LISTENER is completely wrong and is against the contract agreed with the Samaritans and the prison service



”



STEPHEN THORNTON - HMP GARTREE



“



I wish to thank Inside Time and Andy Thackwray for putting vulnerable and desperate prisoners at risk due to printing his views about the role of LISTENERS within the prison system. As a paper which reaches out to over 80,000 prisoners, you have a responsibility to print the facts or at least the truth, more so when potentially putting prisoners at risk



”



Out of that large group of applicants, only a very small handful actually makes it through to become LISTENERS. What the Samaritans are looking for is not someone who has got qualifications coming out of their ears i.e. counselling or psychotherapy or any other qualifications that they want to bang on about. What they are looking for is someone who will shut their mouths long enough for someone else to speak. We are here to Listen



”



PHILL PATTERSON - HMP GARTH



“



The LISTENERS save lifes and pull people back from a very dark place and trust me I’ve been there myself. I’ve got lots of problems of my own but I still make time for others, no matter who they are or what they’ve done. So sorry pal, you’ve picked the wrong subject to ‘gob off’ about as you put it!



”



 Andy Thackwray responds: It's evident from some of Mr Williams's comments that he misinterpreted my article. Therefore I strongly suggest he come down from the moral high ground and read my article again. He'll find I highlighted some major discrepancies within the Listener's Scheme which I've recently forwarded to the Prison Service Ombudsman.



Correction Page 11 of last month's Inside Time featured a photograph of Action for Prisoners' Families' Family Friendly Prison challenge event - the caption mistakenly credited Dave Milner (Head of Safety) and Amanda Syddell (Diversity Manager) of HMP Standford Hill. In fact the photograph showed David Beer (Resettlement Group Manager) and Mandy Hill (Manager of the visitors’ centre) both from HMP Woodhill. Apologies from APF!



Kaj & Co Solicitors Criminal and Prison Law Specialists



Freephone 0800 023 2375



CREIGHTON & PARTNERS



Are you facing serious criminal charges?



SOLICITORS



FAMILY LAW SPECIALIST SERVINGTHESOUTHEAST



Care Proceedings Contact with Children Divorce Community Care Contact the Family Law Team at:



#REIGHTON0ARTNERS 'REAT3COTLAND9ARD 7HITEHALL ,/.$/. 37! (.
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24hr Prison Law & Criminal Defence Specialists Prison Law Including Licence Recalls, Adjudications, Parole Board Hearings, Lifer & IPP, HDC, Tariff and Judicial Reviews



Criminal Defence & Appeals Free 24 hour Police Station Attendance, Magistrates' and Crown Courts, Appeals, Confiscation, CCRC



Call our 24 hour number: 020 8521 9955 413 Chingford Road, Walthamstow, London, E17 5AF



Henscott Solicitors 24 hours a day, day, 7 days a week



Have you just received a ‘knock back’ or been nicked? We can assist you in all aspects of Criminal & Prison Law matters incl: ‡ Reprsentation in all aspects of Criminal Proceedings ‡ Appeals (conviction or sentence) ‡ Adjudications ‡ Home Detention Curfew ‡ Re-categorisation and Transfers ‡ Parole and Licence Issues ‡ Recall Community Legal Service Criminal ‡ MDT & VDT Defence Service ‡ Closed Visits ‡ Lifer Reviews Contact Ken Jokosenumi at 406 Holloway Road London N7 6PZ Tel: 0207 700 7826 Fax 020 7700 7819



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING YOUR CAUSE! Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters ‡ All Criminal Courts Proceedings and Appeals ‡ Parole Hearings ‡ Licence Recalls ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Recategorisation ‡ Confiscation Orders ‡ Adjudications ‡ Lifer Panel Representations ‡ Human Rights Appeals ‡ Miscarriage of Justice ‡ Appeals Against Deportation



-Nationwide Servicecontact



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234 or write to: Rodman Pearce Solicitors 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Insidetime May 2009 www.insidetime.org



OASys assessments Local authorities and homelessness mandatory? ..................................................... ..................................................... LYNNE OLIVER (HOUSING ADVICE WORKER) AND MARTIN ILLING (HOUSING ORDERLY) - HMP WOLDS RESETTLEMENT DEPARTMENT After reading the contribution in your April issue from Mark Bradley, Housing Link Dept, HMP Sudbury, I would like to say it's brilliant to read an item from an offender who is positively contributing to tackling housing and homelessness issues. I work alongside a Housing Orderly, and fully appreciate the complex issues involved.



The Pontiff Pontificates .......................................................................................................... GERARD MCGRATH BA HONS - HMP HAVERIGG Those of us who pay any attention at all to what goes on in the world will know that Africa is a troubled continent - plagued by poverty, wars and the scourge of Aids and HIV. Millions of Africans are HIV positive; millions have died from Aids. Various organisations try to hold back the tide of this insidious, pernicious disease by offering education and practical help through teaching the use of condoms and how to curb promiscuity. With numbers of newly diagnosed cases increasing, the education is obviously falling on deaf ears. Enter the incumbent Pope, His Holiness Benedict XVI. In March, the Pope paid his first visit to his flock in Africa. On route he gave an interview to accompanying journalists in which he divulged his prescription to halt the spread of Aids. With utter incredulity, I listened as the Pope pontificated to the effect that abstinence from sex, marital fidelity and abandoning the use of condoms would see Aids halted! The Pope understands the nature of humankind and is very much a man of the world, and could hardly be described as naïve given the inexorable rise to ultimate power he engineered for himself in the Machiavellian environment of the Vatican. All the more amazing that he issued such a prescription to his impoverished, ill-educated flock in Africa regarding HIV/Aids. In the memorable words of tennis super-brat John McEnroe, ‘you cannot be serious’. I cannot envisage impoverished African women, driven to prostitution to support their families, not choosing to insist that their clients wear a condom given the Pope’s condemnation of them. It might be me underestimating the influence of His Holiness, but I find it impossible to envisage the aforementioned scenario. I do not mean to offend Catholics but it beggars belief that the leader of the world’s Catholics could issue such a prescription to the people of Africa. He would better serve them in announcing that some of the vast wealth of the Catholic Church would be given to fund clinics, schools and education. The latter being the most effective treatment to halt HIV/Aids. It seems to me the Pope needs a reality check if he truly feels his prescription is the answer to what is an African pandemic.



There may be a little confusion around applying to local authorities and homelessness, which I would like to help clarify for offenders who may have read Mark’s piece and aren't sure what to do. An offender is able to apply to a local authority to join their waiting list at any time during their sentence (preferably as early as possible) in order for them to accrue waiting time, unless exclusion applies to a particular offender. Once you have been registered, you should be sent a letter confirming your registration number and registration date. Please keep this safe. A local authority at this point are quite likely to defer (freeze) your application because you are in custody and unable to accept an offer of accommodation. In our experience, when contact is made approximately 6 weeks prior to release, your application is then made "live". Your waiting time will date back to your original registration date. In terms of submitting a homeless application, legislation states that an application is made within 28 days of becoming homeless. It doesn't matter how this is made. For example, telephone, in writing or third party. The local authority must begin their investigation immediately. However, it's worth checking with the authority you apply to, as some have been known to commence their investigation sooner.



HOWARDS SOLICITORS LIMITED Criminal Law Specialist s ‡ Adjudication and Prison Discipline ‡ ‡ Paroles ‡ ‡ Lifer Panels ‡ ‡ Categorisations ‡ ‡ Transfers ‡ ‡ Licence Recall ‡ ‡ Reviews ‡ ‡ Appeals Against Conviction & Sentence ‡ ‡ Confiscation & Proceeds of Crime Act Hearings ‡ ‡ Criminal Case and Review Commission ‡



Nationwide Coverage All Types of Criminal Cases Undertaken



Call or Write Crime Team Specialists In House Higher Court Advocates



0161 872 9999 Howards Solicitors 489 Chester Road, Manchester M16 9HF



JEFFREY WATKINS - HMP RYE HILL I am twelve years into a life sentence, however because I have never had an OASys assessment I remain, on paper, a high risk because the authorities have failed to conduct fresh risk assessments for at least eight years. This is drastically affecting my progress in terms of being granted such as escorted town visits. When my case was last considered by the Parole Board (December 2007), whilst giving me the expected knock-back they criticised the lack of reports in my dossier. Consequently, given that PSO 2205 became effective in July 2003 which specifies that life sentenced prisoners must be OASys assessed and thereafter reviewed at least annually to take account of significant milestones, I would like to know how long a life sentenced prisoner is expected to serve before being OASys assessed and whether privately operated prisons such as Rye Hill can opt out of the mandatory provisions of PSO 2205?



 The Ministry of Justice writes: All life sentenced offenders are required to have an OASys, which is usually completed at their first sentence planning board. However, a number of lifers at Rye Hill have been in custody for some time and their sentence plans were originally completed under the previous arrangements. As a result Rye Hill is currently in the process of completing an OASys for each of these offenders.



 Jeffrey Watkins writes: I remain disappointed by the prevaricative reply from the Ministry of Justice which excuses the local Lifer team's negligence, given the fact that I have undergone six annual sentence planning boards at Rye Hill since the PSO became effective, but still the local Lifer team refuses to adhere to the mandatory provisions of PSO 2205. It is inevitable that I will serve far longer than ought to have been the case because Rye Hill continues to be run on a shoestring budget to maximise profit at the expense of (among a multitude of deficiencies) adequate staffing level of the OASys/Lifer teams.
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Stitched up wholesale



lishments would experience different prices being charged for the same thing.



..........................................................................



Our objective for prices is that they should be reasonable, comparable to high street prices, and independently verified. In setting the prices we have adopted the following methodology. If an item has the price printed on it, then this is the price that we will aim to charge. For all other prices an external benchmarking company is consulted, who will provide a benchmark selling price per item, which we will use. If this company is unable to offer a benchmark, for example if they do not have enough sample data, then a high street price example, and the manufacturers recommended retail price will be checked, and generally the lower of the two charged.



TERRY BROWN - HMP ERLESTOKE  I’ve noticed several complaints in recent issues of Inside Time regarding the canteen service being delivered (or not, as the case may be) by DHL/Booker. They arrived here at Erlestoke towards the end of February and if we thought Aramark were incompetent this lot actually make them seem like consummate professionals by comparison! Prisoners seem to be getting stitched up wholesale, particularly with the prices set, and in my view this bunch of cowboys has been in breach of contract since they first stepped foot into this prison; indeed would appear to have failed to deliver the service promised in their contract right across the prison estate. Can Inside Time seek comment from DHL/Booker and get an assurance that matters will improve considerably?



 The Ministry of Justice writes: The National Offender Management Service set the prisoner retail prices, so should respond to Mr Brown’s query. The way that prices are set has changed; this is now done centrally for the whole HMPS estate, so for the first time we will have consistent prices across all public sector prisons. This addresses past issues where prisoners moving between estab-



As a consequence of this change, some prices have gone up compared to what they were before, and some have gone down. On the price comparison chart which you published in your March issue, the total bill under the new arrangements was the lowest price option. On the subject of overall general service NOMS, along with DHL, are going through a huge change process to implement the new contract. There will always be the potential for human error but we know that service is good overall and better levels are generally being achieved than was previously the case. As an example, one of the Inside Time letters of complaint in a previous issue was from HMP Nottingham. On service from the last weekend where data is available, only 4 errors out of 530 canteen orders were made.
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G ATKINS - HMP ALBANY  I would like to give credit where it is due to the staff here at Albany. Like so many other prisons, the changeover of canteen suppliers from Aramark to DHL / Booker did not go smoothly; witness the letters featured in the last couple of issues of Inside Time from disgruntled prisoners. Our canteen is delivered on Thursday, after tea, on a wing rotation. Needless to say the first wing encountered many problems with wrong stock etc. and tempers began to fray. A ‘bang up’ was initialised throughout the prison in an attempt to keep the situation in order. Staff then attempted to sort out the immediate problems with the stock. Having done what they could, they then began a controlled ‘unlock’ to enable prisoners to collect their canteen and an officer was available to check that you had received all the items paid for. This went on well into the period of our ‘bang up’. I daresay that every prisoner would have received his items on Thursday, and would not have had to wait until Friday morning, if it had not been disrupted by a few who were dissatisfied with the attempts being made by prison staff. We were told to expect, and did get problems through no fault of the prison. I feel that staff handled a situation well that could have been very disruptive to the prison and prisoners. They showed patience and perseverance in ensuring that we got our items as close as possible to normal collection times. Let’s hope DHL / Booker can get it right eventually and avoid any repetition of the turmoil this caused.



Fabricated evidence



The price of progress



..........................................................................................................



..........................................................................................................



DAVE McDONNELL - DIRECTOR, HMP WOLDS



WILLIAM JOHNSTON - HMP GLENOCHIL



I was very saddened to read Colin Belcher's letter ‘Profit before care’ in the April issue of Inside Time in which, as a resident of HMP Wolds, he reported on the loss of lifer Mr Sam Titley.



I write in response to the letter from David Souter in the March issue ‘Saving My Revenge’. To be honest, I’m a bit confused as to exactly what point Mr Souter is trying to make?



His fabrications of what happened when Mr Titley sadly died at the Wolds in February put him on a par with Hans Christian Anderson! Because the Coroner has opened and adjourned the inquest, I am not able to disclose details of Mr Titley's health and healthcare but they will be made public at the inquest. Mr Titley was found unconscious in his cell by the officer who, 10 minutes earlier, had been talking to him about the rugby match on TV. The officer raised the alarm and immediately began resuscitation with the help of another officer. Within two minutes they were both supported by other staff. Paramedics attended the scene and took over the resuscitation, which they continued until they arrived at Hull Royal Infirmary. After the Doctor had pronounced Mr Titley had died, the paramedics told our escorting staff that the officers who had been trying to resuscitate Mr Titley had done a very good job under the circumstances. Like most training prisons, our Healthcare Centre is not staffed 24 hours per day by clinical staff. The staff finish at 16:30 hrs on a weekend.



On the one hand he says that the Strangeways riots achieved much good and makes the point that … ‘without these riots nothing would have changed and the prison system would be considerably worse than it is today’ – an observation which I fully agree with. On the other hand he seems to be saying that because people were inevitably victimised due to their involvement in the riot, it really wasn’t worth it. I don’t want to state the blindingly obvious, but the prison system does have rather a nasty habit of punishing those who involve themselves in riots. That, unfortunately, is the price of struggle and process. There’s no point in moaning about being punished by the system and made to spend extra years in jail after you have fought that system and made it concede to prisoners’ rights; that’s the nature of the beast I’m afraid. I hate to say this, but I find it all a bit pathetic that someone like Mr Souter should try and criticise John Bowden’s call (Factories of Repression - Inside Time December 2008 issue) for a return to the days of solidarity and struggle because his (Mr Souter’s) own spirit is obviously broken. Fighting the system always involves personal sacrifice and nothing is achieved without that.



CRYSTAL PARTNERS SOLICIT ORS



A LB LAW Professional Specialist Lawyers



PRISON LAW & CRIMINAL APPEAL SPECIALISTS



SENTENCE T OO LONG? WRONGLY CONVICTED?



W e provide legal protection for Prisoners' Rights



‡ All aspects of crime including murder, rape/serious sexual assaults, drug related cases and serious fraud



We are passionate about getting justice, justice being our priority.



24 hours a day 01704 500771 We work to win A L B L AW 33 Hoghton Street Southport PR9 0NS A r t h u r L B l a c k h u r s t - Solicitor Advocate Mike Gibbons LLB - Solicitor www.alblaw.co.uk e-mail: [email protected] Regulated by Solicitors Regulation Authority



www.banksy.co.uk



ALB Law are Nationwide specialists in shortening sentences and securing the release of the wrongly convicted. ‡ Combined ‘in house’ legal experience of more than 50 years



D EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY & APPROACHABLE FIRM OF SOLICITORS YOU CAN TRUST TO FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS



KEEP FIGHTING FOR



YOUR RIGHTS U Human rights U Parole U Transfer U I.E.P U Re-categorisation U Adjudications U Tariff U Recall U J.R. U Appeals U Prison Law U Medical mistakes 62a The Avenue Southampton SO17 1XS 3-5 South Street, Havant PO9 1BU The DC Centre, Speedwell Street London SE8 4AT



W e can provide you with legal advice, assistance and effective effective representation in the following matters:



DDisciplinary adjudications, MDT'S Unauthorised possessions etc DLicence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



DParole Applications/Appeals DOral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) DRecall and Adjudications: Advice and Representation DRe-categorisation and Cat A Reviews DTariff Reviews and Minimum term Representations DCare proceedings DContact with Children: (Allocation to Mother and Baby unit) DCriminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC'S, DCCRC Cases (assistance with review applications) C r y s ta l P a r t n e r s S o l i c i t o r s 8 a Tu r n p i k e L a n e , L o n d o n N 8 0 P T



0 8 4 5



Tel. 023 9248 3322



SPECIALISTS IN PRISON LAW



5 0 0 0



2 4 0



Mr. Chris Isichei Mob: 07737 146 733 Mr. Cosmas Emeti Mob: 07944 624 607 Mr. Godwin Ehujor Mob: 07828 159 638



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E



FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
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Human rights attack



Government databases breaking law



.....................................................



..........................................................................................................



.....................................................



PAUL SULLIVAN - LONDON



STEVE MCCUBBINE - HMP BLUNDESTON



OFFICER STEVE ALCOCK - HMP FEATHERSTONE



A retiring Law Lord has made a scathing attack on the European Court of Human Rights. Lord Hoffmann lamented how the Court had ‘found against Britain’. Whilst stating that he supported the ECHR, he did not think it should interfere with domestic law. Having lost a few judgements to the Court over the years, Lord Hoffmann and his associates are probably smarting over the hole they have dug themselves into trying to prevent British prisoners exercising their right to vote; an issue which could well have created a situation where the next election might have been invalid. Most of the improvements to prisoners’ welfare and conditions over recent years have been hard won in Europe by prisoners and former prisoners such as John Hirst determined to improve their lot and enforce their rights. British judges, so entangled with their paymasters and employers (the Government), have continually let down prisoners and their families, and it is a sad reflection on 20th Century Britain that we need to have proper justice and upholding of our rights demonstrated to us by what Lord Hoffmann haughtily describes as “… dozens of highly paid ’judges’ from countries like Bulgaria, Russia and Romania, which have almost no rule of law themselves. These upstart briefs consider it a good day’s work to overrule the democratically passed laws of ancient States like Britain.” Of course, with nearly 90,000 disenfranchised prisoners, it could be argued that our laws are not democratic. The Judges and Law Lords are appointed by the Government, so they hardly have an incentive to bite the hand that feeds them. Lord Hoffmann himself sat on several important cases in the House of Lords, including the Belmarsh Terrorism case which ruled that ‘detention without trial’ laws had been imposed unfairly. He said, "The real threat to the life of the nation, in the sense of a people living in accordance with its traditional laws and political values, comes not from terrorism but from laws such as these." It is easy to denigrate the European Court and make fun of its jurisdiction, its decisions and its member states, however if it has done nothing else it has made British politicians stop and think, and forced them to act in a way that is fair and not just convenient to the Government.



NEVER MIND THE RECALLS HERE’S THE



o S i r P



N



LaW



Prison Law Criminal Defence Family Child Care Contact Ffion Jones now at: ABM Solicitors 114 Chapel Walks Chapel Street Manchester M3 5DW



0161 839 2626 [email protected]



Mobile fingerprint scanner accessing the database



Your readers might like to know that at least 10 of the giant government databases built or planned by ministers unlawfully breach privacy laws, according to a report whose joint author, an academic expert on privacy at Cambridge University, is one of the most respected in Britain. The computer registers, including the DNA database, the national identity register, the contact point child protection database and the health service patient’s register, all breach human rights and data protection laws, says the Joseph Rowntree Reform Trust in research released in March. It argues that they should be scrapped or fundamentally redesigned to take privacy objections into account.



The report warns that ministers are planning to spend a further £100 billion on information technology databases over the next five years. The research says claims by the government that the databases make the provision of public services such as health easier are dismissed as ‘illusory’ and that in fact the giant repositories of personal data can expose people to greater risk, particularly the vulnerable.



‘Deniers’ could be innocent



A corrupt system



.....................................................



JULIAN RENHARD - HMP WYMOTT



.....................................................



The authors go to some lengths to explain this finding, without of course mentioning that the 'deniers' might actually be innocent. Should having one's conviction quashed really be the only realistic way out of prison for lifers maintaining their innocence? * FASO (False Allegations Support Organisation) can be contacted at PO Box 4, Crosskeys, Gwent, NP11 7YA. Tel: 0870 241 66 50



TRINITY S OLICITORS PRISON LAW, CRIMINAL DEFENCE & MENTAL HEALTH LAW SPECIALISTS



A Personal Service and Unique Appr oach to Ever y Matter 3Licence Recalls 3Parole Board Hearings 3Adjudications 3Maltreatment Complaints 3Tariff Reductions 3Appeals 3Categorisation 3Human Rights 3Judicial Reviews 3Allocations & Transfers 3Lifer Hearings & Paper Reviews 3Sentence Calculations & IPP 3Criminal Cases Reviews 3HDC, MDT, VDT, ROTL



Advice and Representation Representation also on all aspects of Mental Health Law Our dedicated and experienced team is always available to help. For immediate assistance and a quick visit anywhere in the UK, please contact: Abi Sanni or Chirandeep Mondol at TRINITY SOLICITORS 61a West Ham Lane London E15 4PH 0208 555 3030 or 01245 505399 24 hour Emergency Service: 07947 100880 • LET US HELP YOU DO NOT DELAY CONTACT US TODAY



 I am currently a Prison Officer at HMP Featherstone and wanted to congratulate you on your paper 'Inside Time'. I have been reading it for the past 18 months as I find it helps me do my job more effectively. It gives me an insight into some of the problems and the views that prisoners have whilst in prison. I know some prisoners find it easier to write to your paper with problems, ideas, thoughts etc, rather than talk openly to officers. It has also given me information that has helped me point prisoners in the right direction - I can now answer problems with confidence, knowing both the prisoners and the prisons point of view. I think that I understand a little better and also know what signs to look for that may show they have something on their mind other than things we may have spoken about. Inside Time has helped me to build a better relationship with prisoners who I am responsible for as their Personal Officer, so much so that I am getting questioned by other prisoners because I understand more. Keep up the good work, I find it a great read and very informative.



....................................................... KIRSTY LACEY - HMP SEND



SYLVIA FINCH - FASO With reference to Sean Hodgson's recent release from prison after 27 years maintaining his innocence, I wonder how many Parole Board members are aware of a study: ‘Sex offenders emerging from long-term imprisonment’ (Hood, R. et al, British Journal of Criminology 2002), that found people convicted of serious sex offences who were denying their convictions were actually re-convicted less on release (only 1 out of 47 within a four year follow-up) than those that admitted their offending (17 of the sample of 144 'admitters').



Much appreciated



I read with interest the article by Max Szuca (Lamb to the Slaughter) in your August 2008 issue as I find myself in a similar position to Mr Szuca - who was more recently cleared at his retrial (Inside Time March 2009). I’m serving an 8 year IPP for crimes I did not commit; it would have been impossible in the circumstances. When you are found guilty, even if you didn’t do the crime, you are bullied by the system to do this or that course; to say sorry; to think how it’s affected the victims. The only ‘victims’ in this scenario are me and my family. Victims of allegations; of a poor police investigation; poor trials; and, like Mr Szuca, a poor defence team. I have never been in trouble in my life; owned my house; had a good job; family life and a loving partner. Now all I have left is in my property box - I’ve lost everything. Why? Because of lies, fiction and false allegations, and a legal team that felt the case against me was so weak they would be ‘surprised if it went to court’. I’m now building an appeal with new guidance and a really good legal team; my family and I will never give up fighting for justice and the truth - that’s all I’ve got left … hope.
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PLUS Deportation & all Immigration Matters



 I just wanted to drop you a line and basically say thank goodness for Inside Time. I am an IPP prisoner and it seems the only way to find out information is through your paper - witness the item in your April issue that we are no longer entitled to escorted town visits. I put in an application for a town visit about six months ago and was looking forward to it when I came across your piece. Although I’m obviously disappointed, the worst part is wondering why nobody from the prison saw fit to tell me?



....................................................... NAME SUPPLIED - HMP BULLINGDON  Last autumn, I wrote to Robert Banks (Banks on Sentence) through Inside Time for advice concerning a judgement made in December 2007. As a result of his advice, I contacted a solicitor who in turn provided the services of a competent and enthusiastic barrister who sought an ‘out of time’ appeal on my behalf. This was granted and the Appeal Court heard my case in March 2009, quashed the two 3 year extensions as unlawful and substituted accordingly; therefore I can only say a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to Inside Time and Robert Banks without whom I could easily have been another of the large number of people called back unlawfully after the end of my normal licence expiry. Banks on Sentence page 43



TREMLETTS SOLICITORS Specialists in Prison Law and Criminal Defence ‡ Adjudications ‡ Appeals/CCRC ‡ Categorisation ‡ Allocation ‡ ROTL ‡ Recalls ‡ Lifer & Parole Reviews ‡ HDC/VDT ‡ Sentence Calculations ‡Human Rights Issues ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



For immediate assistance please contact 4HEO"ENSONOR0HYLLIS%GOLEAT



If you need help please contact a member of our dedicated and experienced team at:



0HIL3OLICTORS



Tremletts Solicitors Shaftesbury Court 95 Ditchling Road BRIGHTON BN1 4ST



"ROAD,ANE ,ONDON.$*







 



Fax: 0208 885 2748
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01273 603314
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Binding decisions .....................................................



Need for overhaul of mental health treatment NAME SUPPLIED - HMP BLUNDESTON



CHARLES HANSON - HMP BLANTYRE HOUSE Following my ‘Keeping up Appearances’ contribution in your April issue, in which I outlined a claim that I’d launched against the Prison Service in respect of the hairdressing needs of prisoners, readers might like to know the claim was finally settled and the whole of the amount (£128.00 including costs) claimed for haircuts in the community whilst on day absences from prison was paid to me. I argued that the Prison Service has a duty of care to make provisions for this need as they might do any other, and the fact that most prisons do so, and more so in the female estate, was a point I was trying to make. Litigation for claims in the County Court, whilst a fairly basic procedure, ought to be the last resort for it can be time consuming with various timetables as the case progresses to comply with Civil Court protocols; however prisoners do have an unfettered right both to legal advice and access to the Courts and that applies equally to prison staff who themselves have launched many claims for compensation relating to injuries received, whilst other members of staff have resorted to using the Industrial Relations and Employment Tribunal for various complaints relating to their employment and sex discrimination.
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 For a large part of my adult life I have suffered from a mental illness due to an addiction to heroin. In April 2007, after yet another bout of depression, I attempted suicide and was held in a locked ward at Bristol Infirmary. In June 2007 I was arrested and in reception was asked if I had been in contact with the mental health team outside. I replied ‘yes’, thinking that I would get the appropriate treatment. However, months went by without any follow up. In December, I made a serious attempt on my life which would have succeeded had it not been for the vigilance of my cell-mate. Nothing happened for over a month, and then a mental health nurse appeared and asked questions; but again nothing by way of constructive help. I was transferred to Blundeston and finally found a mental health worker who made a plan for my care. Suddenly I found myself free of demons until a faulty VDT test and my medication stopped; my behaviour became erratic and I was shipped out for being a ‘problem’. Next stop was Highdown where I got no help and my illness returned worse than ever. I tried to kill myself – not a cry for help; I just wanted to be free of the daily stuff I go through. This time the system began to take notice and after seeing a psychiatrist I was diagnosed with bi-polar disorder. I’m just one of thousands in the prison system who have not been properly treated. The government says they have put millions of pounds into the mental health service in prisons, yet the workers are few and so overstretched that many people, like me, suffer in silence for years; is that fair?



There must be an overhaul of mental health treatment in jails. Most prison doctors are unwilling to prescribe certain medications due to local policies. The fundamental flaw is when you first come into jail; questions are asked, filed and promptly forgotten. What will it take to recognise that the mental health service is failing across the prison estate? Hopefully, if you print this, someone will read it and actually take notice.



.................................................................................... A JONES - HMP NOTTINGHAM  In 2007 I was raped by a cell-mate at HMP Bedford and reacted to this terrifying ordeal by trying to take my own life. The prison Listeners scheme pulled me through and the authorities duly brought my tormentor to book. I left prison custody shortly afterwards feeling that justice had been done. However, I have now re-offended and find myself in HMP Nottingham. My prison record files have alerted this establishment to my previous attempt at suicide and the fact that I was very volatile at being re-incarcerated. As this prison has not had a suicide for nearly five years they need mega congratulations. An Assessment Care Custody Teamwork (ACCT) scheme is very concentrated and successful. I am currently on constant hourly watches and staff here treat me very sympathetically and professionally, and give me peace of mind. The ACCT system is effectively reducing the suicide statistics and also the self-harm incidents dramatically. Nottingham’s success is a role model for the ‘Safe Care in Custody’ objectives.



The internal complaints procedures are seen by many prisoners as being ineffectual and pointless, with no prospect of succeeding, whilst appeals to the Area Manager who, if he/she doesn’t want to appear weak, will invariably support and uphold their Governor’s decisions.



Crying silent tears



Release at last



..........................................................................................................



...................................................



LISA-MARIE DAVIES - HMP SEND



ANDY RICHARDS - HMP CARDIFF



As for the Independent Monitoring Board; sometimes they can and do have an impact but are they simply ‘jumping through the hoops’ of visiting prisons and listening to complaints as required by legislation? In the final analysis, their intervention and recommendations aren’t binding on the Governor.



What an absolutely fantastic and spot on article by ‘Sally’ in your March issue. The young woman she spoke about who ended her life in January in Foston Hall was a good friend of mine.



How about the Prisons & Probation Ombudsman? The Ombudsman’s decision, which might uphold a complaint by a prisoner and recommend a Governor take a certain course of action, is no more than that - a recommendation which the Governor is free to accept or reject. The recommendation is not binding on the Governor and has no legal force and that can be the end of the road in the complaints procedures for many. The only decisions which are binding on a Governor are those which have the force of law and are made by judges or by an Act of Parliament, including those Acts which authorise and enable the Home Office or Ministry of Justice to make rules for the regulation and management of prisons; including the treatment of prisoners.



VLS



Before I came to prison I’d never even heard of anyone in my neighbourhood committing suicide, never mind a close friend. In the nine years I’ve been in prison I’ve had six friends end their lives, mostly lifers. It really is heart wrenching, I can’t even begin to put into words how it feels. Sometimes we are all called together as a group and one of the governors tells us this tragic news; other times, like recently, I was told in a quite matter of fact manner because it was presumed that the lifers on my wing already knew. Within a matter of days it’s all hushed up; the prison just carries on as normal as if nothing has happened whilst the rest of us are left to cry silent tears. Suicide in prison is massive and it needs to be addressed now. Out of the six friends I’ve already lost, several of them I have spent many years with; bright, beautiful young women with families and children outside. The system completely failed them and in my view repeatedly let them down. Female lifers have got a raw deal, normally hundreds of miles from home. In the last three years, three female lifer prisons have re-rolled to male prisons so we are very limited for choice of prisons. The goalposts continually get moved for lifers. At each of my oral hearings I’ve been set different targets, I do everything in my power to complete them only to be set another target. I can see why my friends have taken their lives; sometimes it seems like the only way out. I will not let the system take me out that way; when I think about my dear friends I just pray that I retain the courage to walk out of those gates and not be carried out in a wooden box.



Solicitors



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists PRISONERS’ LEGAL RIGHTS - NEED HELP? ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



Licence Recalls Parole Reviews Adjudications Categorisation Transfers HDC Appeals



Please contact,



Aloysius or Sam at:



VLS Solicitors Gibson House 800 High Road London N17 0DH



0208 808 7999 Mobile 07940 728 166



In recent issues you have reported, in one way or another, the tragic deaths of prisoners and also a well respected officer. It is with great sadness that we heard about the death in March of our mate Gareth Thomas, who took his own life at Cardiff prison. ‘Tommo’, as we knew him, was from the Gwent area in south Wales. The awful fact is that he was due to go home around Easter time and also to get married. We are all deeply shocked, as he was known by most of us and our thoughts go out to his family. Rest in peace Gareth, you will not be forgotten.



................................................... KIRSTY LACEY – HMP SEND  Michelle Peirce has finally lost her long battle against cancer. She passed away on 6 April and will be sorely missed by all the girls here at Send. Your smile was infectious Michelle … RIP mate - at least now you are truly free.
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Newsround



Disturbance at Ashwell: an eyewitness account In response to the serious disturbance at Ashwell Prison on Easter weekend we feature on this page an eyewitness account, together with the important extracts from the Minister of Prisons Statement to the House of Commons on 20th April



Prisons Minister makes a statement to the House of Commons The Minister of State at the Ministry of Justice, Mr David Hanson, made a statement to the House of Commons concerning the serious disturbance ‘involving over 400 prisoners at HMP Ashwell’. (Four hundred prisoners were not involved in the disturbance. 424 prisoners were removed to 26 other prisons because of damage done to the prison Ed).



“



t was 23.20 when I heard a conflict of some kind happening on the ‘3s’. I resided on the ‘2s’ on B wing when the disturbance started. I was stood at the urinal which gave a view onto the stairs, and about to return to my pad, when I was greeted by the sight of an officer obviously fleeing down the stairs and by the time I reached my pad, the altercation upstairs had escalated. Inevitably, curiosity took hold and I made my way up to the ‘3s’ where I was greeted by an individual smashing his TV and table on the landing. Having ripped a leg off said table, he proceeded to set about the strip-lighting.



I



Move forward roughly 50 minutes: the same individual has succeeded in smashing all the landing lighting on the ‘1s’, ‘2s’ and ‘3s’ and yet still no response from prison officers. Until this point I’d been on my own landing sweeping up glass, but then I was informed that there were no screws on the wing! Sensing an escalation in the general mood on the wing, I went to the office. Indeed, I had been correctly informed and found myself looking at an abandoned office, as did many other people. Now this is the important thing: up until this point we were dealing with one person but events turned ugly when another party proceeded to kick in the office doors. At this point the ‘pack mentality’ took hold and I bolted back up to my pad to wait for the power rangers - who subsequently never came - hoping the cameras had captured the full extent of my non-involvement. With now probably 20 people on the rampage, it spurred the other more boisterous individuals on other wings and basically from there on, I believe the colloquial term is: ‘It went f*****g apes**t’. As for the involvement of ‘hooch’; yes, there were a number of inebriated individuals who were part of initial events. I can’t discredit that alcohol had no bearing on events, but I can readily testify that many people have been drunk en masse at Ashwell Prison for many years. Only now has it caused such mass devastation and there’s something to be said for that. In the same breath, it’s important to note that Ashwell didn’t look lightly on alcohol and the prison did all it could to stop ‘production’. Indeed, as I understand it, Ashwell handed out some of the heaviest penalties for hooch in the prison system.



Now it would be only too easy to say that without the hooch it wouldn’t have happened, but fact is, hooch only hastened the inevitable. This leads me to the question: ‘Were some people at Cat C too soon?’ Yes they were, is my answer. We were given a lot of freedom at Ashwell, comparatively speaking, and certain individuals were always going to take liberties with the situation. Yes the regime was indefensibly crap in many respects, but it didn’t give justice to what happened. For the majority of the cons at Ashwell, the general consensus is one of disdain towards events. Most of us disliked Ashwell, but we appreciated that we were getting somewhere in our sentences. To be honest, I think many of the staff at Ashwell knew some of the cons shouldn’t really be there but with overcrowding they had no choice. Up to this point I’ve castigated more heavily on the instigators and from a standpoint that wouldn’t be universally accepted from my side of the boards. As I find myself leading onto the subject of regime, I’m pretty sure I would find few that would refute what I write. The first problem with the regime I encountered was the gym, or rather the lack of. As prison gyms go, it was perfectly acceptable in size and equipment but getting there was another problem. The average time obtainable without doing a gym course of any kind was two hours, maybe two and a half if you were lucky. The reason given to me by the No 1 Governor was: ‘I’ve got nearly 700 prisoners to deal with’. Unfortunately I happened to be on a nicking when he informed me of this, otherwise I would have argued that 700 prisoners to a ten-bench gym is standard practice; e.g. Gartree, with roughly 700 prisoners, ten benches and ten hours average gym time. I strongly feel that better gym access may well have subdued the unruly to the extent that the riot would never have happened. Ashwell was faced with some of the ‘unreachable’ kind of short-sentenced cons; more than it could really deal with. However, I know a great many would have been easier to handle had they the chance to get to the gym; to the extent the prison could have weathered these overcrowded times. I guess this gives rise to many of the platitudes of the current overcrowded climate, platitudes that reach far beyond Ashwell itself.



”



A lifer at Ashwell at the time of the disturbance - Name supplied



The Minister: The disturbance began at 01.00 am on Saturday April 11. (The eyewitness account claims the disturbance started at 11.20pm on Friday 10 April Ed). The Minister: The incident started with a younger prisoner, aged 22 and serving a three year sentence, confronting staff and when ordered to return to his room refusing and beginning to cause damage and being joined by others. This quickly escalated. (The eyewitness account claims that the 22 year-old prisoner was drunk (a detail not mentioned by the Minister) and was confronted by only one prison officer. The



former Ashwell resident implies that if appropriate action had been taken at an early stage this disturbance could have been contained. It was some 50 minutes before ‘probably 20 others went on the rampage’ Ed). The Minister: There has been speculation that the prison held prisoners other than category C. This was not the case. All the prisoners in Ashwell were assessed as category C prisoners. (Of course they were, otherwise they wouldn’t have been there. The question is: on what basis was the assessment made? According to the eyewitness account, ‘I think many of the staff at Ashwell knew some of the cons shouldn’t really be there but with overcrowding they had no choice,’ Ed) The Minister: The incident at HMP Ashwell was well managed. (Based on the eyewitness account this serious disturbance could have been contained had there been an appropriate and a swifter response to the drunk individual who was left to roam the landings for ‘roughly 50 minutes’ - and cause total havoc. Ed)



Chris Saltrese SOLICITORS



A law firm providing a premium service in representing clients in contested sexual offence and domestic violence allegations in criminal proceedings. We have a proven success rate in appeals, both against conviction and sentence, and will investigate miscarriages of justice in most areas of law. LET THE PUNISHMENT FIT THE CRIME Wise words indeed, but what happens when you are punished for a crime that you did not commit? The answer is a prime example, not of rough justice, but of gross injustice. Allegations of sexual offending are often very difficult to defend and, of course, should be investigated fairly. This, however, does not always happen as the police and Crown Prosecution Service at times appear more concerned with fulfilling political imperatives than considering the strength of the evidence against the accused before moving to prosecution. And, because many such allegations are uncorroborated (this is especially so in historic cases), a jury are faced merely with an allegation and a denial, in a context where the accused is under extreme difficulty in mounting a defence. There is no doubt that many convictions are returned in such cases which, on closer examination, do not readily surmount the hurdle of 'beyond reasonable doubt.' If you find yourself in such a position and require advice in relation to possibly appealing your conviction, please contact us. Please also get in touch if you require advice regarding any aspect of prison law, including recalls, adjudications, IPP extended sentences, categorizations, or parole. Help is at hand and all enquiries will be dealt with sympathetically and expertly. Assistance in the preparation of parole applications and representation at any subsequent hearings will be provided.



For further information please contact: Chris Saltrese Solicitors 13 Scarisbrick New Road Southport PR8 6PU
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131 officers made to leave police



Have you got the time officer?



Record numbers of police officers are being forced out of their job because of corruption, brutality and incompetence. Last year, 131 left after allegations of misconduct, with 44 being dismissed and 87 told to resign. Another 15 were demoted and 147 were fined. Most of those against whom a complaint was upheld were given a written warning, a report from the Independent Police Complaints Commission showed.



Yes. It’s time I hit you over the head



Courtesy of Punch and Judy It’s now several weeks since the G20 demonstrations and we still don’t know the name of the police officer(s) responsible for the death of Ian Tomlinson or the police officer responsible for clubbing a female demonstrator with his truncheon. If it had been a demonstrator who had assaulted the police in such a manner they’d be banged up by now.



Chris Huhne, Liberal Democrat Home Affairs spokesman, added: ‘It is scandalous that there are more than 1000 police officers still in post despite criminal convictions, and that nearly a fifth of these are offences involving violence or dishonesty.’



MET are accused of protecting staff against rape allegations The Metropolitan Police has been accused of newspaper and released under the Freedom shielding officers against accusations of of Information Act, but only after a fiverape after it emerged that dozens of commonth delay. plaints had not resulted in a single conviction over the past five years. The figures show It has emerged that two women police conthat since 2000 only 1 per stables, Julie Facey and cent of all public complaints Paula Church (pictured), are of rape and sexual assault suing the Met for £1 million against Met staff were each over sexual assault and upheld by an internal police harassment allegations investigation. Even then, a involving three male officers quarter of those who faced a over two years. The number of Met staff disciplinary board were accused of rape since allowed to resign before any The figures are the first 2003. There have been hearing and with police peninstance of the Met providing no convictions. sion intact. evidence of its performance on tackling allegations of rape and sexual The disclosures are a big embarrassment to assault by its own employees. It comes after the Government, which is struggling to a promise last year by Assistant Commissioner improve public confidence in how the police John Yates to improve the national conviction deal with rape and sexual assault victims. rate of 5.7 per cent. The figures were obtained by the Times



S O LI C ITO R S Parole



We will advise you throughout the process and will inform you if the decision is challengeable by way of judicial review



Lifers



43 Albion Place, Maidstone Kent, ME14 5DZ Specialists in Criminal & Prison Law



Adjudications • MDTS/VDTS HDC • Lifer Reviews Licence Recalls • Parole Transfers • General complaints • Criminal Defence Our experienced staﬀ can visit all clients at any prison in the South East. No case too small Contact our criminal law specialists:



Wayne Crowhurst or Gurnam Mander



01622 671517



The really worrying aspect of “ the policy involvement in Ian Tomlinson’s tragic death is that several officers saw both the original push by their colleague and the subsequent striking of the innocent civilian with a baton, but just stood by, doing nothing. It is this closing of ranks until the video was published that is likely to be destructive of public confidence in the integrity of the police.



”



Robert Rhodes QC, London The Times ..................................................



photographer, I have witnessed numerous criminal assaults committed by the police on people who just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. It happens all the time. While the police have an extraordinarily difficult job, they are not above the law, and yet they very often behave as if they are. The real surprise is that MP’s and the Independent Police Complaints Commission have expressed surprise. Have they been asleep, or have they just been caught condoning the unacceptable hidden face of UK policing?



”



Bill Robinson, London The Independent ..................................................



Thugs in uniforms



Representation for discretionary and mandatory lifers Automatic Life sentence and I.P.P. inmates and Tariff Review



Anyone who has attended a “ protest recently will not be surprised



Recatagorisation



by the footage of the G20 police assault. There is nothing like being in a position of authority to bring out the worst side of human nature. Police at the Heathrow climate camp in 2007 abused anti-terror legislation to stop and search protesters. Officers later donned balaclavas and removed their shoulder number, effectively turning themselves into anonymous thugs who inflicted the worst violence I have ever seen upon the peaceful gathering. In theory, protest is still legal in this country, but in practice, the police will treat you like the worst sort of criminal.



g sentin Repre rs in e prison and d n a l g En for 10 s e l a W years



Video Link faciliti e s no Licence Conditions availab w l e Confused? We will advise you



Cat A to Cat D



Recalls



Prompt representation for Determinate Sentence and Life Sentence Recalls.



We can help with the following: • • • •



A matter of integrity



Having covered many demon“ strations over 20 years as a press



OLLIERS



VYMAN SOLICITORS



“QUOTES OF THE MONTH”



The police’s hidden face



42



As the new Met Police Commissioner issues instructions for policemen not to patrol the streets in two’s, a policeman takes a wrong turn in South London on his first day in the job.
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North W est Adjudications Advice given on all aspects of Prison Law Contact Jeremy Pinson: Olliers Solicitors Castlefield Chambers 11 Duke S treet Manchester M3 4NF
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Criminal Defence Service



1 5 1 5



FED UP WITH THE SYSTEM? WE’LL FIGHT IT FOR YOU!



”



Viscount Lambton, London The Telegraph
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Newsround



Victorian Prisoner No 3



Call for urgent action • lack of training, support and leadership for the unit and staff; • high levels of self-harm and use of force; • lack of proper action plans following previous deaths; • weak and ineffective case planning.



INQUEST has called on the government to take urgent and immediate action following criticisms in the Inspectorate of Prisons report into the care of vulnerable women at Styal prison.



Deborah Coles, co-director of INQUEST, told Inside Time: “HMP Styal continues to be a prison that gives serious cause for concern. As the report demonstrates, the response of the Prison Service does not reflect the seriousness of the failings that have been exposed both by inspection reports and inquests into the deaths of vulnerable women.



The report identifies ‘significant failings’ in the care and management of some of the most vulnerable women in the prison system, with six women dying at the prison since the last inspection, four of those deaths being self-inflicted.



“How often does it need to be demonstrated that this prison cannot provide a safe environment for some of the most damaged women in society who, quite frankly, should not be in prison at all?”



INQUEST considers there is a failure at the highest levels of the Prison Service to learn lessons arising from the deaths of women in their care or to recognise the resources and regime necessary to ensure that women are kept safe.



MAY/JUNE 2009 HMCIP inspection schedule



The Keller Unit, previously the segregation unit, is the subject of particular concern, being described as ‘not an appropriate therapeutic environment’ for the women it houses, many with complex mental health problems and serious patterns of self-harm. Criticisms include:



11/05 11/05 01/06 01/06 15/06 29/06



Pentonville North Sea Camp Wandsworth Reading Parc Warrington



The Sozo Project provides pastoral and spiritual support for women leaving prison in the UK. This support is achieved through a growing network of Christian volunteers strategically placed and trained throughout the country. Established and piloted early in 2008, the Sozo Project is available to women in prisons who are supported by the Christian chaplaincy while in custody and have decided that they wish to reshape their lives on leaving prison. Women are often vulnerable upon release and face difficult problems and community pressures while resettling in society. The philosophy of those directing the project is that their return to society should be supported outside the prison gates by Christians; to continue the healing process. For further information write to Gerald Bishop, National Director, Sozo Project, 1 Upper Oldcroft, Lydney, Gloucestershire GL15 4NL. Tel: 01594 564001.



"no stone left unturned" We provide Experienced Specialist Legal Advice and Representation in all areas affecting Prisoners (remanded or sentenced) APPEALS AGAINST CONVICTION & SENTENCE CCRC/MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE RESTRAINT ORDERS & CONFISCATION CONFISCATION PROCEEDINGS ALL VHCC CASES - FRAUD - CONSPIRACY TO SUPPLY - TERRORISM - MURDER



JUDICIAL REVIEWS PRISON LAW



- LICENCE RECALLS - ADJUDICATIONS - CATEGORISATION REVIEWS - LIFER AND PAROLE REVIEWS - MEDICAL TREATMENT



Following a complaint made in June 2008 by the National Consumer Council, Scottish Consumer Council and Welsh Consumer Council, with the support of the Prison Reform Trust, BT has reduced the high cost of calls from prison payphones in England and Wales after a successful ‘super-complaint’ issued to the regulator Ofcom. The reduction to prisoners in call costs will be, on average, 12 per cent. Ofcom told BT to reduce its prices and renegotiate its existing contract. It also called on the Prison Service to take steps to ensure the new contract for payphones after 2011 is transparent, good value and does not damage prisoner welfare.



BT has reduced the cost of prison payphone calls to landlines from 11 pence per minute to 10 pence per minute. There will be greater reductions for the many people calling family and friends from prison payphones to mobiles. The cost of calls to mobiles during mornings and afternoons on weekdays will fall from 63 pence per minute to 37.5 pence per minute, the existing rate for weekday evenings.



Height: ................................... 4ft 5 ½” Eyes: ......................................... Brown Complexion: ............................. Fresh Born: .................................. Richmond Married or Single: .................... Single Trade or Occupation: .................. None



Address at time of apprehension: 9 Botrams Place, Richmond Place & Date of Conviction: ..................... Richmond 20th Dec 1872 Offence for Which Convicted: Simple Larceny, Stealing 2 live tame rabbits



Researched by Louise Shorter at the National Archives



SCOTTISH PRISONERS For sound advice from a friendly face cont act JEN REGAN or JULIA JONES



WE SPECIALISE IN ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON AND CRIMINAL LAW EXPERIENCED SOLICITORS SOLICITORS AND BARRISTERS s !$*5$)#!4)/.302)3/.%23 2)'(43 s 2%#!,, 42!.3&%23 0!2/,% s ,)&%2)335%3 ##2 s )00 %84%.$%$3%.4%.#%3 s02/#%%$3/)-% s -!')342!4%3#2/7.#/524 s #/524/&!00%!,



We visit clients in custody and by video link. Please contact Julian Hayes or Francis Fenegan at:



j u l i a n . h a y e s @ h a y e s l a w. c o . u k f r a n c i s . f e n e g a n @ h a y e s l a w. c o . u k



Age: ................................................. 12



Sentence: ........... 1 month hard labour The complaint also questioned the persistently high cost of telephone calls from prisons, at a time when costs for other basic telephone services have fallen by 60 per cent.



- CONTACT DISPUTES



0203 159 4245



4099 Hair: ......................................... Brown



The main grounds of the super-complaint concerned the high cost of calls and how these appear unrelated to the cost of provision. A 30-minute call from a prison to a landline was seven times more expensive than the equivalent call from a public payphone. Costs were so prohibitive that half of all calls from prisons lasted under three minutes.



ALL FAMILY CASES - DIVORCE - CARE PROCEEDINGS



H AY E S L AW L L P 1 LY R I C S Q U A R E HAMMERSMITH, LONDON W6 0NB



William sowers



Distinguishing Marks: ................. None



Spiritual support



HAYES LAW



Cheaper phone calls



KERRY MORGAN ‡LYNDSEY BROWN ‡ MIKE CAHILL



Morgan Brown & Cahill 10 Bexley Square Salford M3 6BZ







Bruce & Company Solicitors For a fast, reliable, efficient Advice & Assistance in all aspects of prison law inc: ‡ Parole Board Representation ‡ Human Rights ‡ Appeals (Including Late Appeals) ‡ Referral to SCCRC (Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission)



‡ Immigration ‡ Repatriation ‡ Categorisation and Transfer If you are in a prison in Scotland and require a visit regarding any of the above, please contact:



Grant Bruce Bruce & Company 24 West HIgh Street, Forfar DD8 1BA



01307 460666 ( 24 hr answering machine )



Solicitors to fight your case!
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Did I say that…?



Blue Sky thinking Blue Sky Development & Regeneration, a not-for-profit company established in 2005 by the charity Groundwork Thames Valley, was set up to give paid work to people coming out of prison, to enable them to move successfully into long-term employment. Recognising the impact that having a job has on an individual's potential to escape the cycle of re-offending, Blue Sky sets out to do this in the most direct way possible by taking on former offenders and providing them with ‘a proper job in a proper company’. As such, it is probably the only firm in the country for whom a criminal record is a prerequisite for, rather than a barrier to, employment. In an address to the Social Enterprise Coalition, Conservative leader David Cameron said: “Blue Sky Development is the only company in the country where you need a criminal record to work there. That ex-offender may have a problem with alcohol; may be finding it hard to get a place to live; or may have a child. That’s at least three government departments responsible for him. At Blue Sky, he’s got the focused attention of one place with the ideas and compassion to help him turn his life around”.



‘GCSE’s are not being dumbed down … they are stretching the brightest pupils.’ Ed Balls, Schools Secretary (or according to The Sunday Times, The Dark Enforcer of Downing Street). What do you think? Questions from a GCSE Physics exam paper. 1. The student measures the vertical line a to line b. What can he use to measure this distance? Answer: a ruler 2. The student measures the time taken for a steel ball to fall from line a to line b: What can he use to measure this time accurately? Answer: a stopwatch 3. What can he use to measure the temperature of the oil? Answer: a thermometer It is not clear how Mr Balls expects questions like these to prepare the next generation of British scientists.



Blue Sky undertakes grounds maintenance work in municipal parks and open spaces. It wins its work in competition with the private sector. In its short lifetime it has provided jobs to more than 150 people, making it one of the country's most prolific employers of those with a criminal record. Nearly 50% of its recruits leave to a permanent job and the re-offending rate among its alumni is lower than 16%, against a national rate of 60%.
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NEWS IN BRIEF



David Cameron tells the President of the United States that he is going to be the next Prime Minister.



“Blue Sky has helped guide me away from crime and drugs. I had skills before I started breaking the law, but in that way of life you forget about the basic stuff. Blue Sky helped to pick up the pieces, almost like starting from scratch, re-learning them. Blue Sky has helped change my life; it’s the only thing that ever worked for me”. Tony (former offender)



Timpson’s new premises opens in HMP Liverpool and providing the company with highly trained and motivated employees.



A shoe company with 650 branches has opened a prison workshop to train offenders and provide job opportunities. Timpson’s new premises have opened in HMP Liverpool; aimed at reducing re-offending



The ‘Timpson Liverpool Academy’ is the brainchild of managing director James Timpson who hopes the scheme will eventually provide 50 new employees a year. He says his ‘journey’ towards the academy began in Thorn Cross young offender institution five years ago where he came across "a young lad who impressed me with his sparkiness". He gave him a business card and told him to make contact after his release. The ‘lad’ is now a manager, earning £25,000 a year, and the company is working with 22 prisons in England and Wales. In the last year, it has taken on 40 ex-offenders, with an impressive 80% retention rate. The trainees earn £16 a week - with an added £10 bonus for every course passed. The windows of the new academy are draped with white blinds, as masking the bars helps to take the trainees out of the prison setting during their working day.



There is huge disappointment at one school when a teacher tries to show children where milk comes from.



Peter Mandleson tries out an electric car and tells onlookers to stop being pessimistic. Easy to be optimistic of course if everyone had Mandleson’s £2.4 million home, £202,778 salary and £75,000 a year gold plated pension.



James Timpson believes that former prisoners bring an extra dimension to his company. "They have more to lose, have a strong desire to show their families and the world they can succeed, and want to repay the trust we place in them," he says. The Prison Service and Timpson are sharing the costs of the venture, and prisons minister David Hanson officially opened the academy in April. The company plan to open another academy in a London prison.



And finally, DHL admits to serious delays at Ashwell
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Newsround



Did I say that…?



HMP Isle of Wight A proposal by the Ministry of Justice, NOMS and the Prison Service to cluster HMPs Albany, Camp Hill and Parkhurst on the Isle of Wight has angered staff and local residents. The Prison Officers Association claims plans to amalgamate the three prisons under one umbrella is a pure costcutting exercise to save money and reduce staff which will further endanger the general public.



NEWS IN BRIEF



Local POA officials from the three prisons have met senior POA officials in London in an attempt to resolve current disputes and prevent industrial action. Colin Moses, National Chairman of the POA said: “This union is totally opposed to the policy of clustering. It is clear that my members have been trying to resolve disputes through industrial relations but no one is listening. The three prisons hold 1,700 prisoners and the planned changes will significantly affect the security and custody of the estate. It appears managers want to disregard health and safety legislation whilst trying to manage a reduced budget. The welfare of the prisoners and their families may well be affected and in the long term, I can only see real problems for the Service. My members are very angry and I do not know how long they will tolerate being ignored by managers”.



PPMI Training Event ‘My food hell is any ready meal. It’s so easy to prepare a quick dish using fresh produce … but people still resort to ready meals that all taste exactly the same’. Gordon Ramsay, the Chef who can hardly string a sentence together without using the ‘F’ word, also swears by fresh food but who, reports allege, serves boil-inthe-bag ready meals at his restaurants. According to reports the food arrives in transit vans, is reheated - then sold for up to six times the cost price. One restaurant guide owner said: ‘We have rated Ramsay’s eateries supplied by his central supplier as average to poor’. In his defence Ramsay said ‘the transit vans used to transport ready meals all had 4 Michelin tyres.’



When prisoners maintaining innocence are reviewed for Parole, it is the assessment of future risk of serious harm to the public, and not whether they have expressed or addressed guilt, which determines the decision to direct release. The first one-day course which Progressing Prisoners Maintaining Innocence (PPMI) has devised aims to address these issues; providing solicitors, barristers and paralegals with not only the legal basis for challenging decisions regarding continued imprisonment, but also an understanding of the various review processes, and to equip them with skills for presenting their clients’ cases in an objective and balanced way. The course tutors (Barrister Flo Krause and forensic psychologist Robert Forde) have many years experience of working with prisoners maintaining innocence and of training. The course material will consist of the clinical and actuarial Risk Assessment tools used by the Prison Service, relevant Prison Service Orders and Prison Service Instructions, and relevant case law. The course will be held (10am - 5pm) at the University of Nottingham on 19th May. For further details contact Anita Bromley 0115 8479215 mob: 07776 240255. email: [email protected]



GUNEY CLARK & RYAN



Titan plans scrapped Justice Secretary Jack Straw has abandoned proposals for 2,500-place ‘Titan’ jails planned to hold between 2,100 and 2,500 offenders, although the total number of prison places created will not be cut - with the Government planning five new jails, built and operated by the private sector and each with 1,500 places; bringing total capacity to 96,000 by 2014.



Prison capacity has increased by nearly 25,000 places since 1997. The prison population in England & Wales on 24 April 2009 was 82,773. The tide is turning page 33



Prison Service, counting remand prisoners as ‘Offenders’ You'll be working to change “ people: to show them there's



Our dedicated and specialist Prison Law Department has existed for nearly a decade and we continue to specialise in all criminal matters including Fraud, Asset Forfeiture, Drug Importation and all other serious crimes. We also have a civil team for the purposes of High Court proceedings, with the additional benefit of in - house barristers.



a better way of life than the one that led them to prison. When offenders first enter the prison, they can react in different ways. Whether they're first offenders, on remand, or sentenced to life imprisonment, accepting where they are can be hard



”



www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk
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LIFER PAROLE HEARINGS RECALL TO CUSTODY RECATEGORISATION JUDICIAL REVIEW ADJUDICATIONS CAT A REVIEW APPEALS



Guney Clark & Ryan Solicitors 60 Green Lanes London N16 9NH



020 7275 7788



The secret anti-terror document fully exposed.



Jack Straw has promised they will be ‘modern, purpose-built institutions of punishment and reform; hold only adult male prisoners; not be overcrowded; comprise smaller, separate units; and effectively address offending behaviour’.



SOLICITORS



We are specialists in:



There is concern in Doncaster when a 27-year-old married couple with jobs have a baby. Social Services say they are closely monitoring the situation.



MILLERCHIP MURRAY



The Rooney’s announce that they are expanding the youth team. In the language of the dressing room Wayne is reported to be ‘over the moon’ and Coleen ‘sick as a parrot’.



‘I take full responsibility for what happened; that’s why the person responsible went immediately’, Gordon Brown tells viewers.



ASHLEY SMITH & CO



S O L I C I TO R S



CRIMINAL DEFENCE LAWYERS



SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE WORK AND PRISON LAW in particular



WE SPECIALISE IN APPEALS AND MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE



ADJUDICATIONS LIFER PAROLE ORAL HEARINGS RECALL HEARINGS &



ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW Contact Sarah Holland or Belinda Ariss at: Millerchip Murray Solicitors The Quadrant Business Centre 3 The Quadrant Coventry CV1 2DY 02476 243615 serving the midlands



WE ALSO DEAL WITH ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW



FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND A VISIT ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY Call ASHLEY SMITH OR STUART YOUNG



0208 463 0099 (24 HOUR)



Ashley Smith & Co 4-6 Lee High Road LONDON SE13 5LQ



Newsround
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 Do you know...? • Of the 1.2 million people employed by the NHS, 300,000 are classed as obese while a further 400,000 are classed as overweight. • 27% of voters say that all or nearly all MPs abuse their expenses, 42% think that a majority of MPs do so; by contrast, 20% say that a majority of MPs do not abuse the system, but many do, while just 8% per cent say that very few MPs do. • In Britain, one private school is forced to close every fortnight, as families can no longer afford the fees - over the past year, at least 30 fee paying schools have shut or merged. • Tony Blair was paid £400,000 for twohalf-hour speeches; the price tag makes him the highest paid speaker in the world. • More than 100,000 council employees are paid six-figure salaries, and at least 16 receive more than the prime minister’s £194,250 a year. • 20% of British children aged 7-15 never pick up a book outside school, but 66% surf the internet at least once a week; 24% don’t believe that there is any link between reading well and succeeding later in life. • The South Downs became Britain’s 15th National Park, 60 years after it was deemed worthy of the status: a 637-square-mile diverse landscape stretching from Beachy Head in East Sussex to Winchester in Hampshire.



may have to find £39bn a year by the end of 2015/16, to plug the gap in its finances. • Former servicemen account for 10% of the prison population in Britain and one in twenty of those who sleep rough on the streets of London. • 40% of children communicate with people that they don’t know online. • The number of children taking dance lessons at school has risen by 83% in four years - and a third of those pupils are boys - dancing is second in popularity only to football as a school activity. • The age of fathers is rising in the UK – in 1993, 25% of new fathers were aged between 35 and 54; by 2003, that had risen to 40% • Job Centres are dealing with ten applicants for every job. • Peter Mandelson spends £500 a week of our money on blooms for his office - the government’s four-year flower bill stands at £780,000. • Britain’s record industry produced the five best-selling album artists in the world last year: Coldplay, Amy Winehouse, Duffy, Leona Lewis and AC/DC. • In the last quarter of 2008, 16.5% of new mortgages granted to single income applicants, and 20% granted to applicants on joint incomes were self-certified. • The 60.6% fall in UK vehicle production



over the past twelve months is bad news for the 190,000 workers who are employed in the industry and the 850,000 additional jobs that are dependent on motor manufacturing.



• Architects are losing their jobs faster than any other profession - having seen a 760% increase in redundancies in the past year, as the construction industry grinds to a halt.



• Inflation turned negative for the first time since 1960, fuelling fears that Britain’s downward economic spiral is worsening.



• 37% of Unite – Britain’s biggest trade union and one of the Labour Party’s biggest donors – say David Cameron would be the best PM to deal with Britain’s problems after the next election.



• Lloyd’s was set up in Edward Lloyd’s coffee house in 1688 – predating the Bank of England by six years – it now accounts for half of all international insurance premiums written in London. • The post office spends £1m on buying 872 million elastic bands every year because posties keep throwing them on the ground when delivering. • Unemployment may officially have passed two million, and expected to reach 4 million before the credit crises is over, but nearly eight million are currently classed as ‘economically inactive’. • Fred Goodwin, the disgraced former head of RBS, paid out £100,000 a month on parttime chauffeurs and had fruit flown in daily from Paris. • Even the Queen is worried about the economic downturn and invited Mervyn King to Buckingham Palace for a half-hour chat – her first such audience with a head of the Bank of England since she came to the throne 57 years ago.



Gosh, Dubya’s looking brown



SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISONERS’ RIGHTS



The Duke of Edinburgh has become the longest-ever serving consort in British history, passing the standing record of 57 years and 70 days set by Queen Charlotte, wife of George III, and has notched up more than 19,500 public appearances in that time.



PPG c r i m i n a l



law



Our name says it all No conveyancing, no divorce just Criminal & Prison Law Contact Lee Gurd or one of his team now for immediate help and advice



Agency Work Undertaken For free advice contact one of our dedicated prison law team today (Rachael, Leanne & Carol)



Parlby Calder Solicitors First Floor, 7 Whimple Street Plymouth PL1 2DH



01752 200402 (T) 01752-600933 (F)



• People who splurge on themselves, like paying £100s on a pair of Jimmy Choos, are happier in the long run than those who squirrel away their pennies for the proverbial rainy day. • Pensioners have had £220bn of their wealth wiped out in the past year as a result of the housing crash; that’s an average of £52,000 each. • Preston in Lancashire is the least-burgled town in Britain where the burglary rate is 66.6% below the national average - in London; it is 55.5% above the national average.



• A Belgian mother has been accused of selling her twins in order to pay for cosmetic surgery. Sonia Ringoir, 31, from Ghent, was arrested and charged with selling the newborn boys for £9, 000, to fund liposuction. The alleged crime was revealed when her husband unwittingly confessed to an undercover reporter.



AA LAW



solicitors



PRISON LAW Adjudications & Appeals against Adjudications Parole Applications - Recalls/Paper & Oral Hearings Categorisation - Lifer Reviews Licence/OASys/Probation Problems Transfers - HDC Applications & Appeals ROTL Applications & Appeals IEP Queries - Security Queries Healthcare Problems - SOPO Variations Obtaining Prison Records - Police Interviews Judicial Reviews - Prisoner’s Rights



• The annual cost of NHS management now stands at £12.6bn, double the combined budget for maternity, accident and emergency and dental services.



• Charity shops are booming as the credit crunch bites. Charity shop profits rose 7.4% last year, thanks in part to cashstrapped consumers hunting for secondhand bargains.



• British Forces handed over control of their last remaining base in Iraq - in spring 2003, there were 46,000 British personnel deployed in Iraq and since then the casualty count stands at 179.



Solicitors



• White wine has more calories than red wine and an ordinary glass has as many calories as a bag of crisps



• In 1976 the poorest 50% of the British population owned 12% of the nation’s housing stock. By 2003, they owned just 1%.



• Facebook was born in a student dorm at Harvard University just five years ago and now expects to register its 200 millionth any day soon.



PARLBY CALDER



• The first Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race over the current course, from Putney to Mortlake was held in 1845, the course is 4 miles, 374 yards long, and the current score is 79-75 to Cambridge.



• The Department of Education spent £72m last year on consultants, enough to pay for an extra 2,000 teachers.



• The government has become the biggest spender on advertising in Britain - every day the nation is bombarded with over 10,000 state-sponsored messages via radio, television, billboards, magazines, newspapers and the internet - at a cost of £400m a year.



• The UK's deficit is about 2.7% more than Alistair Darling acknowledged in the preBudget report; so much so that the government
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PPG c r i m i n a l l a w Suite 2, Rushmoor Business Centre Kingsmead Farnborough Hants GU14 7SR



tel: 01252 362626 e mail : [email protected]



"If you treat prisoners like animals, locking them up for 23 hours a day, you only have yourself to blame if they come out embittered and immediately re-offend." (Lord David Ramsbottom, former Chief Inspector of Prisons for England & Wales 2001)



We are a highly specialised firm dealing with criminal defence and prison law cases including: Human Rights, Categorisation, Recall, Disciplinary Hearings, Adjudications, all other prison related grievances & issues.



AA Law Solicitors Office 6b Skegness Business Centre, Heath Road, Skegness Lincs PE25 3SJ



01754 896970
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington



satisfied customer, ‘I honestly feel you’ve saved me from a life of self-destruction.’



..................................................... Last year I travelled to Bridgend for HMP & YOI Parc’s inaugural Hay in the Parc Literary Festival. The prison cleverly linked with the Hay Literary Festival on the outside, providing video links and visiting writers into the prison. Sadly, I can’t accept their invite this year but they’ve sent me a book published to coincide with the festival. It’s called Inside Out, sub-titled Real Life Stories from behind Bars. Eleven men, from very different backgrounds, describe with admirable honesty how they came to be in prison and what is making them hopeful that they can do better when they get out. A common theme is the harm done by drugs and drink. Many of them acknowledge the trouble they’ve brought on their families, and those with children desperately hope that they’ll get the chance to be good fathers. The level not just of self-knowledge but of writing ability is very high and, like all stories of other peoples’ lives, it makes gripping reading. The book is published by Accent Press at £1.99 for Quick reads. Any royalties will go to Parc Prison’s arts and educational fund to support creative workshops for prisoners.



with sixteen short scenes requiring set changes. (They performed it with music and dance.) The story had been transferred to an inner London secondary school where Caesar, the boy from a rival school, decided to stand for prefect and, like his namesake hundreds of years earlier, meets a bloody end. The play cleverly raised questions of youth knife crime, misguided loyalty and the effect of a difficult home background – older parts were taken by professional actors. It also successfully wove Shakespearian lines into the modern street language generally used. A highly ambitious project which could have bombed but instead created a rousing and thoughtprovoking evening.



.......................................................



..................................................... Participants on the Prisoners’ Education Trust panel in Guildford (left to right) Pat Jones, Judge John Samuels, The Mayor of Guildford, Lady Toulson, Peter Dawson, Judge Christopher Critchlow and Rachel Billington Bats but no belfry. I’ll explain that later. It’s been an interesting month. It started on April 1st when I took part in a panel discussion organised by the Prisoners Education Trust in Guildford. Why Guildford? You may ask. Two main reasons; firstly the PET’s energetic Director, Pat Jones, lives there; secondly, and even more important, Guildford is in Surrey where there are five prisons. Pat hoped to raise the prison profile right on the spot. The result was the front row of the Guildford Guildhall (yes, I’ve got that right) entirely filled with gold chains as mayors from various towns supported the project. There was also the local MP, Anne Milton, and local worthies and reporters. I was representing Inside Time and said my piece after the introduction by PET’s distinguished chairman, Judge John Samuels QC. (He’s very keen on sentencing supervision, but that’s for another article.) The theme was the importance of education but the speakers discussed it from different points of view. The most dramatic contribution came from Peter Dawson, governor of HMP Highdown, who made the audience sit up with his opening comment that ‘Locking people up invariably does harm so our aim is to mitigate the harm and do some good.’ He went on to explain that good role models, drug help, opportunities for prisoners to do good and to reflect on the possibilities for change, all may lead to a fresh



start. ‘Through education,’ he suggested, ‘men and women will discover capabilities of which they were not previously aware.’ The Dean of Guildford, the Rev. Victor Stock, referred to ‘politicians who exploit ignorance and fear’ and posed the question, ‘Does the community want punishment?’ At this point, I spotted a huge plaque on the wall which read BE JUST AND FEAR NOT. The Rev Stock’s take on education included the positive thought that education increases ‘empathy’ – presumably for the victim. The resident Judge in Guildford, Judge Christopher Critchlow spoke up for community service which he believed was more successful than generally allowed. The final speaker from the panel, Lady Toulson, is the chair for Time for Families which tries to help family members overcome the problems presented by a prison residence. Like sentencing supervision, there is no space to explain the charity’s work more fully here, but I hope to see it in action sometime soon. Since the event was to promote the Prisoners Education Trust (you may have seen its regular reports in Inside Time), Pat Jones had the last word. The good news is that the trust is already providing 2,100 learning courses. The bad news is that it has had to turn down 1,000 applicants for lack of funding. She commented, echoing Peter Dawson, ‘I don’t believe prison works but I do believe education works.’ And of course prison is a very suitable place to provide it. To prove her point, she read a line from a



Howard & Byrne



‡ Adjudications ‡ Parole/ Lifer Boards ‡ Recalls ‡ Your problems Contact Jacky East, Pippa Carruthers or Caroline Aaron



148 Lawrence Street York YO10 3EB 01904 431421 Throughout the Northeast



The Intermission Youth Theatre was founded in 2007. It’s a thoroughly surprising organisation not because of its aims, which are to help young people at risk through the medium of drama, but because of its location; St Saviour’s Anglican Church in the centre of Knightsbridge, London, and a stone’s throw from that emporium of wealth, Harrods. It was set up by the Rev Rob Gillion who took the disused church, sold half, and used the money raised and the rest of the space to develop a Christian centre within the church. I was there to mark the end of Sir Peter Lloyd’s long chairmanship of The New Bridge with a special performance of Intermission’s latest play, Wasted. Peter has always been devoted to Shakespeare and this play, devised by the theatre’s director, Darren Raymond, was a modern take on Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar. The cast, aged from 15 to 20, had been part of workshops over the last year and formed a well-disciplined team – just as well,



We were, however, thanks to the Bat Conservation Society, indeed listening to bats and soon, as night fell and we grew close to a lake, we could see them whistling over our head or skimming the water. I learnt all sorts of things; for example, a common pipistrelle bat can eat over 3,000 tiny insects in a single night, which can be good news for gardeners. If you want bats the secret is to plant a wildlife friendly area, which is exactly what Kirkham Prison near Preston has done. I discovered that piece of information because two officers from the prison were part of the bat walk. They told me that Kirkham has a 25 acre conservation site taken out of its 180 acres of agricultural and horticultural land. The conservation area has already attracted tree creepers (birds!), great-spotted woodpeckers, nuthatch, goldfinch, buzzards, sparrow hawks, kestrels and owls, plus four different species of bats. They invited me to come up and see for myself - so expect a report later in the year. I’m already just batty about bats.
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S O L I C I T O R S Criminal Defence & Prison Rights Experts



Sir Peter Lloyd with two members of the ‘Wasted’ cast



And now to ‘bats but no belfry’. Picture the scene: Regents Park in London, dusk. Fifty people, men, women and children, set out with a little black gadget in hand. Soon the gadgets start emitting silly squeaks, staccato beats and glooping burps. A few remaining tourists try to understand what the mad English are up to now. One makes the mistake of asking. ‘Aliens,’ answers my nephew who happens to be there too, ‘We’re listening to aliens.’ The tourists look suitably impressed. I decide truth must be told. ‘We’re listening to bats,’ I tell them earnestly. ‘Bats?’ repeats the tourist wonderingly, and I realise that ‘aliens’ had seemed more convincing.



helping people to live crime-free lives



support and training for • accommodation, prison leavers wanting to resettle crimefree centres across England (including • project drug rehabilitation and women’s projects)



Ask your Resettlement Worker, Probation Officer or Chaplain about us



01993 774075 www.langleyhousetrust.org Registered Social Landlord H4250 Registered Charity 290059



Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities ‡ Personal Injury (accidents both in and out of custody) ‡ Assault ‡ False imprisonment ‡ Malicious prosecution ‡ Negligence ‡ Interference with property/goods ‡ Allegations of mistreatment/injury caused by inmates or staff ‡ Opiate Dependant Detox Claims



Contact: Mark Lees at, 4th Floor, 1 St Ann Street, Manchester, M2 7LG



0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE) [email protected] Nationwide service available in certain cases



www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Legal Aid available
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Jonathan King writes ...



T



his Easter, I celebrated the fourth anniversary of my release from prison and likewise my fourth anniversary writing regular columns for Inside Time.



I became a great fan of this publication during my three and a half years inside at Belmarsh, Maidstone and Elmley; and often wrote letters and book reviews whilst locked up. I always felt it was, and still is, the only real friend of inmates, reflecting the truth with honesty and daring to support genuine complaints as well as providing information unavailable elsewhere. So I was delighted to learn from my friend Bob Woffinden (who I also introduced to the paper) that Sean Hodgson's miscarriage of justice had been exposed thanks to Inside Time.



these pages in order to distort information into a ‘good story’. They are, I know, very confused by a ‘not for profit’ publication. Why else, they puzzle, does anyone publish a paper? But some of the better, more intelligent broadsheet writers are starting to understand that all is not right with the police, legal system and prison estate. It will take time, but there is light at the end of the tunnel. One of my dreams is to start a ‘not for profit’ legal firm, which will represent victims of false allegations and will look after media coverage as well as the essential basics in this ‘guilty until and unless you can prove your innocence’ 21st Century society.



When I was released, I determined to devote some of my time during the rest of my life to helping bring some fairness to prisoners, whether rightly or wrongly incarcerated. That's why I still continue these columns thanks to my colleagues and now, I believe, friends involved in Inside Time. The only way you can really know the truth about the ‘justice’ system and the prison estate is to be accused, arrested, tried, convicted and jailed. Then, very quickly, you discover what really goes on, as opposed to the media fantasies. The media, understandably, just want a ‘good story’. They don't mind if it's true - witness the recent fiasco where a red top devoted the front page, and much more, to the totally untrue tale of a twelve year-old ‘father’ of a baby with a 14 year-old mother; essentially advocating and encouraging the crime of breaking the age of consent laws with the rewards of celebrity and hard cash. It took another paper, months later, to publish the DNA results confirming, as every sensible person suspected, that the lad was not the father after all. As an Inside Time contributor discovered last month, the nationals devour every word on



Andrew Lloyd Webber with Jade



Most of the time in this column I try to cover music, TV, films, the press and entertainment - we all know how boring life in jail can be and some lighter topics can be diverting. This month sees Eurovision in Moscow and as I masterminded our UK victory in 1997 with Katrina; I wonder whether my friend Andrew Lloyd Webber will achieve the same with Jade (I doubt it). But once every year I celebrate my release and try to remind readers that there is a future; that you can laugh and smile and enjoy yourself. I still regard my time inside as some of the best years of my life; making many friends, discovering a lot, helping and amusing people, giving hope to the hopeless.



The new Gema Records catalogue is out now! (Spring 2009 No 112) It is packed with over 9000 new releases as well as a back catalogue of 20,000+ music titles covering all genres over the last 5 decades together with a Games section where many titles have been reduced in price since the last catalogue. For your own personal copy, please send a cheque or PO for £2 and we will send you a copy along with a £2 voucher to use against your first order



This boisterous folk festival gained a spin-off from modern politics when 1st May was adopted by socialism as International Workers’ Day. Tradition now merges with ideology to create plenty of reasons for celebration.



Wheel of the Year A monthly column devised by astrologer Polly Wallace exclusively for readers of Inside Time drawing on themes from both astrology and astronomy. The intention is to provide a range of information and ideas to coincide with the International Year of Astronomy and the 400th anniversary of the birth of Astronomy (1609) celebrating Galileo’s first observation of the sky using a telescope. Is it still springtime - or are we now in summer? Movement and activity are in the air. Perhaps it’s time to ratchet up to a higher gear as the wheel of the year turns, making its way into the future … Our year moves through 4 seasons - spring, summer, autumn, winter. Each season describes a different phase in the annual dance between the Earth and the Sun. The zodiac divides the sky into 12 signs - 3 for each season. As the astrological year begins with the Sun’s entry into Aries, strictly speaking Taurus and Gemini also count as springtime. It all sounds so straightforward - yet our experience is anything but! For May can be a fickle month wintry bursts can still take us by surprise. Shakespeare, in one of his sonnets, captures this quality in the familiar phrase about how ‘rough winds do shake the darling buds of May’. May sets off on a lively note with May Day, also known as Beltane, the ancient Celtic festival that provides a milestone in the pagan year.



Sills&Betteridge solicitors



all aspects of prison law including Civil action against police Criminal Court Proceedings Defence and Appeals Mental Health Reviews Adjudications parole hearings Police interviews in prison Recalls Serious Crime



criminal defence



email: [email protected] www.sillsonline.co.uk MIDLANDS



In astrology, Gemini is ruled by the planet Mercury. Mercury, the planet closest to the Sun, whizzes round his orbit in just 88 days whereas Pluto, furthest from the Sun, takes an epic 248 years to cover the distance. Mercury’s speed caused early sky-watchers to identify him with Hermes, the legendary fleetfooted messenger of the gods. Of all the visible planets, Mercury is most difficult to see. Hidden by the glare of the Sun’s light, he’s like an elusive acrobat; tumbling among the stars of the changing sky. As god of movement, change and communication, Mercury looks out for all those who live by their wits - including the ‘gipsies, tramps and thieves’ of a song made famous by Cher, a high-flying Gemini. Teachers and writers come under Mercury’s spell, as do poets and rappers, journalists, advertisers, inventors, magicians, con-men - and astrologers! As Mercury is also ruler of birds, it seems fitting that the original idea of creating an alphabet was inspired by patterns made across the sky by the flight of birds. This year celebrates another great human invention - the telescope. Four hundred years ago, the lens of early telescopes was 2.5 cms in diameter whereas nowadays a single lens can measure over 10 metres. The telescope is an example of how technology can transform our ideas. Before it was invented, our own eyesight defined our reality. The universe may have seemed like a well-ordered territory with the Earth at its centre. Stars shone brightly in a dark night-sky and seven magnificent planets appeared to circle around us in orbits that marked out the limits of existence. So what about now? Perhaps Mercury is in his element as our telescopes probe further and further into the unknown, unravelling the mysteries of time and space. And perhaps his sense of fun prevails as the marvellous findings of space research continually affirm that there really are more questions than answers!



Bretherton Law SOLICIT ORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and Prison Law. In particular:Parole Hearings Licence Recalls Adjudications Re-categorisation Requests/Complaints Contact: Costa Cantaris or Ozlem Erbil Bretherton Law Alban Row 27-31 Verulam Road St Albans Hertfordshire AL3 4DG We also provide assistance in the following:• Family Law • Mental Health • Civil Litigation • Wills & Probate • Child Care • Conveyancing



01522 542211 EAST



On May 20th, the Sun moves from steady Taurus into the lively territory of Gemini, an air sign. Gemini describes our instinctive urge to make contact with one another and with the world around us. The central meaning of this sign of the twins is duality - there’s always more than one way forward, one possibility or one idea. Gemini people tend to be mischievous, sociable and curious. Often they are networkers who thrive on fresh information and ingenious ideas. Freedom-loving, entertaining and street-wise, Geminis can be mentally and physically agile in a way that keeps them young. The downside is a tendency to become restless, to flit from one thing to another.



01727 869 293



Please contact Katie Scott



Suppliers of Music CD’s & Computer Games, both new & pre-owned. PROBABLY THE UK’s LARGEST MUSIC BACK CATALOGUE
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YORKSHIRE



PROTECTING AND ADVANCING YOUR RIGHTS
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Inside Health... with Dr Jonathon and Dr Shabana Providing this valuable service are Dr Jonathon Tomlinson and Dr Shabana Rauf, both GPs practising in East London. Dr Rauf is particularly interested in women’s health. If you have a question relating to your own health, write a brief letter (maximum one side A4 paper) to Inside Time (Health) PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. Everyone will receive a reply, however only a selection will be published each month and no names will be disclosed.



Q



I have been having problems with my stomach and the doctor told me that I had IBS - irritable bowel syndrome. He gave me Buscopan and Omeprazole which worked. I thought I was better and stopped taking the tablets but after two days of not taking the tablets the problem came back. I have trouble going to the toilet and feel blocked up the whole time. What causes IBS and can anything help it? I am thinking of stopping eating to see if that helps.



A I can see how frustrated you are becoming by this problem. I wonder if it would help if I told you a little about ‘Irritable Bowel Syndrome’ also known as IBS, so that we can come up with a plan that best suits you. Irritable bowel syndrome is a very common condition that affects the gut (or stomach). 1 in 5 people suffer from this condition. It can happen to anyone at any age but usually starts in young adults. The cause is not known although in some people stress plays a part. The main symptoms of IBS are: • As you described, a swelling of your abdomen (stomach) • Pain and discomfort in your stomach that may come and go. The pain often gets better when you open your bowels or pass wind. Most people describe the pain as a ‘spasm’ or ‘colic’ • Change in your bowel habit. Most people with IBS tend to be constipated, some tend to have diarrhoea and others alternate between diarrhoea and constipation



• Some people may notice a thin clear jelly like substance when they wipe their bottom. People with IBS do not have blood in their stools. If you have this let your doctor know. Other symptoms include headache, tiredness, nausea and occasionally bladder symptoms. Unfortunately there is no test that can defiantly diagnose IBS. It is usually diagnosed by doctors by asking questions about symptoms. However, sometimes doctors may do blood tests to exclude other conditions. It is also not usually necessary to do tests such as colonoscopy (a test that involves inserting a tube with a camera attached into the back passage to look closely at the lining of the gut).



drinks and high caffeine drinks. Drink water regularly. Research also shows that by exercising regularly your symptoms can be controlled. 3. Medication is also available if the above measures fail. There are several types of medication so if one doesn’t work it is worth trying another. You mentioned buscopan in your letter and it seemed to be helping whilst you were taking it. Other medications include peppermint oil tablets or mebervine. Some people take medication only when they need it. If the symptoms are very bothersome or occur after eating, medicine can be taken before meals. I wonder if you would be able to try this. 4. If you suffer from constipation it is important that you try and keep your bowels regular. Some people may need laxatives in the short term. 5. Psychological treatments or talking therapy may also help in people whose symptoms are related to stress The annoying thing about IBS is that it tends to stay with you for life although in most people the symptoms tend to come and go. Treatment can often help to ease symptoms when they flare-up. In a minority of people the symptoms go for good.



Q I am desperate to get off drugs and leave prison clean and I have done all the courses. My offender manager has recommended that I think about going on a Subutex script. But the doctor here has refused so far saying he has to talk to the CARATs team. They know my situation but keep beating about the bush so what can I do about getting on the script?



Most people with IBS have symptoms that come and go. If they become troublesome and frequent as in your case, the following options are advised:



A In your letter you mention a Subutex script. This is also known as Buprenorphine. By taking this you are less likely to get the withdrawal symptoms or ‘urges’ when you stop taking heroin.



1. Fibre - the issue about fibre is confusing. It used to be thought that eating a lot of fibre in your diet may help your IBS symptoms. However, new research suggests that in some people this may make your symptoms worse. What doctors now know is that you should include ‘soluble fibre’ ie oats, isaghula, some fruits and vegetables in your diet. This soluble fibre is easier for you to digest. ‘Insoluble’ fibre such as wheat bran is harder to digest and is best avoided. 2. It is also important to have a healthy diet. It is advised that you have regular meals and take your time eating them. Try to avoid fizzy



It can be prescribed by a Drug’s team after they have assessed you. An assessment will include taking details of your current and past drug addictions, your health and also your social circumstances. They will also do urine tests and advise you to have a blood test for hepatitis and HIV. Once they have made this assessment they will decide if Subutex is appropriate for you. Although you mention Subutex, the most common drug used to help you withdraw from heroin is Methadone, it works like Subutex to help reduce your urges for heroin.



Prison Law Prison Problems? We Care Specialists in Prison Law & Criminal Defence work Access to sound legal advice in prison can be a worry.We provide a professional and sympathetic service. I I I I I I I I I



Licence Recall & Reviews Adjudications & Prisoner’s Rights Lifer/IPP Reviews Re-categorisation & Transfers Home Detention Curfew Police Visits & Productions Criminal Defence Family Law Housing/Debt Problems c o n t a c t Paul Philpott or Julie Carr



ghS GANTS HILL SOLICITORS Commissioners for Oaths
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Magistrates' Court Representation. Crown Court Representation. Serious Crime & Fraud. Application to the CCRC. Prison Law & Representation. Prisoners’ rights. Immigration cases & Appeals. Judicial Reviews & Human Rights.



LEGAL AID FRANCHISE FOR CRIME Contact Mr Justice or Chika Gants Hill Solicitors 267 High Road Leytonstone London E11 4HH



0208 519 7771 24hrs Police Station Emergency No 07814 798847



01633 242526 14 Baneswell Road Newport South Wales NP20 4BP



put the matter in our hands - we can help you!



[email protected] www.gantshillsolicitors.com CRIMINAL DEFENCE SERVICES



It is the Drugs team that will decide which is most appropriate for your needs. It may be worth talking to your doctor or the Carat’s Team again. Both Methadone and Subutex can be used to help people maintain a stable lifestyle because they stop the desperate cravings for heroin. They can also be used to assist with withdrawal from heroin, particularly in a controlled environment such as a rehab centre or prison.



Q About 18 months ago I noticed a lump or hard ball on the tube that goes into my left testicle. There is a dull ache and my left testicle feels much heavier. I went to the hospital and they thought the same as the doctor that it was a cyst and I should have a scan. Because of the embarrassment of going to the hospital double cuffed I chose not to go, do you think that I should or is it something that I needn’t worry about?



A Testicular swellings are very common and are only rarely due to cancer. Soft swellings within the squashy attachment above and to the side of the testicle called the epididymas are usually cysts. A cyst is a fluid-filled sac and epididymal cysts are so common that they are considered a normal finding. A hard, irregular lump on the firm body of the testicle is more worrying because it is more likely to be cancerous. Testicular cancer, although uncommon, is the most common cancer in young men (young men rarely get cancer of any kind) and many of us have heard of Lance Armstrong, the American cyclist who had testicular cancer in his early 20s. By the time he knew he was ill, the cancer had spread to his lungs and brain. He didn’t know anything about testicular cancer before he had it; he didn’t know how to examine his testicles or what to look for. Another condition that may fit with your symptoms is a varicocele. This happens when the veins behind the testicle become swollen. When you examine yourself it will feel soft, a bit like a bunch of grapes. From your description I don’t think that it is anything serious but I would think having an ultrasound would help in definitely diagnosing the lump.



SCOTTISH PRISONERS Has the justice system let you down? Need help getting your conviction and/or sentence reviewed? Benefit from our years of experience and get specialist advice on:‡ Appeals (including late appeals) ‡ Referrals to Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (SCCRC) ‡ Parole Applications (including Lifer Tribunals, Recall etc.) ‡ Generally all aspects of prison law For an immediate response and visit to any prison in Scotland, write or telephone:



Susan Rhodes Bruce & Co 24 West HIgh Street, Forfar DD8 1BA



01307 460666 Solicitors to fight your case!
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What is lung cancer? ....................................................................... Lung cancer is the most common form of cancer in the UK, where it causes 1 in 18 deaths. Although it currently affects more men than women (many of whom have only begun to smoke heavily in the last 20 to 30 years) the disease is now more common than breast cancer as a cause of death among women.



lungcancer Tumour Areas of potential spread



What causes lung cancer? .......................................................................



 Persistent and unexplained coughing and wheezing.  Coughing up blood  Shortness of breath  Loss of weight  Swellings on the neck  Hoarseness  Recurrent chest infections



How is lung cancer diagnosed & treated? ....................................................................... Lung cancer may be suspected from any of the symptoms listed in the box above or from some of the indicators of secondary cancer. These secondary symptoms will depend on where in the body the cancer has settled. The warning signs may take



The doctor will listen to your chest using a stethoscope. He will try to identify abnormal sounds caused by fluid in the lung, or a mass over the lung. The doctor will also feel for enlarged glands in the neck or elsewhere. The diagnosis will be confirmed by further tests.



You can dramatically reduce the risks of contracting lung cancer by abstaining from smoking. Even if you have been smoking for a long period, you can still reduce the risk of contracting the disease by giving up the habit. However, once you have lung cancer, there is little you can do in the way of self-help.



Smoking damages the cells that line the bronchi (or large airways of the lung). Some cells may form a tumour which can grow and spread. The cancerous cells may then be carried in the bloodstream to other parts of the body particularly the liver, the brain or the bones; where they are called metastases or 'mets' for short. The diagnosis is usually confirmed following a bronchoscopy or a needle biopsy so that cancerous cells can be examined under a microscope. Once you have lung cancer, as with any cancer, a positive attitude and a healthy lifestyle can significantly improve your prognosis.



It usually takes some time for the symptoms of lung cancer to show. In its early stages there may be no symptoms at all. However, these are some of the common warning signs.



If you have any of the symptoms listed in the Symptoms box, see your doctor without delay.



What can I do myself? .......................................................................



Smoking is the main cause of lung cancer. The heavier the smoker and the longer the period that they have been smoking, the greater the risk.



Symptoms .......................................................................



When should I see my doctor? .......................................................................



What will the doctor do? .......................................................................



There are a number of different types of lung cancer. These include squamous cell, small (oat) cell, adenocarcinoma and large cell carcinoma.



Evidence in recent years shows that non-smokers, too, may be at risk from passive smoking (inhaling other people's tobacco smoke), as well as exposure to asbestos dust and radioactive substances.
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Alternative Treatments ....................................................................... Genuine 'alternative’ practitioners would not claim to be able to cure lung cancer, and would always offer their therapies as an additional benefit to conventional medicine. However, what many acupuncturists, homoeopaths and herbalists will do is try to support the body's defence and repair systems and help to relieve some of the pain.



Spread of Lung Cancer Lung cancer can spread from the original tumour (black spot) to the rest of the lung, the liver, the brain and the lymph nodes in the neck. the form of headaches, confusion or epileptic fits, pain in the bones or, if the liver is affected, jaundice. The diagnosis may be suggested from a physical examination of the lungs, indicated by abnormal breathing sounds. This will generaly be confirmed by having a chest X-ray taken or taking a sample of sputum (phlegm) for analysis which may reveal the presence of cancer cells. Other diagnostic tests may include a brochoscopy, which enables the doctor to look directly into the lungs through a hollow, lighted tube. This procedure can also be used for a biopsy - that is, to remove tissues for microscopic analysis. If the cancer is in its early stages, surgery to remove part or all of the lung may well be tried. If the cancer has spread, radiotherapy and/or the use of chemotherapy may be the preferred option.



Is lung cancer dangerous? ....................................................................... Lung cancer is a serious condition, causing some 35,000 deaths in England and Wales annually. One of the main reasons for the high mortality rate is that by the time symptoms appear, the cancer has often spread too far for effective treatment. Early diagnosis is therefore crucial, while the tumour is small enough to be operable and before the cancer has spread to other parts of the body. Less than 10% of those diagnosed with lung cancer survive more than five years after the diagnosis. However, after successful surgery, the survival rate during the same period is considerably higher.



How can I avoid lung cancer? ....................................................................... Do not smoke. Even if you have smoked for years, if you stop now you could be in time to avoid cancer developing. Avoid passive smoking: try to live in a smoke-free atmosphere, both at work and at home. Always ensure there is adequate ventilation.
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Comment



o now we have it, results show that the Enhanced Thinking Skills Programme (ETS) is effective in changing self-report of offence related thinking, which may be indicative of a future reduction in re-offending for some offenders. Well, effective according to one self-assumed spokesperson and advocate for prisoners who seems to have taken on board hook, line and sinker the construction of myths surrounding cognitive based thinking skills courses so persuasively promoted by psychologists and researchers within the Ministry of Justice; and those whose remit disregards everything else in the search for that Holy Grail – a system that actually reduces offending behaviour.



S



Thinking skills? Think again! The long awaited evaluation report on the Enhanced Thinking Skills Programme (ETS) offers no convincing evidence that the programme is effective writes Charles Hanson.



With the release of the ‘Evaluation of HM Prison Service Enhanced Thinking Skills Programme Report on the outcomes from a randomised controlled trial March 2009’, it might have been hoped that, at last, some convincing evidence of the overall effectiveness of such courses as ETS, Think First and other related cognitive based courses was going to emerge. Instead, we have a regurgitation of selected previous studies with the addition of input from like-minded contributors to bolster the author’s theories, and all based on dubious research methodology … but haven’t we been this way before?



to high risk; as that is what the evidence appears to show? In any sense of the word, only a social anomaly would willingly allow him or herself to be coerced into undertaking anything that is not in their best interests or would harm them. It seems the fad for cognitive skills courses can be put on the same level as alternative and quack therapies, which are less than scientific for there is also emerging evidence that some courses can have the opposite effect from that desired; and that such courses can indeed actually increase the likelihood of re-offending.



A randomised control trial as to the effectiveness of cognitive behavioural interventions in no way compares to an independent meta analysis as to what is the most effective intervention or strategy in reducing offending behaviour, especially so that I recognise names in this latest report as those with links to the Probation Service, HM Prison Service Offending Behaviour Programmes Unit and the Ministry of Justice; who have perhaps vested interests and bias. Among the charges made by critics is that the research and literature lacks the empirical evidence that supports the claims, and where such evidence is presented that it is flawed in its presentation of data which tends to fit the preconceptions of researchers and excludes that which does not. Moreover, there has never been a peer reviewed published article in any reputable scientific journal that stands the test of scientific scrutiny that cognitive or thinking skills courses reduce offending behaviour.



This Home Office ‘evidence’ is, in itself, damning for it raises some very basic questions. As tutors of these courses often refer to themselves as ‘treatment managers’ what, if any, are the side effects of these so-called ‘treatments’? What exactly are the participants being treated for? If an offender of the low risk group with a low score for re-offending is required to undertake a cognitive skills programme, and that programme is showing that the reconviction rate for completions is 75.3 per cent, is not that offender’s score of low risk increased



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS Advice & Representation on all aspects of Criminal Defence & Prison Law including:



Parole Board Hearings Recats Recalls Adjudications Complaints Appeals Advice given on all aspects of Prison Law Contact Michaela Hoggarth or Vanessa Welch at



FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS FOR ADVICE 0800 0832724 020 7689 8989 We also specialise in all aspects of Family Work, Divorce, Contact with Children, Child Care arrangements for mothers in prison.



FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS 97 White Lion Street London N1 9PL Representing our clients 24 hours a day, 365 days a year



What appears to be happening in the compilation of the various Home Office reports is how observed behaviour in prison following the completion of a course is assessed and measured against behaviour before the course. For many probation and psychology staff, the ‘ticked box culture’ counts above all else, so that those offenders who have merely ‘jumped through the hoops’ to progress and willingly participated in a programme to serve that end have the capacity of being false compilers - thus distorting the reality of what is taking place. What we have in cognitive skills courses such as ETS are heavy value laden sessions where the values and ideas of the tutors are regarded
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We are here to fight for your rights throughout your time in custody Immediate visit, proactive advice and assistance and vigorous representation in all aspects of prison law including: ‡ Licence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



‡ Adjudications:(MDTs, Unauthorised articles etc) ‡ Tariff Reviews and Minimum term Representation ‡ Parole Applications/Appeals ‡ Oral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) ‡ Re-categorisation and Cat A Reviews ‡ Family Law, Care Proceedings & Contact with children ‡ Criminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC's/CCRC We also provide specialist immigration services on a privately funded basis. For immediate assistance please call



Tel: 0208 770 7143 Emergency Mobile 07799601429 Fax: 0208 643 9245



Or write to either Kris or Vallee at: Sam Solicitors 2 8 8 , H i g h St r e e t Sutton Surrey SM1 1PQ



Clients accepted throughout the country



as being positive and meaningful, whilst those of offenders are to be challenged regardless of their validity. For sure, a good man in the eyes of God would possess very different qualities from a good man in the eyes of Hitler. There is no better example of the way different values and ideas clash than in the often culturally unfair manner in which these courses are delivered, where ethnic minority prisoners who might have different perceptions, ideas, values and outlook will be challenged by white, educated, middle-class psychologists and probation officers to adopt white, middle-class Western values; which is effectively on a par with the missionary movement of the 19th century who ventured to the four corners of the globe to disturb the cultures of long held belief systems. It may seem an easy business to follow up a group of offenders who have undergone any one of the various cognitive skills courses such as ETS and, after a period of time, find out how many have been reconvicted. The problem is - what do such figures prove? What is really wanted is how those figures compare with the numbers who would have been reconvicted had they not been involved in, for example, the ETS course. There can be no direct answer to that, so one can only compare the outcome of the ‘treatment’ group as measured by the reconviction rates of a comparison or control group. The one factor which is impossible to account for are those offenders who choose to engage in courses because they are predisposed not to re-offend and out of this there are likely to be success stories which will be in spite of, for example, the ETS and not because of it. It is early days, but I fear that the cognitive skills training approach will, like many other ideas, eventually become a watershed and we may yet have cause to reflect on criminologist Robert Martison who, in the 1970s, predicted that ‘Nothing Works’ when reviewing over 500 different approaches to offender rehabilitation. Charles Hanson is currently resident at HMP Blantyre House



INSIDE? YOU NEED A FRIEND ON THE OUTSIDE... At Keith Park Solicitors we have many years experience representing our clients, not only before sentencing but also once they are in custody. There are many ways we can help you with advice and representation once you are on the ‘inside’. Our team of Legal experts will be your friends on the outside. We specialise in: OUTSIDE ADJUDICATIONS. Have you committed an offence whilst in custody? We can provide representation for you in front of the adjudicator. PAROLE BOARD HEARINGS. We can supply written representations and attending oral hearings. CATEGORISATION. If you want us to assist by way of written representations – we can help.



PRISON RECALL. Have you been recalled and do you think the decision is justiﬁed? We can prepare written submissions and appear on your behalf before the parole board. PRISON COMPLAINTS AND REFERRALS TO THE PRISON OMBUDSMAN. If you feel you are treated badly in prison, you can make a complaint. We can help you through the procedure.



Call us on freephone: 0800 374388 (24 hours).



CRIMINAL DEFENCE LAWYERS



Keith Park Solicitors Claughton House, 39 Barrow Street, St Helens WA 10 1RX E: [email protected]



Impulsivity Scale ... this scale has been found to be a reliable and stable measure of impulsivity in offenders as described in the E'I'S Test Battery Manual! The participants were asked, "Has the ETS course reduced your impulsivity"? [Clue] What answer would you expect an ETS graduate to give? "Of course not, it has had no effect at all, I need to do the entire course again"? Or maybe, "Yes the ETS course has helped me, reduced my impulsivity, and will allow me to progress to a C cat or open conditions; shall I pack now?" I also love some of the contradictory statements used to pad out the few paragraphs above into 60 pages of utter rubbish. There follows a few of the quotes:



Has ETS reduced your impulsivity? The report on the evaluation of the ETS Programme is 60 pages of psycho-babble says Keith Rose Parliamentary Question in February 2008 revealed that 14 out of 15 offending behaviour programmes had not been independently assessed for effectiveness. The exception was to be the Enhanced Thinking Skills Programme (ETS) with the report due in April 2008.



A



Having been one of the first to obtain the long overdue, and impressively titled, "Evaluation of HM Prison Service Enhanced Thinking Skills Programme: Report on the outcomes from a randomised controlled trial", [*friends in low places]. I am now able to disclose that 15 out of 15 offending behaviour programmes have NOT been independently assessed for effectiveness. As everybody knows, I am completely impartial when it comes to psychology, so it is a great disappointment to me that I have to say that the report is 60 pages of psycho-babble which can be reduced to a few short paragraphs. In 2002, a study found that after a two-year period, ETS participants showed an 11 - 14% reduction in re-conviction. In 2003, a further study by the same people found no 'statistically
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significant' reduction in re-offending, so this latter study was labelled by psychology as "inconclusive", psycho-babble for ineffective. Therefore as a precaution, this latest study did not seek to research re-conviction rates, [they already knew the answer ineffective, sorry, inconclusive], so they decided to only monitor prison behaviour of those completing an ETS course, and to ensure a positive result, they let the participants 'self-report'. Now anyone who has taken an ETS course realises after a few minutes that if they nod in all the right places; give the answers the psycho-babes want and expect, they will pass the course with flying colours, so the savvy prisoner, just gives them what they want to hear. So it is with this Randomised Control Trial (sic), which is neither randomised or controlled. Psychology is not a science, so difficulty was encountered in understanding what constitutes "random". [Clue] If your trial is to be 'randomised', you do not select the participants. "Informed consent was obtained from participants". You use an independent measure. "The predefined outcome measure was self-report of impulsivity as measured by the Eysenck



ETS seeks to introduce alternative ways of thinking ... to have an impact on future rates of offending. [In other words the course is intended to reduce re-offending, so why didn't you test for that?] Evaluation based solely on reconvictions may not adequately reflect the full impact of programmes on offenders... [Contradicts the statement above, so why bother with them?] Although this study does not claim to evaluate the impact of ETS on re-offending, prison behaviour has been found to be a predictor of future offending behaviour. [Baldrick, that is a statement of the bleeding obvious, Rowan Atkinson, Blackadder series] The number of security reports (SIRs) was statistically significantly reduced following attendance at ETS. [Fairly obvious, if someone is spending time answering silly questions, they're not observed to be "up to" anything?] I don't know how many man hours were wasted or hundreds of thousands of pounds were spent on the 'trial' but you will be delighted to hear that psychology claim it a success. ["Well, they would say that wouldn't they?" The famous quote from Mandy Rice Davies during the Christine Keeler trial.] However, the trial was entirely pointless. Why? *Enhanced Thinking Skills is being replaced next year by ... Cue Fanfare, Roll of Drums, Thinking Skills. [*friends in even lower places]. Keith Rose BA (Hons) is currently resident at HMP Long Lartin
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Psycho-babble? Inside Time asked the Ministry of Justice to explain in plain English what the following key sentence from the evaluation Report means. We also told the MOJ that we couldn’t find the word ‘impulsivity’ in our dictionary(s).



“



The randomised control trial has demonstrated that ETS courses are effective in reducing self-report of impulsivity in adult male offenders; they had an impact on other offencerelated thinking, and the incidence of security reports was reduced following attendance at an ETS course.



”



They replied: This research found that Enhanced Thinking Skills (ETS) courses were effective in reducing self report of impulsivity in adult male offenders. This adds to the evidence base to support the ongoing use of cognitive behavioural programmes with offenders. The term 'impulsivity' refers to the measure of how impulsive an individual is. This was measured using the Eysenck Impulsivity Scale (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978). The primary outcome measure of effectiveness of the ETS programme was pre-selected to be a reduction in impulsivity, as this is a behaviour targeted by ETS programmes, and research evidence supports the association between impulsivity and offending behaviour (Blackburn, 1972; Eysenck & McGurk, 1980; Mak, 1991). The findings also showed that the course had an impact on other forms of offence related thinking. Finally, the research also aimed to evaluate behavioural change. The report found that in terms of prison behaviour, there was a reduction in frequency of prison security reports among offenders who attended the ETS course in the three months following the start of the course.
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No vote means no voice in Parliament:



Let prisoners speak out! don’t know of any public power which allows for such disagreement to be expressed by a public official. What is clear is that the UK has a history of trying to get away with complying with the Court decisions to the minimum extent possible. Hence the damage limitation exercise: “the result of the ruling is that some degree of voting being extended to some serving prisoners is legally unavoidable”. Even here, the government appears to be choking on the thought of it. Perhaps a spoonful of sugar will help the medicine go down? In order for me to win my £20 bet at 20/1 odds with bookmakers William Hill, it has to be …“All or the majority of prisoners to get the vote by the next General Election”.



By John Hirst



I could not help but notice how often the government parrots the phrase ‘not all prisoners will get the vote’. Why is the government so frightened at this prospect of all prisoners getting the vote? What would happen if all convicted prisoners got the vote? Would they all rise from the Civil Dead like zombies and march out of the prison gates? It is true that the Court judgment did not say that all convicted prisoners must have the vote, it fell short of that, however the Court did say that any departure from the full franchise needs to satisfy the principles of proportionality and legitimacy. In my view, it is with these principles that the government will find difficulty in justifying disenfranchisement based upon severity of crime and length of sentence.



n 8 April 2009, the Ministry of Justice published a press release announcing that it had launched the second stage of consultation on prisoner voting. The first thing to note is the slow progress this is all taking, given that it is 5 years since the European Court of Human Rights ruled that denying all prisoners the franchise is in violation of Article 3 of the First Protocol of the European Convention. The second thing to note is that the deadline for submissions to the Committee of Ministers, which supervises execution of ECtHR judgments, and is considering Hirst v UK (No2) at its meeting between 2-4 June 2009, is 9 April 2009. If the press release timing is a coincidence, it is rather convenient. The UK is under an obligation not only to abide by the Convention but also abide by the Court decision. Arguments have been forwarded to the Committee of Ministers, not only by lawyers representing prisoners but also by prison reform groups, to show that the government has deliberately delayed implementing measures to comply with the Convention and Court judgment. It looks as if the government is trying to trump these arguments, in effect, by saying “look we are actually doing something about it”.



O



According to the Ministry of Justice press release: “The government believes it would not be appropriate for all serving prisoners to be able to vote and the consultation does not propose giving all prisoners the vote”. What is this belief based upon, and why is it not deemed appropriate? Labour MP Tom Harris writes on his blog “Let’s get one thing straight: the government does not want to give prisoners the right to vote”. Do any of us care what the government does or does not want? Since when does the loser of a war dictate terms? Barrister Flo Krause writes in an email: “30 March 2004. Hirst v UK App. 74025/01. The UK came, fought and lost. 6 October 2005. Hirst v UK App. 74025/01. The UK came, fought and lost. 9 April 2009. The UK is still pretending it hasn't lost”. The term ‘sore loser’ springs to mind. As the victors, we



I am amazed that the government decided to have first one consultation exercise, and then a second. Especially given that it was not a feature of the judgment. I did raise the point that the issue of prisoners’ votes had not been the subject of debate in Parliament; so I would have thought if the government sought to comply with the judgment, then surely putting the matter before Parliament would have sufficed? The obvious problems with both of these consultation exercises are that they lack both due process and fair procedures for any claim to legitimacy. Note how it is claimed that the government’s view …“reflects the expectation of the British public that those guilty of the most serious offences should not be entitled to vote while in custody”. I thought the whole purpose of a consultation exercise was to elicit the views of the public, and not tell them what their views are?



Image courtesy of The Guardian newspaper



are entitled to claim the prize, the spoils of war. What this MOJ press release tells me is that it is suffering from a dose of spin doctoring. “Justice Minister Michael Wills said: ‘The government has made it clear that it disagreed with the European Court of Human Rights ruling. However, the result of the ruling is that some degree of voting being extended to some serving prisoners is legally unavoidable. But, importantly, the government does not propose to give all prisoners the vote. ‘We will ensure that whatever the outcome of



this consultation, the most serious and dangerous offenders held in custody will not be able to vote. Prisoners sentenced to more than four years imprisonment will not be permitted to vote in any circumstances. We believe this is compatible with the court’s judgment and reflects the expectation of the British public that those guilty of the most serious offences should not be entitled to vote while in custody’”. I am somewhat puzzled how the UK can agree with Article 52 of the Convention: “The judgment of the Court shall be final”, and yet claim it ‘disagrees with the Court ruling’. I



Even though in the first consultation exercise the government said that full enfranchisement was not an option the majority (47%) disagreed with the government and said that there should be full enfranchisement. And only 22% supported continued full disenfranchisement, an option which the government allowed even though it was aware that this was unlawful as a result of the judgment. Therefore it is not the public that is against prisoners getting the vote; rather, it is knee-jerking to this kind of headline, in response to the MOJ press release, from the Daily Express, which scares the government: “EUROPE SAYS: GIVE VOTE TO CONVICTS - thousands of rapists, killers and paedophiles will get the right to vote after ministers caved in to pressure from Europe, it emerged last night”. Neither the government nor papers like the Sun, Daily Express and Daily Mail are a voice for the prisoners. In my view, all convicted prisoners getting the vote will mean that their voice is heard in Parliament for the first time in British history.



Comment
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Prisoner Voting: second stage consultation Responses to the following questions are welcomed: QUESTION 1: Do you consider that convicted prisoners should: (a) retain the right to vote if they are sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than 1 year; or (b) retain the right to vote if they are sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than 2 years; or (c) retain the right to vote if they are sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than 4 years; or (d) retain the right to vote if they are sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than 2 years, but be able to apply to a Court to retain the vote if they are sentenced to a term of imprisonment of between 2 and 4 years? Please give reasons for your answer. QUESTION 2: If you favoured option (d) in answer to question 1 above, do you consider that the default position should be that prisoners sentenced to between 2 and 4 years’ imprisonment are disenfranchised unless a Court agrees to allow them to retain the right to vote on application; or that such individuals should retain the right automatically unless a Court deprived them of it. Please give reasons for your answer. QUESTION 3: If you favoured option (d) in answer to question 1 above, do you have any other views on how this approach should be implemented? QUESTION 4: The Government proposes that each prisoner who is entitled to vote be given the opportunity whilst in prison of making an application for registration through the “rolling registration” route. Do you agree? QUESTION 5: The Government proposes that prisoners should be entitled to register and vote on the basis of their previous or intended address, or through a “declaration of local connection”, rather than at the address of the prison where they are located. Do you agree? QUESTION 6: The Government proposes that a special registration form for convicted prisoners should be created to help ensure that only those entitled to vote may do so. Should the registration form be attested by a prison officer, and/or accompanied by a copy of the prisoner’s detention order?



JB WHEATLEY CRIMINAL DEFENCE
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QUESTION 7: Do you have any other comments on the mechanics of the registration process for prisoners?



the comprehensive guide to prisons and prison related services



On the 1st June an exciting new extension to www.insidetime.org will go live



QUESTION 8: Do you agree with the Government’s proposal for the display on the electoral roll of information relating to prisoners registered to vote?



of support needed will be displayed and regularly updated. We are in the process of contacting all help organisations around the country gathering information about their services. Advertising for them is free of charge and together with a link to their own website will be included.



QUESTION 9: Do you agree that prisoners should be entitled to register anonymously subject to meeting the same conditions as other individuals applying for the facility?



Legal firms who advertise with Inside Time and other specialists offering services will also be promoted free of charge on the site and a special search facility will list all geographically and by their specialist services. Input forms are being sent out to all advertisers and help organisations will be contacted soon if they have not already heard from us.



QUESTION 10: Do you think that prisoners should be able to vote (i) by post (as suggested); or (ii) by proxy; or (iii) both? Please give reasons for your answer. QUESTION 11: Do you have any other comments on the mechanics of the registration process for prisoners? QUESTION 12: Do you believe that prisoners should be entitled to vote at local elections and referenda? QUESTION 13: Do you have any other comments and suggestions on the proposals for implementing the Hirst (No 2) judgment?



The closing date for responses to the second stage consultation is 29 September 2009.



It is also important to encourage friends and family - as members of the public - to participate in the prisoner voting consultation. Make sure they include their name and address.



 Understanding Prison Law and a Glossary of Terms.  The Prisoner Funder Directory, produced by the Hardman Trust, enabling families and friends of prisoners to help source the financial assistance prisoners need in order to fund the extra things they may require to improve their chances on release.



Please send your response to: Simon Meats, Prisoner Voting Rights Consultation, Elections and Democracy Division, Ministry of Justice, 7.34, 102 Petty France, LONDON SW1H 9AJ.



Prison Service Order 4650 Prisoners’ voting rights page 34



SOLICITORS



All areas of criminal defence work Appeals against sentences and conviction Adjudications ALP/DLP Categorisation and Transfers Recall to Custody Licence Conditions ROTL And other areas of Prison Law Video Link facilities available Contact Richard Scotter or Richard Grace 190 - 196 Deptford High Street London SE8 3PR



Visitors to this new area of the website, be they families, friends of people in prison, legal representatives or one of the thousands of people working in the field of penal affairs, will be able to find everything they need to know about every prison in the UK. The main sections will include:



 Details of all the help organisations. Help for prisoners whilst in custody, those recently released plus all the support that is available for prisoners’ families.



Inside Time readers are urged to write to their MP and ask which option, put forward by MOJ, they favour.



PRISON LAW



insideinformation the new guidebook



insideinformation the new website



 Booking and full travel information, the facilities available to visitors plus the regime and all that is available for prisoners.



Editorial note:



AND Co.



0208 479 8000



insideinformation



 Resettlement organisations around the country and everything that resettlement units need to know about specific areas. This will follow a little later and be accessible for research on behalf of prisoners approaching their release dates. Housing, employment, training, education and the many other types



simon bethel solicitors Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



Licence & Parole Hearings HDC & Recalls Adjudications Re-categorisation & Transfers Appeals & CCRC Referrals plus all Family Law and Immigration Matters Please contact Maryam Sufi



Simon Bethel Solicitors 58/60 Lewisham High Street London SE13 5JH 0208 297 7933 [email protected]



As soon as the online service is live and fully operational a printed version of insideinformation will be published as a guidebook. It will be provided free of charge to all prison libraries throughout the UK and made available to everyone else at cost. There will be free adverts and an alphabetical listing for all those who advertise in Inside Time as a ‘thank you’ for their continued and loyal support. The launch of the first edition, the 2009/10 Guidebook, will be announced very soon and advice as to when readers can expect them to arrive in all prison libraries. The design and content of insideinformation has been largely driven by the input of two former prisoners, one male one female, and their family members who visited them whilst they were in prison. They are now employed by Inside Time and will be updating the online content on a three monthly cycle putting together each annual edition of the guidebook that will be supplied free of charge to all prison libraries. insideinformation is another ‘not for profit’ service provided by Inside Time Limited For more information contact [email protected]



RECENT ACCIDENT? Shaw & Co will pursue your claim at no cost to yourself. We guarantee that you will keep 100% of all compensation awarded to you.



Personal Injury Specialists



NO WIN, NO FEE ‡ Personal Injury Claim ‡ Clinical Negligence ‡ Assault For a free consultation please contact Rebecca, Dave or Richard 0800 0191 248 or 01302 326666



6 Portland Place Doncaster DN1 3DF Face to Face interviews available N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E www.shawandco.com



Shaw & Co



Time to have your say
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n January 1993, I was involved in a short car chase through the streets of south London during which members of Tower Bridge Flying Squad brandished automatic firearms and threatened to ‘blow my ff*****g head off’ if I did not pull over. Notwithstanding that at that time, I was a prison escapee and wanted for a series of armed robberies, the police were well aware that I was unarmed as they had seized my guns from a ‘safe house’ earlier that day. When I failed to stop my car, two shots were fired at me from a Heckler & Koch MP5 submachine gun. This was on a busy street during rush hour. The police later denied firing the shots but the bullet holes in my getaway car, one of them less than six inches above the petrol tank, certainly did not come from a grassy knoll. At my sentencing, by a bewigged moron, at Maidstone Crown Court later that year I heard the words … ‘You are a very dangerous man’, and initially thought said moron was talking to the muppet in blue who had fired the shots. But he was talking to me, and my would-be ‘assassins’ were praised for their ‘professionalism’; I was handed 15 years in prison. You do the crime and you pay the time; unless of course you happen to be a police officer.



I



Licensed to kill Author Noel ‘Razor’ Smith is convinced that Britain is only a short step away from government sanctioned death squads



Stephen Waldorf was ambushed by the Flying Squad, who mistook him for David Martin, as he sat in his Mini on a London street in rush hour traffic. The police pulled no punches shooting Waldorf several times without warning and with no thought for his two female passengers or any other innocent motorists. After firing a total of 20 shots at the car they then dragged the wounded Waldorf from the vehicle and kicked and pistol whipped him close to death. It was pure luck that Waldorf did not die, and it was not until the dust cleared that they found out they had the wrong man. The public and media fallout from the Waldorf shooting was weathered much too easily by the police. These were more innocent times when the majority of the public believed that police officers were somehow morally incorruptible bastions of right and decency. Before the exposure of dozens of miscarriages of justice, of innocent men and women being beaten and ‘fitted up’ by the police before being sent to prison for decades. And Stephen Waldorf, for reasons best known to himself, refused to make an issue of his near murder. He accepted a pitiful amount of compensation, by today’s standards, and then faded into obscurity. The police had behaved in an outrageously violent manner in full view of members of the public and then received little more than a stern ticking off for it. They seemed to take this as a seal of approval for their unsavoury methods and have rarely looked back since. And many people have died at their hands; the most recent being Charles De Menezes.



Two years after I was very nearly shot by old bill, a mate of mine, who could never be described as the brightest spark in the fuse-box but who is harmless nonetheless, was playing with his children outside his flat in Battersea. He was carrying a water pistol in full view, as were his kids, which prompted some shortsighted soul to phone 999 and report a man with a gun chasing children. A couple of armed response vehicles arrived and, with little warning or discussion, the armed police officers shot my friend in both legs in front of his horrified children. The police later claimed that by holding the ‘gun’ up and trying to explain, my pal constituted a threat that had to be ‘dealt with quickly’. My friend is now crippled for life but lucky to be alive; we both are; as the British police force usually shoot to kill. Since 1990, according to INQUEST, armed police have shot 48 members of the public and not one single police officer has ever been convicted of any crime over these shootings. Even the most infamous police assassination – that of the innocent Brazilian Charles De Menezes, shot 9 times in the head on a tube train in Stockwell – only led to a mild slap on the wrist for the police by way of a breach of Health & Safety rules. On the very rare occasions these cases do get to court they are invariably dismissed on a ‘technicality’ that is usually too ‘sensitive’ to be revealed to the public. Or a judge may decide, as in the case of Jimmy Ashley, that it was a ‘lawful shooting’ without recourse to a jury. It would seem that James Bond 007 is not the only government agent who has been granted a license to kill. The British police force is now amongst the most heavily armed forces in the world. And yet some people still retain the quaint image of the British bobby pounding the beat armed only with his trusty truncheon and whistle. The reality is very different. The British bobby now has access to more weaponry than some South American dictatorships. They have the lot – from fully automatic submachine guns and high powered sniper rifles, as well as pump action shotguns and semi-automatic pistols, which are carried on the streets of our cities every day as a matter of course, to armoured vehicles, stun grenades and water cannon. Not to mention CS gas, pepper sprays, cattle-prod style stun guns and tasers. These weapons are not for use against some invading foreign power, but for use against us …the British public, if we ever step out of line - and sometimes even if we don’t. David Ewin was someone who dared to step out of line. He was a convicted robber who, whilst on day release from prison in 1992, had the audacity to drive around in a stolen car



David Martin had not only shot and injured a uniformed officer, but had also embarrassed and humiliated a high ranking Flying Squad officer who was taken by surprise and left handcuffed, naked, and in a somewhat compromising position involving his truncheon, after he tried to arrest the gunman in his flat. Whatever the truth in this rumour, if any, it is certainly true that the Flying Squad had a major hard-on for David Martin and was more than ready to shoot first and ask questions to his corpse.



even though he was under observation by Barnes Flying Squad. When he stopped at on off license in Roehampton to buy cigarettes, Detective Sergeant Pat Hodgeson put an end to his cheek by shooting him twice in the chest at point blank range. A member of the public, who witnessed the incident, told TV reporters that she thought it was a ‘gangland execution’. “The man with the gun said nothing, he walked up to the car and coolly shot the driver”, she stated an hour after the shooting. Unfortunately she never got to testify in court as DS Hodgeson’s murder trial was abandoned at the second attempt for reasons never divulged to the public.



In the case of Jimmy Ashley, mentioned earlier, the subsequent investigation into his death found that 25 armed officers from Sussex smashed their way into Mr Ashley’s home in the middle of the night and shot him dead as he stood, naked and arms raised, in his own bedroom on 15 January 1998. Then senior police officers Kevin French and Christopher Siggs, both Inspectors, conspired in a cover-up to manufacture intelligence reports about their victim. Both officers, far from being convicted of any crime, were promoted to Chief Inspector and given a pay increase, backdated to cover the time they were temporarily suspended from duty over the shooting.



The list of murders, and let’s not be coy about this, shooting an unarmed person at point blank range is nothing but murder no matter what gloss you try to put on it, committed by armed police officers and deemed ‘lawful killings’, is an atrocious testament to just how untouchable the police have become. And don’t they know it. Sometimes you have to wonder if it’s arrogance that makes them add insult to injury. The shooting dead of 3 yearold John Shorthouse as he slept in his bed is one such case. The Detective Inspector who ‘accidentally’ shot this child during a dawn rain in an attempt to arrest his father was not only not charged but was given an all expenses paid holiday on the taxpayer to recover from his ‘trauma’. John Shorthouse’s family received no such consideration …but then Shorthouse senior was only a criminal.



And then there’s the case of Harry Stanley, shot dead by the police whilst walking to his home. His only ‘crime’ was to be carrying a piece of wood in a plastic bag which the eagle-eyed marksmen of the police force claimed ‘looked like a shotgun’. No one has been held accountable for these crimes, which might make even the most mild mannered and law abiding members of the public wonder if we really are living in a police state? I believe that the turning point, when the police realised that anything was possible, came with the shooting of film producer Stephen Waldorf in 1983. It was unfortunate for Waldorf that he bore a passing resemblance to gunman and robber David Martin, who was wanted for shooting a police officer. A persistent rumour in criminal circles was that



Whilst the police force of this country are allowed to investigate their own wrongdoings and are held accountable to nobody for their mistakes, we are only a short step away from government sanctioned death squads. And that is no exaggeration. The government, and even some sections of the media, are somewhat lethargic when an innocent member of the public is killed by the police, and they are positively snoring when the victim has criminal convictions. And that is a very bad sign for any democracy. When the police force can kill with impunity then it is surely time to reassess the situation and demand less power and much more accountability from a public service institution that is surely heading in the wrong direction. Noel ‘Razor’ Smith is currently resident at HMP Blantyre House
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‘Angry’Andy’s Column



Conning the Cons



He’s political, satirical and ‘always’ correct



Bobby Cummines, Chief Executive of UNLOCK, believes that prisoners are ‘vegetating whilst sealed in concrete boxes and fed a steady diet of Nintendo and East Enders’



... and he couldn’t care less!



prisoners were still listening to their radios and still challenging the system in an articulate and knowledgeable way.



e often read in newspapers and hear on radio debates how prison is a ‘holiday camp’. Prisoners have Playstations and TV's in their cells and life in prison has been likened to Butlins. Well, if Butlins is really like prison then despite the ‘credit crunch’, I won’t be choosing it for my holiday this year.



W



Life's a Riot W



hat's the world coming to when riot coppers can't give the hippies a good pasting at a G20 protest? If they can't 'give it out' there, then where can they give it out, I ask you? In my mind, those bath shy, save the planet, ozone friendly, hippy dipshits deserved all they got. Ok, the banks have had us all over we know. They've shafted us all big style by squandering their assets and losing our money hand over fist. So isn't it common knowledge then, even to the most mentally challenged amongst us, that the banks are, quite literally, skint? Hello hippies, the-banks-have-no-bloody-money! So what do these bloody hippies go try and do to 'help' matters? They all thumb it down to London en masse with the sole intention of putting all the bank's windows in and ransacking their headquarters. Now, whose LSD induced brainwave was that? It could have only been a bloody hippy's, couldn't it? What other breed could have dreamt up such a no-brainer? We know the banks are already skint, so if the hippies had gotten their way and smashed up all their shop fronts then the banks would have had the added expense of rebuilding and repairing them all - putting yet more strain on the already beleaguered economy! Have you seen the price of glass? So, if you ask me, those hippies deserved a severe twatting. Having said that, the last few weeks have witnessed many people criticising the police's heavy-handedness at the G20. I know someone lost their life there, though as to how and why hasn't yet been established;



HEMSLEY Solicitors APPEALS PRISON LAW CRIMINAL DEFENCE Contact Ceri Lewis



01244 382400 Mason House 2 Mason Street Chester CH1 4DR



so it's not fair to blame the police just yet. But, to be fair, try and put yourself in a riot copper's jackboots for just one minute. Ok, there you are, stood in line with all your mates, having spent ages getting ready, tooling yourself up, sharpening the edge of your riot shield and meticulously concealing your identity from public view. The adrenalin's pumping and you are especially up for it because Obama's secret service boys are in town so you want to show 'em the 'British Way.' All of a sudden a mass of hair, rotten teeth and beads, and dressed in ill-fitting combat gear charges at you with a ten foot length of scaffold pole. Well, c'mon, what would you do? Exactly! Hit ‘it’ hard and often with all you've got. You don’t just stand there and say, "Please put it down, there's a good chap”, just before the scaffold pole crashes through your riot helmet's visor and buries itself into your eye socket. However, only the politically correct, and that Chakrabati bird of course, would deem the latter course of action as appropriate and the former as police brutality. Well, the PC brigade and Chakrabati can all go get stuffed as far as I'm concerned, 'cos I'm with the coppers on this one. Never thought I'd say it, but there you go, because their tactics worked - the hippies only managed to partly smash up one bank's shop front. So well done to the Met for saving us all a few quid and giving us some top drawer, actionpacked telly to watch! • Andy Thackwray is currently residing at HMP Hull.



See ya all next month!



Coomber Rich



But have you thought seriously why the Prison Service has allowed these privileges; knowing they would cause public outrage? Being very distrustful of the system, I’ve recently given this a lot of thought. It’s not because they love prisoners, we all know that, so why allow them? Before we had TV's and Playstations, we were only allowed radios and record players in our cells. A lot of prisoners tuned into Radio 4 and would listen to debates. They would become politically aware about what was going on in the world and the real villainy that the political parties were getting up to. They were more aware and informed than the average Joe Public. It was a real educational tool. They would write flurries of petitions using legal language that a barrister would have been proud of, and they started rocking the system and challenging the degrading and barbaric practices the Prison Service had been allowed to get away with for countless years. Prisoners were actually becoming organised … dangerous stuff! Then along came a really bright idea from Prison Service HQ, the Big Boys Baby Minder … the TV! For those of you that can’t remember, we used to have three TV rooms, one for each station. That meant they used less staff to observe more prisoners. The TV was the sedative to control the masses. That worked fine for a while but it only worked during association time. During bang-up periods,



Contact Caroline Howell



Coomber Rich Solicitors Yard House, May Place, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 7NX 0 1 2 5 6 8 1 2 2 0 2 [email protected]



Like most people who are bored to tears, we took the lazy option and watched the soaps. We didn’t tune into that subversive agitator Radio 4. Hence no more flurries of petitions and no more articulate protests. Also no more ritually tipping over the food trolley to start a riot, and no more sunning ourselves on the roof in the summer; throwing down a few slates now and again while being filmed by the local networks. All those things are a part of prison history. Now prisoners vegetate; sealed up in concrete boxes being fed a steady diet of Nintendo and East Enders. The Prison Service can rest easy for a while, whilst you watch ‘Whose Been Framed’ and they play ‘Whose Been Conned’. However, this is the 21st Century and rioting is not the way. It may vent your anger but the Government and a powerful media just turn it against you, using it to justify inhuman treatment. The tools you need are education, organisation, solidarity and political currency. Once they give you what is rightfully yours, the ability to vote, you will have all four tools in one bag. I’m not saying get rid of your TV or your games console; just recognise that, just like in the rest of society, they are tools of control designed to make you passive and unquestioning. So if only for an hour, turn off the TV and turn on Radio 4. Bobby Cummines is a former prisoner who served 13 years. UNLOCK is an independent charity and membership organisation set up to achieve equality for people with previous convictions and can be contacted at: 35a High Street, Snodland, Kent ME6 5AG. Tel: 01634 247350.
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Access to Justice



• Criminal Defence • Criminal Appeals • Police Interviews • MDT/VDT • Licence Recall/Revocation • Categorisation • Parole • Adjudications • Life Panel Representations • Judicial Reviews



As prison numbers rose, staff found it progressively harder to cope. There was more bang-up, less educational and purposeful activities. This was clearly a recipe for disturbance, protest and even rioting. So they introduced in-cell TV, Playstations … and yet more bang-up!



FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE SOUTH EAST WE ARE A RESPECTED ‘LEGAL 500’ FIRM FRANCHISED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES COMMISSION AND OUR DEDICATED AND EXPERIENCED TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU IN ANY AREA OF LITIGATION PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT Catherine McCarthy



CIVIL DEPARTMENT Gemma Clennell



FAMILY DEPARTMENT Amanda Marshall



All aspects of criminal law, including Appeals/CCRC/Confiscation Orders.



Assault, personal injury and any other civil claims against the Police or Prison Service.



All aspects of matrimonial and child care law, including proceedings involving Local Authority or individuals in relation to children, all aspects of domestic work, both for Applicant and Respondent, all aspects of financial proceedings between married or formerly married parties and non-married parties between each other and in relation to children



All aspects of prison law, including adjudications,parole, DLP, categorisation, Judicial Review



Employment and discrimination claims, especially on behalf of Prison Officers.



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999
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n an earlier contribution featured in Inside Time, I shared the opinion of those who feel the only people ever to enter Parliament with honourable intent were Guy Fawkes and his crew. It would appear that my rather cynical opinion has been vindicated; given the alleged abuses of taxpayers’ money by less than ‘honourable’ members of Parliament where their ‘expenses’ are concerned.



I



A taxing matter Gerard McGrath is angered by MPs expenses irregularities and politicians’ ‘collective arrogant disdain of the electorate’



Such is the furore caused by the alleged abuses that this taxing matter is the subject of a long overdue inquiry which, when announced, was met with groans of derision by ‘honourable’ members, quite remarkable!



It’s so embarrassing A close friend of Home Secretary Jacqui Smith told the Guardian newspaper her husband wil probably be ‘sleeping on the everyone now knows sofa for a while’. That’s lucky! One of the many items she claimed for her ‘second home’ (a room in her sister’s house) I’m married was a sofa bed (£704). Meanwhile, Sinn Fein MPs claimed London living allowances of more than £100,000 last year to you despite the fact they refuse to sit in the Commons. I do not subscribe to the opinion held by some that those who seek public office should not have their entire lives subject to scrutiny. It is my opinion that those who seek public office of necessity forfeit that right. Public office is a privileged position, and those who hold it should heed the adage that they must be - as Caesar’s wife - ‘above reproach’. If I expect and demand too much, I point to the un-learned lessons of history where those who lay claim to being honourable, trustworthy and possessed of integrity when they sought public office proved not to have the morals and ethics of Attila the Hun. I cite John Profumo, Jeremy Thorpe, Jeffrey Archer; liars and cheats to a man. There are numerous others … but why waste good ink?



R. C. HALL SOLICITORS SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW



JUST HAD A KNOCK BACK? FAILED TO GET THE CATEGORY YOU WANTED? For a prompt response and proactive advice and assistance, articulate and vigorous representation in all aspects of Prison Law including: • Licence Recall • Transfers • Parole Application/Hearing • Appeals • Categorisation • Adjudications • Court of Appeal Cases • Confiscation and Proceeds of Crime • All Lifer Hearings and Paper Reviews • Judicial Review and Human Rights Cases Contact: Rosemary or Martyns at



R.C. HALL SOLICITORS Gibson House 800 High Road Tottenham London N17 0DH



TEL:020 8801 2345 FAX: 020 8801 2555



I also subscribe to the opinion of Karl Marx, who rightly stated: ‘The labourer is worthy of his hire’. I readily concur that any person should receive remuneration in keeping with expertise, responsibility and their general effort.



Members of Parliament set themselves up as legislators, rule makers and standard bearers. It is they who exercise the mandate gifted to them by the electorate in the name of the electorate and it is incumbent upon them never to abuse their position of trust



Readers will be familiar with the alleged ‘second home’ expenses irregularities where the incumbent Home Secretary is concerned, not to mention her husband viewing pornographic movies at taxpayers’ expense. Rumour has it his manhood now adorns the Home Secretary’s desk in a jar of formaldehyde. She is far from alone; there is no need for me to reprise the plethora of alleged abuses of expenses with which the news media regularly regale us regarding honourable members of Parliament. We hear it ad nauseam.



What angers me about this shabby lot, who sought and somehow gained election to Parliament, is their collective arrogant disdain of the electorate; their crass hypocrisy; their patronizing, condescending manner. As a non-taxpayer (given my circumstances) some might feel I have no right to express an opinion. However, I feel that I have as much right as anyone for the following reasons: Members of Parliament set themselves up as legislators, rule makers and standard bearers. It is they who exercise the mandate gifted to them by the electorate in the name of the electorate and it is incumbent upon them never to abuse their position of trust. Where taxpayers’ money is concerned, it is their duty to disburse it employing prudence and integrity. How the money is spent must be completely above reproach and subject to public scrutiny. Accountability, checks and balances must also be a matter of course; especially when politicians are claiming expenses for whatever reasons; second home allowances, car mileage, porn movies or bath plugs á la our Home Secretary. Yes I know … it really does stretch credibility does it not?



actually anything but … as recent revelations evidence.



Centuries ago, Marcus Aiselias cautioned: “Of all things, ask ‘what is its nature’?” Wise counsel indeed. Self-evidently, politicians are as pre-disposed to human shortcomings as the rest of us mere mortals. They are as avaricious, duplicitous, capricious and mendacious as some of their electorate. That said, they sought office and they must accept what comes with the territory and that is, as previously stated, being as Caesar’s wife. Do not have the arrogance and the temerity to legislate, rule make and set standards for the electorate which they feel they are exempt from in their arrogant disdain. Such seems to be the nature of many so called ‘honourable’ members of Parliament who are



IN A CENTRAL ENGLAND PRISON? Do you need free help and advice with: Adjudications Parole Hearings Licence Recall Categorisation Confiscation Proceedings Lifer Hearings IPP Advice plus All Defence and Appeals Contact Jo, Lindsey or Charlotte at



27 Regent Street Leamington Spa CV32 5EJ



01926 888947 Pr otecting Your Rights We will arrange to visit you pr omptly and give you sound and ef fectie advice



I have no objection to politicians receiving the salary they do, for all it far exceeds the national average. I do not object in principle to fair expenses, however I do object to an arrogant abuse and breach of public trust. The more so by those who presume to legislate, rule make for the rest of us yet behave as hypocrites whilst pontificating about the obscene bonus culture of bankers, derivative dealers etc; hypocritical ‘haves’ telling the ‘have nots’ how to get by as their homes are repossessed, their pension funds evaporate before their eyes and their precious jobs are wiped out in a stroke. Spare me please… ‘physician heal thyself’. It can but be hoped that the inquiry into the taxing matter of politicians’ expenses brings about much needed radical reform which will see the alleged and proven abuses eradicated for all time. The world is suffering the worst recession since the thirties as a direct result of avarice, lack of regulation, lack of integrity ever a taxing matter. Gerard McGrath BA Hons is currently resident at HMP Haverigg
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The overlooked good guys Lifer Ben Gunn in praise of voluntary groups are good and whose actions are a testimony to common sense and decency.



have to do with saying that Unlock make a real difference.



Top of my current favourites list is the ‘Campaign against Prison Slavery’ (CAPS). They understand that we are not only imprisoned but are then molested by a system which forces us to work for a pittance. Worse, in so many cases, this work is supplied by outside companies who are making a killing from our forced labour. These companies are so ashamed that they skulk in the shadows and somehow conveniently forget to tell their customers exactly who produces their goods. CAPS campaign against this tawdry situation; shining the light on the companies who take advantage of us.



During our sentences there are a whole host of charities who empty their pockets into ours. Being a ‘geek’, I owe my academic progress - and lots of dosh - to the Hardman Trust and the Prisoners’ Education Trust. They have filled the gaps left by the prison service’s idea of ‘education’ and ‘training’, and without whom many of us would leave prison in the same decrepit state that we arrived.



Campaign Against Prison Slavery



Across the nation, thousands of cons have managed to break free of the shackles of Level 2 education with the help of these charities. This means that their time in prison causes them less suffering and has far more meaning and purpose. On release, these people have the benefit of a wider range of opportunities; meaning that crime becomes less prominent as a route to riches. Now that is real help. These are just a handful of the groups who exist and work more for our benefit than their own glory. I tend to favour the efforts of groups who focus on single issues, like education and resettlement, rather than the huge groups who try to do everything and risk getting nothing done. There are obviously others as well as the ones I have named here, but the Editor beats me if I go over my word limit! Although I really should squeeze in a thoroughly deserved mention for New Bridge who launched Inside Time back in 1990.
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have always found writing my comment pieces remarkably easy. I just wait until something or someone annoys me, then pull out the typewriter and let rip! There are times that I am so annoyed I can tear out six months worth of articles in one day. Some have suggested I might be the posterboy for ‘bitter and twisted’.



I



It really isn't difficult finding a target. I spend most of my waking hours in a state of lowgrade perpetual outrage at the sheer mon-



strous stupidity that is the prison system. If that doesn't get me going, then whichever muppet is spouting off in the Daily Mail gives me something juicy to bite at. However, lurking at the back of my mind is a list of ‘good guys’, the people and groups whose existence is a very good thing for prisoners - whether we know of their existence or not. These are people who lurk outside of the limelight and whose existence often hangs on a financial shoestring, but whose intentions
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When it comes to efforts to get us back on our feet and reintegrated into a society which tends not to like us, then you can forget relying on the prison system for help or support. Their idea of ‘resettlement’ is having us in Cat-D working for little or no money for a local employer. Result! No, we have to cast our eyes to the organisation ‘Unlock’ for a genuine appreciation of our concerns and for concrete help in an uncertain world. I accidentally traduced them several months ago whilst having a dig at reform groups, which was deeply thoughtless of me. Being created and run by former prisoners, and not relying on government money, Unlock not only campaigns for a better deal for us on release but they are stuffed to the gills with services and advice to get us back on our feet. If I was a restaurant reviewer, I would certainly be allocating some stars at this point, however I shall



For every group there are thousands of individuals. What would we do without the WRVS volunteers on visits? I know I can't go for more than thirty minutes without a cuppa; and praise too for those who look after the kids play-areas, trying to make very strange surroundings seem ‘normal’ for the little ones. It says a lot that for the benefit of a pretty unwelcome bunch of toe-rags, there are so many people and groups trying to pay attention to our welfare. We are not alone and universally despised; no matter how isolated we may feel at times and despite the bile spewed by the tabloids. If only those who are paid to look after us did as good a job then all these other groups could retire … but don’t hold your breath, it will never happen! Ben Gunn is currently resident at HMP Shepton Mallet
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has shown that even a daily practice of 30 minutes of meditation improves clear thinking. Therefore for those who wish that option, we need one hour per day in the prison timetable devoted to silent meditation, contemplation and prayer.



Heaven on Earth



Martin Huiskens eaven and Hell are not places we travel to by ‘Easyjet’ after we die, depending on our conduct in this lifetime. Sorry! Heaven and Hell are right here, on planet Earth. In prison, sadly, Hell is often inside people’s minds.



H



“As-Salaam Aleikum”, said the Prophet Mohammed … “Peace be upon you”. What the world needs now are peaceful warriors: women and men who have managed to tame their tiger. The tiger is a chaotic mind which, like a wild elephant, rampages through the forest of life causing suffering. In Buddhism, we talk about the three mental poisons of greed, hatred and ignorance.



 Inmates that wish to practice their faith ought to be encouraged. The right to share a cell with someone of a similar faith, the choice of whether or not to have smoking in the cell, a TV, the choice to be a vegetarian and to have hot drinks without caffeine.  A daily diet of television transforms potential writers, dancers, artists, singers, therapists, teachers, scientists, athletes, loving parents … into zombies.



We need to place faith at the heart of prison life says Buddhist Chaplain Martin Huiskens



 The daily availability of newspapers increases the likelihood of violence. After all, how many offenders have been battered because of a newspaper article?  We need to pay attention to the food that is served in prisons, as food has direct impact on behaviour. A diet of fast food and sugar leads to attention deficit disorder, obsessive compulsive behaviour, obesity, depression and even cancer. A recent study within a Young Offenders Institute reduced the intake of sugar and artificial sweeteners for one year. Anti-social behaviour was reduced by 50% and suicides by 100% (Asbos vs. Nutrition, Resurgence Magazine).



We all have that potential to become a force for universal good. The question is: how do we both find and nurture it? Faith and spirituality, practiced daily, are helpful tools to settle one’s mind, in order to see more clearly. This force will bring Heaven on Earth. Faith is the belief in hope, that change is possible, that there is light at the end of the tunnel. Religion provides structure and community in one’s life. In an alienating world, religion provides tradition, culture, sacred music, food, singing, dance, and so on, that make life more meaningful. Together they form a vital backbone to our lives, give depth, to our shared human history. This precious lineage is a reminder that every thought we have, every word we speak, and every action is potentially a sacred act. Spirituality contains the three essential ingredients of contemplation, introspection and connection. Spiritual practice is any activity that promotes all these ingredients. However, many inmates I speak with want nothing to do with religion. Due to negative experiences, some say that “all religion is bad. There is no God, so what’s the point of prayer?” There is a difference between faith and institutional religion. As Michael Buckley said, “faith dispels fear, whereas religion often fosters its presence and growth within the life of its victim” (Do Not Be Afraid, The Healing Of Fear). Many offenders do not know how to pray or to meditate. These are essential tools for developing inner peace, to restore balance and to conquer fear. “We will never conquer fear or come to know ourselves unless we pray” (Buckley).



“God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.” This Serenity Prayer, used by Alcoholics Anonymous, is another useful tool. It is a reminder that there are things in life which we can control and things we cannot. The hard part is working out which is which! Also, AA refers to God as we understand God - it leaves it up to us to decide what we consider to be a power greater than ourselves. For some people, football is a religion; for others it is the Beatles; for still others, ‘The American Dream’. Ultimately, it doesn’t matter what religion one chooses, as Jack Kornfield states in his Guide Through the Perils and Promises of Spiritual Life, as long as it is A Path With Heart (Kornfield). Spiritual practice will reduce mental illness. In the general population, 1 in 4 has some form of mental illness. In prison, the figure is 90%. This high figure is obvious to those of us who work in prison. There are seven main levels of mental illness in prison: Depression; narcissistic personality disorder; attention deficit disorder; obsessive compulsive behaviour; post-traumatic stress disorder; psychosis; and finally, institutionalisation. However, it seems that neither
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the judiciary nor the police, nor most of the prison staff, are trained in mental health awareness. And as for the media, there are no ‘monsters’! Sorry. There are, however, people who act monstrously. This is because their minds are poisoned by addiction, aggression and alienation.



Faith is the belief “ in hope, that change is possible, that there is light at the end of the tunnel. Religion provides structure and community in one’s life



”



We need to place faith at the heart of prison life: This involves a slot for spiritual practice in the daily - not just weekly - timetable. Evidence



Don’t take Chances with Your Freedom ! Here are 5 good reasons to call us FIRST: 1. One of the UK’s biggest specialist defence firms 2. Led by lawyer previously shortlisted for criminal defence lawyer of the year 3. Proven, specialist expertise in Appeal work 4. Our Advocates are always ready to represent you 5. We don’t give up! Appeals • Adjudications • Parole Hearings Recall • Categorisation • Lifer Tariffs Crime • Housing • Family



“The lawyers here are not just going through the motions; as a barrister you have to be at your best at all times to satisfy the high standards set by them” (Chambers & Partners 2009)
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 Spiritual practice also demands interaction with, observing and learning from Nature. Human beings are the world’s most dangerous and ignorant species. Nature has everything to teach us, as long as we pay attention. All prison inmates need a daily slot for some outdoor activities and gardening. After all, the Garden of Eden is not myth; its heart beats underneath the concrete.  Finally, we need to present the possibility of regular retreat. The video Doing Time, Doing Vipassana is a useful introduction to the power of regular retreat in prisons. Governor Kiran Bedi demonstrated at the Tihar jail the many benefits of regular concentrated spiritual practice (It’s Always Possible, Transforming one of the Largest Prisons in the World, by K Bedi). Faith is helpful to those who feel that they are in Hell. We end with the words of one wellknown prisoner, whom everyone has heard of, but few know of his message. Jesus Christ said, “The Kingdom of Heaven is within.” Martin Huiskens is Buddhist Chaplain at HMP Liverpool & HMP Kennet



You’re inside. Get us onside. Clarion Solicitors are experts at helping with: • Cash seizure and forfeiture proceedings • Restraint orders • Conﬁscation proceedings • Civil recovery proceedings • Third party interests • Enforcement proceedings • Certiﬁcates of inadequacy • Appeals against confiscation orders



Clarion Solicitors LLP Britannia Chambers, 4 Oxford Place, Leeds, LS1 3AX Tel: 0113 2460622



We can take on proceedings after conviction or after a confiscation order has been made, for a free initial consultation either call or write to: Steve Milner - Conﬁscation and asset recovery. “….knows the law inside out…’ Chambers 2009. Rob Rode - Appeals and other criminal matters. “…always does a fantastic job”. Chambers 2009.
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Managing challenging behaviour Those who formulated the ‘Managing Challenging Behaviour Strategy’ are guilty of trying to institutionalise a system of repression that violates the basic human rights of prisoners writes John Bowden CBS extends the current control unit regime whereby the Prison Service ‘manages’ prisoners perceived to be a ‘problem’ by consigning them to Close Supervision Centre (CSC) facilities and allows CSC-type control measures to be used on ordinary segregated prisoners. CSCs are the most recent in a long line of ‘control units’ and ‘special units’. They came into existence in 1998, when the Prison Rules were amended to allow a small number of prisoners to be consigned to behaviour modification units from where they can only return to the mainstream prison system after ‘progressing’ through a number of levels. There are currently three units (Woodhill, Whitemoor and Wakefield prisons). In addition there are ‘designated Rule 46’ cells in Long Lartin, Frankland and Belmarsh segregation units, where CSC prisoners who refuse to ‘co-operate’ or are not ‘progressing’ are sent on ‘lay-downs’ for lengthy periods.



M



Produced by the Prison Service High Security Prisons Group in January 2009 at the same time as a new ‘CSC Referral Manual’, the MCBS policy document states that its purpose is: ‘to provide a framework for the management of prisoners whose behaviour is dangerous, disruptive and particularly challenging to manage whilst in custody’. In fact that ‘framework’ is structured as an entire apparatus of surveillance, control and repression with a presence in every prison. The strategy then facilitates the removal of ‘difficult’ prisoners into control units operating a ‘robust management approach’ - in practice a regime of complete isolation from other prisoners but where ‘interaction’ with staff, who will continue monitoring and reporting, is compulsory. CSCs have a very high staff to prisoner ratio with all movements and visits being accompanied by large numbers of uniformed officers who, at any sign of non-compliance, react with violence. Two features particularly distinguish the current control unit strategy from earlier attempts to target and isolate specific prisoners. Firstly, the open recruitment of ‘non-disciplinary’ prison staff (doctors, psychiatrists, probation officers etc) in a ‘multi-disciplinary approach’ to eradicating dissent in prisons; secondly, a massive broadening of what constitutes ‘difficult’ behaviour. The strategic role of uniformed prison staff, governors, doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, probation officers, teachers and even chaplains is well defined in the MCBS and in every prison all are to collaborate in identifying, assessing and recommending prisoners for



control unit regimes. All information collated by the local multi-disciplinary staff team will then be forwarded to ‘Central Management Group’ at Prison Service HQ who, in addition to co-ordinating the transfer of ‘difficult’ prisoners around the system, will share that information with groups like the ‘High Security Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Unit’, which suggests that the prison population is being trawled for politically motivated activists. The Prison Medical Service (PMS), which ran prison healthcare until 2003, was completely unaccountable and doctors were notorious for sanctioning the brutality of uniformed staff and administering psychotropic medication such as largactyl for control, rather than medical purposes. During the 1990s, evidence of the collusion by non-uniformed, non-disciplinary staff, such as doctors, in covering up the brutalisation and, in some cases, torture of prisoners in Wormwood Scrubs prison was criticised by Amnesty International and the Chief Inspector of Prisons. Prison healthcare is now run by the NHS, but the MCBS has ensured that the collusion of non-disciplinary staff in the maltreatment of ‘difficult’ prisoners is once again institutionalised and legitimised.



Apart from the mentally ill, prisoners innocent of any breach of discipline are also susceptible to the attention of MCBS, which is deliberately designed to provide prison staff with a weapon of arbitrary victimisation against any prisoner not absolutely compliant with their authority The MCBS policy document claims that the aims of the current control unit system is to ‘remove the most significantly disruptive, challenging and dangerous prisoners from ordinary location and manage them within a small and highly supervised unit’ whilst responding to ‘the changing nature of the population, with increasing management challenges surrounding gang affiliation and extremism.’
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In their determination to blame and stigmatise a minority of ‘persistently difficult and challenging prisoners’ for the cruelty and ill-treatment inflicted on them, those who enforce the system have always constructed myths around the existence of dangerous prison malcontents and in the process created systems and methods of control that have been used against all prisoners inclined to complain and protest. However, the guidance to prison staff at a local level on criteria for what constitutes ‘challenging behaviour’ is extremely broad and diverse, and includes behaviour not remotely threatening or challenging to the stability of the prison regime. Apart from obvious ‘troublemakers’, prisoners considered suitable for transfer to control units include those suffering from mental illness and prone to self-harm and suicide attempts; even a failure to take medication is considered justification for being labelled a ‘control problem’. In fact, the MCBS document openly admits that some prisoners in the control unit system will ‘have a range of complex and diverse psychological and psychiatric needs’. It is a disgrace that, instead of being provided with specialised medical intervention, these prisoners are subjected to regimes based on sensory deprivation, crude behaviour modification techniques and psychological cruelty. Apart from the mentally ill, prisoners innocent of any breach of discipline are also susceptible to the attention of MCBS, which is deliberately designed to provide prison staff with a weapon of arbitrary victimisation against any prisoner not absolutely compliant with their authority. Once a CSC referral has been made, the assessment process will consider any ‘negative behaviour’, from open defiance to ‘rudeness and ignoring staff,’ as sufficient reason to recommend a prisoner for a place in a control unit. Inevitably, the MCBS considers all ‘triggers’ to rebellious behaviour to be located within the personalities of the prisoners themselves and to have nothing whatsoever to do with how they’re treated by the prison system or its staff. Prisoners who refuse to conform to prison authority are simply ‘psychopaths’, inherently predisposed to behave destructively, regardless of circumstances and context. Prisoners selected for MCBS or removal to a control unit
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are issued with an information sheet which informs them – ‘It is your behaviour alone that has triggered the decision to manage you in this way/start CSC assessments. You can change your behaviour with or without the help of prison staff.’ The message is clear: you will conform to prison authority - or you will be made to do so. Prisoners referred for CSC ‘assessment’ are usually moved first to the segregation unit at Long Lartin, where they are subjected to a regime of intimidation and psychological bullying in preparation for the control unit proper. The intention is to push the prisoner to the limits of psychological endurance and eventually render them incapable of fighting back or mustering further resistance. It is punishment by ordeal and for those prisoners already psychologically damaged the descent into serious mental illness is inevitable. Control units are sold to the public as a place to consign the ‘worst of the worst’ but just as the infamous Marion control unit in the US, which was constructed on this basis, ended up housing political prisoners who were sent there straight from court, the CSC and MCBS are now ready for the state to use whenever it chooses against any prisoners it deems problematic. Those within the Prison Service’s High Security Prisons Group who formulated the ‘Managing Challenging Behaviour Strategy’ are guilty of trying to institutionalise a system of repression that violates the basic human rights of prisoners. And all those who collude and participate in that system of repression; doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, probation officers etc, are equally complicit. John Bowden is currently resident at HMP Glenochil



Haven Distribution closed for May Haven Distribution staff and volunteers have asked Inside Time to notify prisoners that they will be closed during May so that they can catch up with the backlog of orders and administrative tasks. Haven Distribution is a very small charity that, since 1996, has been providing UK prisoners with educational books from fiction for personal reading to textbooks and dictionaries to assist learning, and has experienced a massive increase in demand for its services during the past year; sending out over 2,000 books to prisoners.
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Servicemen in prison Former Detective and Royal Marine now turned author Simon Bywater highlights the staggering statistic that more men from the Falklands War have committed suicide than those who were actually killed fighting



At the time I had enough on my plate to worry about his issues. Ten years later, I am only beginning to realise just what is happening to our former servicemen and it has recently been suggested that UK jails now hold 8,500 of them. Since my own military related and forced retirement from the police, I have spent many years looking into Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and its effects. I have talked to hundreds of veterans from various conflicts, and one thing that has started to become glaringly obvious is the amount of servicemen who ended up in prison. Thankfully, Elfyn Llwyd MP, with the help of NAPO and Al Renwick of Veterans in Prison, has begun to raise this issue. I understand the fact that some servicemen will end up in prison; it’s a balance of probability versus numbers in society, but over recent years the numbers seem to be increasing dramatically. A wall of silence met me when I asked the prison service for the numbers of former servicemen in custody. They simply said ‘no figures were available’ and, like most bodies, hid behind the Data Protection Act. We seem to have government figures for everything else but not for the number of people who have fought for the country and ended up in prison. Why on earth is this? How many have been charged, convicted and avoided prison? Could this increase of servicemen in prison be something to do with our recent commitment to Iraq and Afghanistan? I am convinced this is the reason. PTSD takes around 8 years to manifest. I feel we are following in the Americans footsteps and the mistakes they made after Vietnam.



British troops in action



n a dark winter’s night in 1998, I went to the scene of a stabbing in a scruffy run down flat on a notorious estate in Manchester. At the time I was the night detective responsible for making important decisions at the beginning of any serious police investigation outside of normal working hours.
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The grubby, stinking flat was like something out of a horror movie. Traces of blood mixed with unwashed clothes, spilt booze and syringes strewn everywhere were hard for the normal person to imagine. Even the blown-up houses I had seen in Kurdistan in 1991 didn’t compare to this. The not so innocent male victim had been rushed off to hospital suffering from multiple stab wounds. The alleged offender had been trussed up like a turkey and taken down to the custody suite for booking in. During the subsequent investigation, it transpired



the offender was a former soldier and Northern Ireland veteran now mixed up in the murky world of drink, drugs, crime and homelessness. This violent altercation, like most cases I dealt with, had been over a seemingly trivial matter. When I spoke to the former soldier, I found it utterly amazing how he could have ended up in such a mess; he didn’t have any answers and could only cry. Now a civilian myself having spent over six years in the Royal Marines, I felt some kind of attachment to the alleged offender and the situation he found himself in. He was desperate and hopelessly alone. A concoction of drink combined with his military aggression was the only solution he understood to rectify the situation he had found himself in. I felt pity towards him but he was going to court in the morning and there was little I could have done to help. At the time I thought he didn’t need to go to prison; what he really needed was help; but it was too late.
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My claim also seems to coincide suspiciously with the questionable aftercare our service heroes get, once back in Civvy Street. The charities do a great job, but sadly this all depends on where you live. Go onto any military forum website and you



will see discussion about PTSD and the aftercare of servicemen. To quote, “I think with the sustained action in Iraq and Afghanistan, this is only going to get worse.” It’s a staggering statistic that more men from the Falklands War have committed suicide than those who were actually killed fighting. Is this going to be an acceptable quote in the years to come after we leave Iraq and Afghanistan? How would you feel if your son, friend or relative was killed or injured by a traumatised former soldier? Or worse still, took his own life? The MOD will happily tell us that they have a trauma debrief programme. But one Army Commando I spoke to recently (who I can’t name) told me: “the debriefs are a joke”. In his experience, he explained, the MOD was covering its own back to prevent civil proceedings at a later date. The debriefs were sometimes farcical in that the corporal who was told to take them was totally unapproachable. Combine this with the macho military culture (which I was part of at one time) then the chances of opening up honestly are slim to impossible. So the symptoms are stored up and then neglected once in Civvy Street. NHS waiting lists are a postcode lottery, and the general population go unaffected by the bombings and killings in the Middle East; so it’s a subject you can’t talk about. So what happens to the first signs and symptoms? From my experience of talking to guys - they get thrown away by the sufferer only to come back long after commitments of active service have finished. Contrary to popular belief (which includes some MPs and lots of MOD civil servants) many servicemen on discharge have no family structure to race home to once their service has finished. Those that have families have to learn how to live with one another again and the stress that this often brings. Rightly or wrongly, prison seems to be the only option for some. Simon Bywater - Former Detective and Royal Marine



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be entitled to assistance from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA Forces Help - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance. Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide financial support to you and your family. · · · · · · · · ·



Household goods Clothing Rent deposits Education and training courses, including distance learning Equipment and/or Work Tools Relocation Costs Advice and Guidance on getting a job or learning a trade Advice and Guidance on applying for a war pension Assistance for your partner and family



Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice. If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to discuss assistance please write to: Freepost TRBL/SSAFA Forces Help 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA
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Insidetime May 2009 www.insidetime.org as the Legal Services Commission borrowed from Shakespeare when he wrote … ‘The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers’, for undoubtedly the Commission's cost-cutting proposals will result in the death of quite a few small firms dependent on legal aid for their survival. But in doing so, has the Legal Service Commission also turned a blind eye to one of the major causes of the massive jump in legal aid funding?
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First reading of its consultation paper suggests it's mainly the lawyers' fault that funding for prison law work has jumped from £3.3 million to £19 million in as little as five years. The inference is that they regard prison law work as being a ‘nice little earner’. Also, that there are many lawyers unsuited/unqualified to be practising in this specialist area of law. But missing from this 95-page consultation document is any mention of two of the major instigators of legal action; the Prison Service and the Treasury Solicitor. When it comes to legal proceedings, both are regarded as being shapeless, amorphous masses; devoid of character or personality. More so when either commence or respond to legal proceeding. Not being able to pin down an individual when seeking explanations for seemingly perverse decisions to pursue or oppose legal action involving prisoners exacerbates the impression of a faceless, dehumanised corporate body. This approach is completely unlike that of the Crown Prosecution Service, which recently effectively implemented a policy of putting forward identifiable individuals when announcing and commenting on its decisions. This means that individual members of the public as well as the media generally have a readily identifiable point of contact when questioning CPS policies and decisions. Compare and contrast this with the Prison Service and Treasury Solicitor. Both adopt a faceless, depersonalised relationship with the public. Yet as major players in legal action involving prisoners and prison law, there needs to be far greater personal accountability when justifying expenditure incurred. And secondly, when ensuring prisoners are provided with facilities which could in many instances reduce unnecessary professional involvement and costs. In this context it is my experience, and that of fellow prisoners, that Prison Service staff all too willingly enter litigious disputation of obvious insufficient merit/benefit more for reasons of unwillingness to accede to a prisoner's contention – that the prisoner might actually be right. Apart from reflecting more a power struggle (in which ‘might is right’, therefore it mustn't be threatened or undermined), this confrontational approach either ignores or is completely indifferent to the unnecessary costs ultimately incurred by the taxpayer.



‘… lets kill all the lawyers’ We cannot afford a ‘fight it at all cost and never mind the expense’ approach to conflict resolution writes John O’Connor It continues unchecked because Prison Service personnel, either as plaintiff or defendant in legal action, are not personally held accountable for their decisions and the resultant costs incurred. And while there is a ready recognition of the existence of a vexatious litigant, the same does not apply to the notion of a vexatious defendant. This can be defined as defending to the hilt legal action which could more effectively be resolved either through arbitration or a readiness to recognise an overwhelming ‘no win’ situation. Within the Prison Service, the vexatious defendant exists simply for no other reason than a legal action has been initiated by a prisoner. It refuses to accept that prisoners often have legitimate grounds when resorting to such action and that arbitrated settlement rather than a Court-based contest can often be the quickest and least expensive route to resolution. Such lack of personal responsibility on the part of Prison Service staff taking decisions to invoke/contest legal action is reflected in the willingness by the Treasury Solicitor to implement a barrage of legal obstacles in response to prisoner-originated litigation, seemingly more for no other reason than it is prisoner originated. This apparently reflects a view that for this reason only it lacks merit, thus justifying the costs incurred when opposing a prisoner's legal action. Moreover, the inefficiency of the Treasury Solicitor when responding to prisoners' claims (either brought personally or through their legal representatives) is legendary. Typically, they are dragged out unnecessarily; often resulting in Treasury Solicitor requests for extensions to Court-imposed time limits when responding as defendant in an action. In these situations the only beneficiary are plaintiffs' lawyers, as is always the case when a cost meter is ticking away unchecked. I am not aware of the existence of any cost/benefit yardstick triggered at the commencement of a



Prison Service/Treasury Solicitor response to legal action. A yardstick which begs the simple question: Is it worth contesting and in the process incurring unnecessary costs? Perhaps for this reason it appears that both the Prison Service and the Treasury Solicitor live in another dimension where cost controls do not exist. It is the fact that they do exist which accounts for the much needed debate on prison law funding. Yet the presumption in this debate appears to accept that neither the Prison Service nor the Treasury Solicitor has a role to play, for no mention in the consultation paper has been made in this context to either body. It would undoubtedly be helpful when seeking response to its consultation paper that the Legal Services Commission invites such from both of these cost centres. Another cause of unnecessary expenditure is the refusal of Governors in many prisons to permit prisoners access to computers for the purpose of initiating so-called ‘Rule 39’ legal correspondence personally, without the involvement of solicitors acting on their behalf. Although such facilities should be available under the Prison Service ‘access to justice’ policy, which is founded on the human rights concept of ‘equally of arms’, I can speak personally of difficulties encountered at two prisons (Wandsworth and Whatton) when attempting to access word-processing facilities for this purpose. In these situations, prisoners have no alternative but to approach a solicitor to act on their behalf. This is often at a point where the prisoner was quite capable of initiating legal action without incurring professional fees if access to word-processing facilities had been made available to them. To put flesh onto the nature of obstacles encountered when denied access to wordprocessing facilities, in the main they are created when the eligibility criteria are set unrealistically high. At Wandsworth, a prisoner has to be an appellant before being granted in-cell use of a



laptop computer. All other types of legal action, civil as well as criminal, are not deemed sufficient to warrant granting of this facility. This means that the many prisoners seeking to submit representations to Parole Board hearings, Family Court hearings etc. have no choice but to engage a solicitor when doing something which, in many instances, they are perfectly capable of doing themselves. At HMP Whatton, a ‘catch 22’ criterion is applied when restricting prisoners' access to laptop computers. This takes the form of insisting that a ‘case number’ first be produced as evidence of a legal action. But a case number can only exist at the point where a Court has agreed to hear the legal action. And rather like an iceberg, a case number represents the visible pinnacle of the unseen bulk of the legal action undertaken so far. And it is precisely at this initial stage that word-processing facilities are most needed. It follows that restrictions imposed at HMP Whatton, and possibly other prisons, can only be overcome when seeking professional involvement at an early stage in legal matters which many prisoners are capable of dealing with personally. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that prisoners are not conscious of costs incurred when resorting to professional advice. Nor is there any reason to believe that amongst the current population of approximately 83,000 prisoners in England & Wales there is not a sufficient number perfectly capable of handling their own legal affairs when acting as litigants in person. Recognition of such should act as an incentive for the Legal Services Commission to adopt a pro-active approach when producing self-help guides to litigation. Moreover, there is no reason why prisoners should be totally dependent on professional advisers, amongst whom are those with dubious claims to ‘expertise’ in the specialist area of prison law, something which the consultation paper fully acknowledges. The naming and possible shaming of Prison Service and Treasury Solicitor staff that personally authorise unnecessary costly legal action in response to prisoners' legitimate concerns would be of double benefit. Firstly, it would make the individuals concerned think twice when held accountable for massive legal bills incurred; and secondly, look for other, less expensive ways of dispute resolution. For more often than not, all it requires is a simple, honest apology. Neither the Prison Service nor the Treasury Solicitor can afford to continue their present macho ‘fight it at all cost and never mind the expense’ approach to conflict resolution. It is at both these bodies that the Legal Service Commission should also turn its guns. John O’Connor is currently resident at HMP Whatton
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‘A convicted prisoner retains all civil rights which have not been taken away expressly, or by necessary implication’ Lord Wilberforce, Raymond v Honey (1983)
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Comment



by Kevin Marsh n the UK it is estimated that each new prison place costs £119,000 and that the annual average cost for each prisoner exceeds £40,000. Such huge public expenditure should not be spent without question. But where value for money models are widely applied in other state services like healthcare, they have rarely been used to test the value of the criminal justice sector.



I



An economic approach to assessing the value for money of prison would involve comparing the cost of prison against its benefits. The latter comprise four different effects: the reduced offending as a consequence of incarcerating offenders, rehabilitating offenders, deterring offending, and the value of the sense of justice associated with punishing offenders.



The real cost of prison In 1993, the UK prison population was 51,880. Today it is over 92,400. This trend is set to continue: the government has recently announced an extra £3.8bn to create 20,000 more prison places



It is reasonable to presume that prison costs more than community-based alternatives. Does this extra cost represent good value for money? Is this higher cost justified by the effect of prison in reducing offending, as well as the possibility that a greater sense of justice may be associated with punitive sentences?



The debate for and against prisons has historically focused on the moral, political and social arguments for sentencing. But public money is scarce; we need to make sure that the benefits of our prisons outweigh their costs.



These are the questions Matrix Knowledge Group sought to address in a number of recent pieces of research. The first of these, The Economic Case For and Against Prison, compared the cost of prison against its rehabilitative and incapacitation effects on re-offending. Using data from the US and the



UK from 1996, we measured the net benefit of alternatives to prison. The result? Alternatives to prison seem to deliver a better return on public money. Residential drug treatment programmes, for example, offer a £200,000 net benefit over prison over the lifetime of an offender. This is because drug treatment programmes are cheaper to run than incarceration systems and because they deliver lower re-offending rates. Similarly, using surveillance instead of cells saves the taxpayer £45,000 per convict.
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In a recent article I published in the Howard Journal, in collaboration with Chris Fox of Manchester Metropolitan University and Carol Hedderman of Leicester University, searched the existing evidence base to attempt to answer these questions. The deterrent effect of prison has been the subject of a number of research studies. However, the findings of these studies are inconclusive. Some studies identify a deterrent effect, while other studies fail to identify an effect. To some extent these differences rest on complicated statistical matters. However, the jury is still out regarding whether prison has a deterrent effect. Our review only identified one study that could be used to estimate the economic value of the justice associated with a prison sentence. Daniel Nagin, an economist in the US, assessed people’s willingness to pay to fund the provision of two sentence types that produced exactly the same offending outcomes: a two year prison sentence for drug using offenders, and a one year prison sentence with a rehabilitative treatment programme for drug using offenders. He found that people attached a greater value to the rehabilitative programme than the more punitive sentence. One interpretation of this result is that people value punitive less than rehabilitation. However, much more research is required before this conclusion can be made with any certainty.
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The Economic Case For and Against Prison focused on two of the four effects of prison – the reduction in offending associated with incapacitating and rehabilitating offenders. Focusing on just these effects, the research suggests that prison does not represent good value for money. However, this analysis excludes the deterrent effect and justice value associated with prison. Would prison be considered value for money if these effects were included in the analysis?



This research could be used to argue that we simply have to reduce the cost of prison per prisoner to make it deliver value for money. If we cut corners and McDonald's-ise our cells, wouldn't prisons then deliver value for money? Our research suggests not. Investing more in prisons per head actually delivers increased savings in the long run. Because of associated reductions in re-offending rates, prisons which include educational and vocational programmes save society £70,000 for each inmate whilst prison with drug treatment saves £110,000.
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The debate for and against prisons has historically focused on the moral, political and social arguments for sentencing. But public money is scarce; we need to make sure that the benefits of our prisons outweigh their costs. Whatever penal policy we decide to pursue, ignoring the economic dimension to this argument is something we can no longer afford to do. The current research suggests that prison is not an efficient use of public resources. However, further work is required to fill the gaps in the evidence base and to determine in which circumstances and for which offenders prison is and is not value for money. Kevin Marsh is Head of Economic Evaluation at Matrix Knowledge Group
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Insidetime May 2009 www.insidetime.org An analysis published earlier this year found that in the past twenty years, budgets have quadrupled and are outpacing every major spending area outside of health care. States spend on average nearly six per cent of their total annual expenditure on prisons and probation, which in 2008 amounted to a total of $48 billion (£32.2 billion).
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The most common cost saving trend among prison and probation departments has been to look at parole systems. Overall, far more prisoners are required to serve parole in America than in England and Wales. Rather than taking a strict prescribed approach to parole violations (something that has become increasingly common in the UK) states are adopting new programmes that seek to assess offenders’ risks and needs and then support compliance.



The tide is turning America is the world’s highest incarcerator of people in prison but hard financial times are now causing the US to close prisons. Enver Solomon urges the UK Government to do the same ut of a crisis often comes unexpected opportunity. In America, where one in every 33 adults is incarcerated or on parole, the economic recession is leading to the closure of prisons and a reduction in prison budgets that have ballooned in recent years. The world’s highest incarcerator is finding that hard financial times are the best chance to try to curb its addiction to prison.
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A number of states have decided to consolidate operations and simply close down prisons. Colorado, Kansas, Michigan and New Jersey have all shut down or announced the closing of at least one jail. Despite opposition from powerful vested interests and communities that want to protect employment opportunities, these states have concluded that locking up so many adults is simply financially unsustainable. As J. Michael Brown, the secretary of the State Justice and Public Safety Cabinet in Kentucky, a part of America that is not known for being



soft on crime, told journalists, the brutal reality is that when ‘dollars get scarce, it forces a tremendous amount of scrutiny’. Even the tough talking Republican governor of California, Arnold Schwarzenegger, has called for $400 million (£268.5 million) to be cut from the state’s corrections budget, which in recent years has grown larger than the state’s education budget. California’s jails are overflowing and the money has run out leaving Schwarzenegger, who has long opposed any change in prisons policy, with no option but to think again. Nearly all prisoners serve long periods of parole in California, regardless of the severity of their offence. Many revolve in and out of custody as a result of punitive parole conditions but now the governor has finally acknowledged that his policies fail to rehabilitate offenders. As a first step, officials are seeking to divert more drug offenders into treatment. In recent years, criminal justice budgets across America have grown at a phenomenal rate.
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In recent years, criminal justice budgets across America have grown at a phenomenal rate. An analysis published earlier this year found that in the past twenty years, budgets have quadrupled and are outpacing every major spending area outside of health care



Several states are also looking at sentencing reform. In New York state for example, Democrat Governor David A Paterson has taken the bold step of proposing an overhaul of the so-called Rockefeller drug laws that impose lengthy mandatory sentences on many non-violent drug offenders. There is a good chance that the law will finally be repealed as politicians from both Democrat and Republican sides increasingly acknowledge that there are thousands of people behind bars who don’t need to be there.
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The reform agenda is also finding a voice in Congress in Washington. A bill has been introduced in the upper house, the Senate, by Virginia Democrat Jim Webb proposing the creation of a national commission to review the criminal justice system, with a particular focus on sentencing and the use of custody. The proposed legislation has bi-partisan support from Senators including senior Republicans. It will require equal support from politicians in the lower House of Representatives if it is to stand any chance of legislative success, but for now there is clearly a national consensus emerging that the endless prison building of recent decades needs to stop. Whilst there are promising signs that the hard line on the use of prisons for adults is being relaxed, the incarceration of juveniles has already been subject to progressive reform in many states. Policies have been implemented to divert children who have committed minor offences from prosecution, to dramatically reduce the numbers held in custody awaiting trial and to set up evidence based alternatives to custody. In New York state, three juvenile detention centres have been closed and in Illinois the number of children in custody has been cut by a third in the last ten years. Meanwhile in Washington DC a former prison reformer who is in charge of the capital’s juvenile justice system has embarked on a radical reform agenda. Vincent Schiraldi’s vision is to have a relatively small number of children held in secure units that have a treatment focus rather than a punishment ethos. There are of course still plenty of examples of tough law and order policies to be found across the United States but for now, at least, the tide does appear to be turning in many parts of the country. There are no signs yet of this happening in the same way in England and Wales. Perhaps as fiscal belts are tightened even further in the months ahead, politicians from all parties, who have often looked across the Atlantic for policy ideas, will take note of the new approach to prison reform that is unfolding across America. Enver Solomon is deputy director of the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies at Kings College London. He is currently coming to the end of a 12 month leave of absence in Boston, USA.
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Comment prisoners to vote, and refers to the only implication being increased staff activity at polling times. This is really only to witness that prisoners declarations of identity are genuine.



PRISON SERVICE ORDER 4650 Prisoners’ Voting Rights



PSO



watch In his monthly feature exclusively for Inside Time, former prisoner John Hirst simplifies Prison Service Orders. John spent a total of 25 years in prison (his tariff was 15 years - discretionary life sentence for manslaughter) and is the author of the Jailhouse Lawyer’s blog. Prior to release in May 2004, he proved to be the most prolific prisoner litigant of modern times and, he says, unlike Perry Mason and Rumpole of the Bailey, he never lost a case against the Prison Service



Although the stated purpose of PSO 4650 is a consolidation document designed to bring together those Instruction to Governors, Advice to Governors, and Prison Service Instructions in relation to prisoners voting rights, it has the appearance of being an out of date newspaper given the progress of the law as it struggles to come to terms with the development of the law in this area. This PSO takes into account s.5 of the Representation of the People Act 2000, which allows Remand prisoners, and those convicted but unsentenced, and those sent to prison for contempt of court, and those civil prisoners sentenced for non-payment of debt, to vote in the General Election, local elections, and the European Election. The government is quite rightly coming under attack on the issue of prisoners voting rights. We have the odd situation whereby UK nationals serving time in other European prisons being able to vote, and other European nationals serving time in UK prisons being able to vote, but not UK nationals who are also EU citizens being able to vote if they are serving time in UK prisons. What PSO 4650 does show is that the Prison Service is ready and capable of implementing full prisoner enfranchisement if the government gives it the green light. Phil Wheatley, Director General of the National Offender Management Service, has confirmed firstly that the Prison Service legal advice was that the government would lose in the European Court of Human Rights, and secondly that the Prison Service is already geared up to implement the measures for full prisoner enfranchisement when the government gives the go ahead. This conflicts with the claim recently made by Lord Bach, the Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State, Ministry of Justice, in the House of Lords, where he stated that there would be “considerable practical implications for the courts and prison authorities and for the conduct of elections” by extending the franchise for convicted prisoners. PSO 4650 highlights that the RPA 2000 has actually eased the process of allowing more



The government is claiming that the present position is governed by s.3 of the RPA 1983. However, that was the position prior to Hirst v UK(No2) being decided by the European Court of Human Rights. And convicted prisoners are caught up in a No Man’s Land in between. PSO 4650 states that those convicted prisoners who are released on temporary licence (ROTL) at the time of an election cannot cast a vote. And yet, there is no restriction upon buying a Lotto ticket and indeed winning the jackpot whilst on ROTL! Usually, a prisoner can go to the prison library and check up what his or her legal rights are by reading the Prison Act 1952, the Prison Rules 1999, and the various Prison Service Orders. But, as the prisoners votes case is showing, this area of the law requires searching further afield to discover where one stands and why that is the position. For example, historically, it is only by a consequence that convicted prisoners became disenfranchised in the first place. After 1832 those who owned land and property valued at £10 or more were allowed to vote. However, at common law those convicted of a felony and sentenced to 12 months or more in prison forfeited their land and property and because the vote was tied to this they also lost the vote. It is worth noting that those serving less than 12 months were allowed to vote, but it appears that no provision was actually made to allow them to exercise this right. The Forfeiture Act 1870 abolished the forfeiture of lands and goods of those convicted of treason or a felony, and s.2 disqualified anyone convicted of treason from holding public office and voting in the General Election but did not disqualify from voting in local elections. It would appear from this that those convicted of a felony or misdemeanours were not actually legally barred from voting, but no provision was made to allow convicted prisoners to vote. It was not until s.3 of RPA 1983 was passed that all convicted prisoners, regardless of the length of sentence, were barred from voting in the General Election and local elections. The distinction between those serving 12 months and over and those serving less than12 months disappeared. The Criminal Justice Act 2003 removed the distinction



between those serving under and over 4 years. The reason I mention these distinctions is because the government in its 2nd consultation exercise on prisoners votes is seeking to reintroduce such distinctions in options either to allow prisoners serving 4 years and under or those serving 12 months or under to be allowed the vote. PSO 4650 refers to The Working Party on Electoral Procedures 1999, which recommended maintaining the ban on prisoners votes. George Howarth MP argued that because of the nature of the crimes and custodial sentences, prisoners have lost the moral authority to vote. However, moral authority has never been a qualification for the franchise in the UK. Therefore, it cannot legally be used as an excuse to prevent prisoners from exercising their human right to vote. In relation to who can vote in the European Election, both the EU Parliament and UK European Parliament websites state that any citizen of voting age who resides in a Member State can vote for a Member of the European Parliament. It is only when looking at disqualification for standing as a MEP is there any mention of those facing civil or criminal cases being barred from becoming an MEP under EU law, and the UK has extended the bar to exclude UK prisoners under the European Elections Act 2002, by making reference to those excluded by virtue of s.3 of RPA 1983. The big problem for the government here is that it can be claimed by UK prisoners that the EEA 2002 is incompatible with the Human Rights Act 1998. Prisoners will be familiar with the cliffhanger scene at the end of the original Italian Job where the luxury coach is teetering on the edge of the cliff. This is how close all convicted prisoners are to getting the vote. Whereas Michael Caine announced he had an idea what to do next, in complete contrast the government does not have a clue and is hoping for a miracle to save them from further embarrassment. Readers are reminded that the Prison Service Orders on this page have been summarised. The full text of the PSOs can be viewed in your library.
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Disability unlocked Insuring against the future Francesca Cooney, Advice and Information Manager for the Prison Reform Trust, advises on facilities and benefits available for those prisoners with disabilities
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ow do you know if someone has a disability? Most disabilities are hidden. Many people in prison have a disability, for example a learning difficulty, mental health problem, learning disability or autism. Other people may have asthma, cancer or diabetes and illnesses like these can also be disabilities. People with disabilities may be able to get support under the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA). This law says that someone has a disability if they have significant, long term (a year or more) impairment. An impairment is a condition that stops you doing something that most other people could do. At the moment, we don’t know how many people in prison have a right to support under the Disability Discrimination Act. This is partly because disability is self reported. Some people do not want others to know that they have a disability. Sometimes, staff or prisoners might not know what counts as a disability. Very few prisons have screening or assessments for learning disabilities. The Prison Reform Trust (PRT) has been looking at this area and the problems people face in prison. ‘The No One Knows’ programme found that 20-30% of people inside have learning difficulties or learning disabilities that will make it harder to cope with prison life. Research has shown us that many people in prison are not getting the support they need. This can be because either they or the prison don’t know that they have rights under the DDA. Anyone who had difficulty understanding
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their rights or how prison works should have this explained to them by a disability liaison officer or another member of the prison staff. Prison can be a difficult place and even more so for people with a disability. In a recent report from the Chief Inspector of Prisons on disability, people with disabilities had worse experiences across all areas of prison life, apart from in healthcare. The report found that prisoners with a disability are less likely to be involved in activities and to take part in prison life. Offender Health and the Prison Reform Trust have just published two new information books for prisoners with a disability (pictured). When we were writing the books, we asked prisoners about their experiences and what information they needed. We decided that we should produce two books. The blue book is shorter and is a quick guide to your rights. The purple book goes into more detail about health, daily life, getting help in prison and on release. The longer book will also be available on CD. The books should be available in your prison from May.



‘Second Chance’ scheme is an insurance firm’s efforts to provide affordable and adequate cover for those with a criminal record. John Roberts went to see Sale Insurance Services (SIS)
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view held by many of our readers, who contact us regularly looking for advice about disclosure on insurance application forms, is that anyone with a conviction trying to get insurance is seen as an ‘opportunity’ by certain firms to charge higher rates and earn higher commissions. Determined to be able to point readers in the right direction, some research was carried out and we were introduced to SIS Insurance. We were impressed when we discovered that the SIS Team not only understood the various issues faced by former prisoners; indeed by anyone with convictions trying to obtain insurance, they were passionate about the subject. Their specialist team has been working in this field for a number of years and has developed a good range of competitive products. SIS Managing Director Dave Child told Inside Time, “there are many people who have committed a crime, served their sentence, paid their fine and their debt to society, but despite this they are still living a lie. We believe that most of these clients would prefer not to get into trouble again; however neither society nor the matter of insurance makes it easy for them. “Anyone trying to reform is damned if they ‘disclose’ on an application form and damned if they don’t.” We asked Dave Child what types of insurance products they specialise in; how big is the market; and what are the very real issues our readers should be aware of?



You should be able to get the books or CD from your Disability Liaison Officer, the library, healthcare and induction. If you have asked in the prison for a copy and can’t get one, please contact the Prison Reform Trust on 020 7251 5070 or Prison Reform Trust, Freepost ND6125, London EC1B 1PN.
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“We specialise in Motor, Household, Life and Travel. With 7,300,000 people in the UK having criminal convictions this amounts to 25% of the working population - so this is a very, very large market. 99 per cent of people with convictions live in the community and the majority have never been in prison. “The temptation is to go to an aggregator site, the online brokers such as Confused.com or Moneysupermarket.com, and fill out an application form online. They may see a question asking if they have a non-motoring conviction. They may or may not own up of course. It’s easy not to and there are blanket assumptions made with a default answer of ‘none’. “At the end of the process a price for cover Painting by Dean Stalham of the Koestler Trust.



will be given and, if accepted, the forms will be sent out in the post for signing. Anyone who has made a disclosure may find that it doesn’t appear on the form and could be tempted to leave it like that, thinking that, having already made the disclosure online, they should just take the offer of cover as quoted. Sadly, this is not the case and the onus is on them to ensure that the insurance company is reminded of their conviction(s); if not, they will find that in the event of a claim their policy would be invalid. The consequences of this do not need to be explained. “In the case of household insurance, just having somebody with a conviction move back into the property will be an issue for the policyholder. If they have not disclosed the change in circumstances, the same problem will exist”. We then asked Dave what his firm had done to put together the information and packages that people with convictions obviously need. “We have tailored specific ‘Second Chance’ products for people with convictions and BIBA (British Insurance Brokers Association) recommend individuals to us who are unable to obtain insurance cover anywhere else.” “We also work in partnership with charities and organisations such as the Princes Trust, Unlock, SERCO and Probation Service and they refer people to us. “We have invested heavily into staff training and web technology so that we can also offer clients the facility to request on-line quotations. We are aware that most people with convictions are ashamed of their behaviour and some may feel embarrassed to discuss it on the phone. So we make it as easy as possible for them - tact, openness, and respect for honesty are essential qualities in our business model. “In summary, our service to people with convictions provides: • Cover for anyone with a criminal conviction no matter what the offence. • All cases referred to a panel of leading insurers with both bespoke and delegated arrangements. • A team regarded by many organisations inside and outside of the insurance industry as experts in this area of insurance.



A Second Chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance



WE COVER THE RISKS THAT NOBODY ELSE WILL MOTOR HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL FINANCIAL Contact a member of our friendly team



0161 969 6040 Sale Insurance Services Robert Bolt House 13 Northenden Road Sale Cheshire M33 2DH www.saleinsurance.co.uk [email protected] Sale Insurance Services Limited are authorised and regulated by the FSA
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News from the House Prisoners: Women



Sandra Gidley: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many women in each age group spent time in prison under sentence in each of the last 10 years. Mr. Hanson: The following table shows the numbers of women prisoners held under sentence in all prison establishments in England and Wales as at 30 June in each year from 1997 to 2007: Females 1997 All ages 2,066 15-17 53 18-20 165 21-24 377 25-29 457 30-39 627 40-49 278 50-59 92 60+ 17 In the Grand Committee Room at the House of Commons the subject of reducing the £93 million spent last year on MP’s expenses is suddenly raised.



News from the House of Commons Prisons: Females Mr. Grieve: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many women prisoners were held more than 50 miles from their home address at any time in each of the last five years. Mr. Straw: Women are, on average, held slightly further away from home than men as the women's estate is smaller and more widespread. Latest data available (September 2008) indicate that the average distance from home for women prisoners is 57 miles. The number of women prisoners has been relatively stable in recent years (around 4,400). The following table shows the number of women prisoners held over 50 miles from home in each of the last five years: A Women prisoners held >50 miles from home B Percentage of women prisoners held >50 miles from home A B 2004 1,896 45 2005 1,726 41 2006 1,872 44 2007 1,849 44 2008 1,848 44 The figures are taken from sample data, not necessarily in the same month of each year. Where no home address is listed the committal court is used as a proxy address.



Prison Sentences Mr. Denis Murphy: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many (a) male and (b) female prisoners are serving an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment for public protection in each prison in England and Wales. Mr. Hanson: The following tables give the numbers of (a) male and (b) female prisoners



in each prison establishment in England and Wales who were serving an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment for public protection on 20 February 2008. The tables also note the number of these offenders currently located in psychiatric hospitals, and include offenders who, as under 18s, were sentenced to detention for public protection. Summarised by Inside Time Male IPPs/DPPs Female IPPs/DPPs Total



4,902 140 5,042



Prisoners: Pregnancy Sandra Gidley: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many pregnant women in each age group spent time in prison under sentence in each of the last 10 years. Mr. Hanson: The Prison Service has only routinely kept information centrally on pregnant women in custody since April 2004. Before November 2006 data were collected differently and information for April 2004 to October 2006 could be given only at disproportionate cost. The number of pregnant women in each age group who have spent time in prison under sentence are as follows: under 18 18-21 over 21 sentenced sentenced sentenced



Nov 06-Mar 07 Apr 07-Mar 08 Apr 08-Feb 09



0 6 5



34 96 100



139 371 340



Deciding what sentences are appropriate for women offenders is rightly entirely a matter for the courts, but the Government agree



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT! We guarantee a prompt response, friendly advice and thoroughly reliable representation from an experienced team.



Parole Hearings, Judicial Reviews, Recalls, Adjudications, & Categorisation reviews We are Criminal and Prison Law Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 5th Floor Montrose House, 412 - 416 Eastern Avenue, Gants Hill, Ilford Essex IG2 6NQ



or call



020 8518 3999 For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England



1998 2,367 62 210 425 501 709 332 116 12



1999 2,436 67 224 427 491 798 301 108 20



2000 2,666 65 265 458 563 862 335 102 16



2001 2,899 64 310 480 588 907 409 121 19



that more must be done to ensure that custody is only used for those women who really need to be there. The Government are keen to encourage greater use of community alternatives for women offenders wherever possible. We are committed to looking specifically at how to tackle women’s offending and addressing the adverse impact of imprisonment on women and their families, particularly their children. Women in prison have a right to the same medical provision as women in the community and do not give birth in prison as a matter of course. Prison Service Orders make specific provision for the needs of women prisoners who are pregnant or have young children with them in prison.



Prisoners: Alcohol problems Mr. Garnier: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what estimate he has made of (a) the number and (b) the proportion of prisoners diagnosed with alcohol problems in each prison in England and Wales, in each of the last 10 years. Mr. Hanson: A number of studies have provided a picture of the alcohol-related problems experienced by those entering prisons: Research(1) carried out by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in 1997 stated that 63 per cent. of sentenced males and 39 per cent. of sentenced females reported a hazardous drinking pattern in the year before coming into prison. This figure rises to 70 per cent. in the case of young adult offenders. The numbers who are physically dependent on alcohol, which can be defined as those who need alcohol detoxification (Tiers 3 and 4 of Models of Care for Alcohol Misusers (MoCAM)), are much lower at around 8 per cent. of females and 7 per cent. of males. The Surveying Prisoner Crime Reduction (SCPR) study(2), a large national longitudinal survey of newly sentenced adult prisoners,



2002 3,339 103 356 596 662 1,030 439 134 19



2003 3,477 57 305 670 702 1,100 492 123 28



2004 3,453 58 300 632 727 1,056 507 152 20



2005 3,477 56 269 612 679 1,072 586 179 24



2006 3,512 50 272 552 708 1,094 606 189 40



2007 3,351 56 280 475 662 1,014 612 203 49



reported in 2008 that 36 per cent. of the sample could be classified as heavy drinkers. However, heavy drinking - defined as drinking more than twice the recommended sensible daily limits - is not directly comparable to the hazardous drinking category used in the ONS report.



Prisoners: Suicide Mr. Garnier: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many and what proportion of suicides in prisons in England and Wales were committed by (a) foreign national prisoners and (b) foreign national prisoners held beyond the expiration of their sentence in each of the last 10 years. Mr. Hanson: The numbers and proportions of foreign national prisoner self-inflicted deaths are summarised in the following table. Summarised by Inside Time Table: Self-inflicted deaths in prison custody (England and Wales) by nationality type



1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008



Foreign UK national national



Total



Foreign nationals%



7 4 5 9 8 7 4 6 24 9



91 81 73 95 94 95 78 67 92 61



7.7 4.9 6.8 9.5 8.5 7.4 7.7 9.0 26.1 14.8



84 77 68 86 86 88 72 61 68 52



We do not specifically record whether foreign national prisoners died beyond their expiry date. However, of the 85 self-inflicted deaths among foreign nationals in the 10 years 1999 to 2008 there were four foreign national self-inflicted deaths of immigration detainees recorded in prison custody. Three of these were in 2003 and one in 2008.
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Prisoners: Drugs Mr. Grieve: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many prisoners enrolled on courses for drug and alcohol abuse in each of the last five years. Mr. Straw: The National Offender Management Service (NOMS) has in place a comprehensive drug treatment framework, based on the National Treatment Agency’s revised Models of Care, to address the different needs of drug-misusers in prison. The interventions available are designed to meet the needs of low, moderate and severe drug misusers-irrespective of age, gender or ethnicity. The following table shows the number of interventions delivered in the last five full financial years in prisons by intervention type. Individual prisoners may have accessed more than one of these interventions in the time period. Table 1: Interventions delivered( 1) (rounded to nearest hundred) Intervention type



2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08



Intensive Drug Rehabilitation Programmes(2) (starts)



Clinical Treatment (detoxification or maintenance prescribing)(4)



4,700 54,100 — 57,900



TOTAL



116,700 120,500 139,000 136,700 143,300



CARATs(3) (substance misuse triage assessments) Young People’s Substance Misuse Service (initial assessments)



7,600 59,000 — 53,900



10,700 66,000 8,500 53,800



11,200 65,700 8,300 51,500



11,300 65,800 7,400 58,800



Prisons: Exercise



workshop with Travis Perkins.



Mr. Garnier: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what steps he plans to take consequent on the assessment in the latest annual report of HM Chief Inspector of Prisons that activity levels are still not high enough in nearly half of training prisons.



The education assessment undertaken for the report by Ofsted and Estyn (Wales) reported that in 2007-08 76 per cent. of prisons education passed inspection.



Mr. Hanson: HM Chief Inspector of Prisons annual report 2007-08 called for increases in activity. It also acknowledged that there has already been an overall improvement. During the period 2005-08, the number of hours per prisoner per week increased from 26.1 to 28 hours in Category B prisons and 25.9 to 26.1 hours in Category C prisons.



This compares with just 22 per cent. in 2002-03. The number of prisoners taking part in education has increased by one-third since 2006. The prison capacity programme aims to ensure that there are sufficient training and employment places within new prisons or where significant expansion within existing prisons takes place.



Sean Hodgson The National Offender Management Service, in partnership with the Learning and Skills Council, is working to improve education and training provision by prioritising activities according to individual learner need and on focusing on activities which develop skills for employment. Efficiencies to maximise the take up of education and training places will increase purposeful activity hours. We are increasing training workshop places in prisons in partnership with the private sector. This includes increasing the number of prison information and communications training academies, in partnership with CISCO Systems; a partnership with Timpsons, whose core business is shoe and watch repair and engraving; and a tool repair



Mr. Mullin: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what assistance his Department and its agencies have offered to Mr. Sean Hodgson since his release from prison; and if he will make a statement. Maria Eagle: The Ministry of Justice through the National Offender Management Service funds the Royal Courts of Justice advice bureau to run the miscarriages of justice support service (MJS). MJS provides advice on legal, housing, benefits and compensation issues. In its press release of 11 March 2009, the Criminal Cases Review Commission stated that it had brought Mr. Hodgson’s case to the attention of the MJS and arrangements were being made to provide Mr. Hodgson with appropriate support and advice.



Judicial, Lifer & IPP Reviews Parole Board Applications & Hearings Categorisation & Transfers Complaints, Adjudications, Appeals & ROTL’s Licence Recalls & Revocations Human Rights Issues Drug Testing and all areas of prison law



criminal defence All cases from Investigation to Appeal Serious & Complex Crown Court Proceedings Confiscation & Proceeds of Crime Act cases Appeals against Sentence & Conviction Application to CCRC /C ourt of Appeal



housing All Housing Matters including Homelessness Repossession Mortgage Arrears Possession, Eviction & Disrepair also issues of debt welfare benefits community care mental health employment Criminal Defence Service
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Contact: S i d d i k A b o o b a k e r, Robert Cashman or C h a r l e s C l e m e n ts SA Law Chambers Solicitors 1st Floor, Heraldic House 160 -162 Cranbrook Road Ilford Essex IG1 4PE



0208 554 0012



The Reverend Jessie Jackson giving evidence to the House of Commons Home Affairs Select Committee on Violent Crime/Drugs Chairman: Can I start by asking you, Reverend Jackson, why do you think homicide levels are so high in the United States of America and how can we in the United Kingdom ensure that we do not get a similar high level of violence? Rev Jackson: Children who grow up in darkness grow differently to those children who grow up in the light. It is like photosynthesis. You put two seeds of equal strength in the ground, you water them both and there is a wall between them. One grows taller, stronger, with multiples of fruit, and one is stunted. The stunted one is not an inferior one; it was denied sunlight, or photosynthesis. These social gaps between have and have-nots are therefore a big factor. In our society, most of the crime comes from abandoned cities, where you work harder, make less, pay more for less, live under stress and do not live as long. The plants are closed; jobs have left en masse; drugs and guns come as a sub-economy; and now subprime lending has had a devastating impact upon urban economics. Lastly, Mr Chairman, in our society we have made semi-automatic weapons legal again. You can literally buy off of a gun show AK-47s
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HDC CCRC Parole Lifer Panels Adjudications Licence Recalls Categorisation Please contact Donna Entwistle (24/7)



0161 819 5999 O’ Reillys Solicitors 196 Chapel Street, Salford, Manchester M3 6BY



or M-16s - these weapons. The result of that is that in Chicago 530 children have been shot or killed in the last sixteen months in one city. In the States we lose about 30,000 a year to gunfire, 100,000 are injured. Easy access to guns and drugs and poverty are combining factors. David Davies: Reverend Jackson, you appear not to be a fan of prison sentencing but is it not true that in Chicago and in Boston during the 1990s homicide rates were greatly reduced, and that appeared to coincide with an increase in prison sentencing in the United States? Is not the lesson for us in the UK that longer prison sentences combined with education and rehabilitation can be quite effective? Rev Jackson: That was a season in which we got 22 million new jobs; there was more midnight basketball for youth; there was more socially targeted advantages and development for youth; there were more jobs for their parents. Employed parents are a factor in reducing crime. Educated youth and parents are factors. It was not just that the threat of jail was a factor, I submit, but the opportunity for jobs and education were even bigger factors.
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Why Britons repatriated from Thailand serve longer in prison than any other foreigners Carla Riozzi reports on a Judicial Review presently before the High Court in London Article 5 & 6 - Owing to the ‘irrebuttable presumption’ in Thai law that the drugs found in Steven Willcox’s possession were for distribution, there was a flagrant denial of justice because he was denied the right to bring evidence to show the drugs were for his own use.



Carla Riozzi he Prisoner Transfer Agreement (PTA) between the UK and Thailand requires British citizens who are convicted of offences in Thailand to serve far longer in prison than other foreign prisoners in Thailand.



T



Some countries have PTAs with Thailand, which allows for all prison sentences to be adjusted once prisoners are repatriated. The UK Ministry of Justice “claims” that Thailand will not agree to amend the existing PTA to allow sentences imposed on British citizens to be adjusted once they return home to serve the remainder of their sentence in a UK prison. It is difficult to see why Thailand would refuse to do this when it is reported that they have such agreements with Germany, The Netherlands and Sweden. In 2003, British citizen Steven Willcox was arrested at his home address in Thailand in possession of, amongst other things, heroin and ecstasy. There was no evidence to suggest he intended to distribute the drugs and he always maintained the drugs were entirely for his own use. In Thailand, to be in possessions of more than 1.5 grams net weight of ecstasy or more than 3 grams of pure substance of heroin attracts automatically a criminal charge of possession for distribution. Steven Willcox, therefore, had no option than to enter a guilty plea to possessing the drugs for distribution to avoid a life sentence. He was sentenced to 33years



Article 8 - The period of detention to be served by Steven Willcox is disproportionate to the offence for which he was convicted.



Steven Wilcox Britain still requires prisoners to serve the sentence imposed abroad, even though this may be as much as ten times the equilivand British term & 4 months imprisonment (which was subsequently reduced on appeal to 29 years 3 months).



with the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). It was argued that:



On his repatriation to England, the Secretary of State enforced Steven Willcox’s full Thai sentence, which means he is not eligible for release until December 2017 at which date he will have spent a total of 14 years in prison. If he had been convicted in England of possessing the drugs with intent to supply he would have received no more than 4 years and for simple possession, 12 months!



Article 3 - Steven Willcox’s sentence is disproportionate to the offence he committed and amounts to inhumane and degrading punishment.



On 23rd April 2009, Edward Fitzgerald QC and John Jones presented a submission to the High Court for a Judicial Review of the Secretary of State’s decision to enforce the full Thai sentence given to Steven Wilcox on the grounds that the sentence is incompatible
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About to start your Parole process and in need of some help? Just had a knockback? Been recalled to Prison? About to appear before an independent adjudicator and facing added days? Have you just failed to get the category you wanted? IF ANY OF THE ABOVE APPLY TO YOU YOU MUST ACT NOW! We can visit you, advise you and provide the representation you need. We are the experts in these fields of Prison Law and have successfullyhelped many inmates. Don’t delay - contact us today Emma Dolan or Gerry Blake



0208 567 7025



Article 5 - His sentence is arbitrary. Had he received a Thai life sentence, upon repatriation, his case would have been referred to the High Court for his tariff to be fixed. Only one British prisoner has been repatriated from Thailand with a life sentence. The female was convicted of smuggling 4.52 kilos of heroin. On her repatriation her tariff was fixed at 4 years, which meant she was eligible for release immediately, unlike Steven Willcox who has to wait until 2017 despite committing a very much lesser offence!
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If the High Court considers that the enforcement of Steven Willcox’s full Thai sentence breaches his rights under the ECHR, the Court has been asked to make a declaration that once he has served a sentence compatible with the ECHR, enforcement of his remaining sentence is unlawful. If there is a positive outcome in this case it could avoid other British prisoners repatriated from Thailand having to serve a sentence given to them in Thailand. The simple way to resolve this problem would be to amend the PTA in similar terms to the Prisoner Transfer Agreement Thailand has with Sweden. As an alternative approach the Australian Embassy supports their citizens’ applications for a Royal Pardon from the King of Thailand as soon as the prisoner has served a sentence equivalent to what they would have received in Australia. The British Foreign Office has refused to consider adopting the same policy. Judgement in the Steven Willlcox case has been reserved by the Court to a date to be confirmed.



Carla Riozzi, winner of Leicester Law Society’s Trainee/Young Solicitor 2009, is a trainee Solicitor at Moss Solicitors in Loughborough.
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Unfair calculation M



Simon Paley offers a forensic accountant’s take on confiscation proceedings ost lawyers aren’t great with numbers. It is then unfortunate that the benefit figure calculated in confiscation proceedings is often assessed by a detective constable. So whilst the chances are that the assessed benefit will simply be wrong, the issue then becomes whether your lawyer will necessarily pick this up and be able to demonstrate why it is wrong.



Since the introduction of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA), the framework for confiscation and asset recovery has changed significantly - often in a way that discriminates against defendants. Today, any defendant that has received a financial benefit from criminal activity is likely to face confiscation proceedings - the aim being to deprive the defendant of any financial benefit obtained from criminal conduct. The Courts quantify the value of the benefit, and order the defendant to pay an equivalent sum (or less, where a lower amount is available for confiscation). However, how the benefit is calculated will not always appear to be fair. Couriers and other intermediaries who received only small amounts frequently face confiscation orders against them running into six figures or more. This is more than enough to require the sale of most family homes! I run through the key rules concerning how benefits are assessed under POCA below. If a defendant is deemed to have led a “criminal lifestyle”, then the confiscation order is made by reference to his general criminal conduct - the benefit the defendant has received from any criminal conduct, whether or not it has ever formed the focus of a criminal prosecution. A “criminal lifestyle” arises if one or more of certain



criteria are met. For example, certain offences automatically trigger the presumption of “criminal lifestyle”, including drug trafficking and money laundering. The benefit from general criminal conduct is calculated by reference to four overriding assumptions. In particular, in the six-year period prior to being charged, any property (including cash) transferred to the defendant, or expenditure incurred by the defendant, is deemed to have been obtained as a result of his general criminal conduct.



“



However, the Crown will generally argue that the burden of proof is on the defendant to show, with “clear and cogent evidence” that the money came from a legitimate source



”



Two days following the receipt of the funds, the defendant withdrew £6,000 cash from his account. Another day later, the defendant used £5,000 as a deposit on a new car. Under the POCA assumptions, the Crown assumed that the £5,000 deposit came from a “criminal” source. Therefore, the total benefit from criminality was alleged to have been £8,000 (receipt) plus £5,000 (expenditure) = £13,000. Clearly, this is nonsense. The receipt and expenditure relate to the same funds. At least £5,000 of the benefit had been counted twice. This was particularly upsetting to the defendant, given that the funds had come from a genuine (albeit unproven) source. Although this may sound like an extreme and unlikely example, it is unfortunately not unusual.



A key problem arises because the Crown often applies these assumptions indiscriminately. I recently dealt with a matter where a defendant paid around £8,000 into his bank account. The defendant claimed that



criminal defence, prison law and family solicitors



the monies were his winnings from roulette. This was perhaps not unreasonable, given that other evidence suggested he had a significant gambling habit – unfortunately with more cash being withdrawn at a casino’s cash machine than was subsequently paid back in again! However, the Crown will generally argue that the burden of proof is on the defendant to show, with “clear and cogent evidence” that the money came from a legitimate source. Here, the defendant had no independent evidence – he had no documentary proof from the casino - and so, under the statutory assumptions, the receipt was deemed to have been from crime.



Another common mistake made by the Crown relates to the treatment of bank transfers. Where a defendant has multiple accounts, I often see transfers between those accounts unfairly included in the assessed benefit. For example, if £1,000 is paid into one account and then transferred to another account, the Crown will often
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count this as 2 deposits of £1,000, giving a total “criminal” benefit of £2,000 - clearly though it is a receipt of only £1,000. Again, this treatment is unreasonable and should be simple enough to rebut. However, reports prepared by the Crown are often illogical and difficult to follow – remember they are often prepared by police constables and not accountants. It can therefore be tricky to even understand what the Crown is saying - never mind then having to counter it. More often than not, as the Crown’s “expert” will be a police constable the independence of such an “expert” is clearly refutable, along with his motivation to present a case in a sound and lucid manner. Faced with such a report, seemingly simple issues get lost in the fog. A cynic might suggest that it is in the Crown’s interest to adopt an overzealous and impenetrable approach, as the relevant police force is entitled to retain a share of any amounts that are successfully recovered. (I am currently reviewing a case where a detective-constable has taken a figure of £1.2 million plucked from the original indictment and added it to the funds passing through bank accounts over a 5 year period. The problem is the £1.2 million was derived from those same bank accounts in the first place. As a result, the benefit is straightaway overstated by a whopping £1.2 million). As an accountant, my first task when instructed on behalf of a defendant is often to unravel and restate the Crown’s case on a coherent basis. Only then do the contradictions, errors and duplications become apparent. Although our assistance on confiscation matters is normally funded by the Legal Services Commission and thereby subject to cost constraints, for a relatively small amount of work the value of the alleged criminal benefit can be significantly reduced. Simon Paley is Forensic Accounting Director with FAR Consulting Limited PO Box 14102 Birmingham B30 9DA. Telephone: 0121 459 3826
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Legal services in the South West HMP Exeter, HMP Channings Wood, HMP Dartmoor • • • • • •
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The Criminal Cases Review Commission is the independent public body which investigates possible miscarriages of justice in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. For an information pack and application form, please phone us on 0121 633 1800 or write to Criminal Cases Review Commission, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street Queensway, Birmingham B1 1TT. www.ccrc.gov.uk



Has your right been ignored, Act now! We are a specialist Criminal and Prison Law practice based in East London. We are willing to fight the Prison Service system for you and can provide effective advice and assistance in the following areas:



Licences recalls -Sentence Calculation Recategorisation & allocation HDC conditions & breaches Lifer reviews - Tariff reduction Parole - Criminal appeals and CCRC Adjudications - Human rights issues MDT and Independent urine tests Judicial reviews Criminal Defence - Appeal and CCRC Transfer to other prisons



Please contact Ms Shewli Begum or Mr Tuoyo Eruwa at SEB Solicitors, 328b Bethnal Green Road, London E2 OAG 0207 729 9042 or 0207 033 9697 We shall be pleased to visit you as soon as we hear from you
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Fair trials - a thing of the past? David Wells, partner with Wells Burcombe Solicitors, reflects on the gradual erosion of a defendant’s rights started my legal career fourteen years ago and prosecuted and defended criminal trials on a daily basis. Looking back, the early days cutting my teeth were the best and most enjoyable. I soon came to realise that defending was to be my specialist area. In those days, it was very rare that I left Court feeling that my clients were not given a fair trial. The burden of proof remained firmly on the Prosecution and the only real concern for the tribunal was simply to observe and listen to the evidence of the witnesses both for the prosecution and defence, and then to decide the issue of guilt beyond all reasonable doubt.



I



How things have changed fourteen years on! The truth is; being a defence criminal lawyer in current times is about the inclusion rather than the exclusion of evidence. In almost every trial there are issues over and above the evidence to contend with. Substantially increased procedural responsibility and issues of admissibility have taken over and both, in my view, have fundamentally curtailed a defendant’s right to a fair trial. The Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 (CPIA) is what started the gradual erosion. Today, a police suspect runs the risk of an adverse inference being drawn against him/her for an unreasonable failure to mention a fact which, at trial, is later relied upon. If this wasn’t bad enough, the Appeal Courts have stressed that a defendant cannot avoid an inference being drawn on the basis that his/her legal representative advised to make no comment or simply to restrict what is said to a bare minimum. In addition, it was once perfectly permissible



when facing a criminal charge to say nothing throughout the entire trial process. Whilst a defendant still has the right not to give evidence, there is yet another risk that if no evidence is given by the defendant, the jury can be directed to consider drawing an inference. In addition, during the trial process, prosecution disclosure is dependent initially on the police (the very people who least want a defendant to be acquitted) informing the prosecution what might undermine the case against the defendant. Further, defendants are procedurally obliged to disclose their entire case in advance in a defence case statement; are these issues fair? Thus the floodgates were duly opened and when Labour swapped places with the Conservatives, things started to change rapidly. The right of a defendant to conduct his own defence was significantly eroded in cases of rape. This occurred because two Judges allowed a defendant to oppressively cross-examine a complainant for two days in separate trials. Instead of reminding those Judges of their duty to restrain irrelevant or oppressive cross-examination, the Government’s response was to remove from any defendant the right to ever cross-examine a rape complainant. It has always been my view that an accused ought to be entitled to face his/her accuser in court without restriction. Any departure from this, again in my view, does not promote natural justice or fairness. The Government’s introduction of ‘special measures’ for witnesses has changed the way witnesses’ evidence is presented in court. The Government’s ‘restore the bal-
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ance’ approach to justice was imposed in response to the significant number of cases which collapsed when crucial witnesses failed to turn up to Court, and designed to try to help witnesses and victims give evidence ‘comfortably’ without the pressure of having to face the accused when giving evidence. The special measures include the right of a witness to give evidence from behind a screen or via a video link, but only if it will ‘improve the quality of their evidence’. When the Prosecution seek a special measures direction from the court, they are very difficult to successfully challenge. Although the Prosecution are required to make a written application to the court when seeking special measures directions, it is my experience that applications are being made too frequently and in cases where it is inappropriate to do so, certainly in Magistrates Court trials. Fine if a child is involved but not, in my opinion, for most adults. We have an adversarial system; it is not supposed to be easy or pleasant to give evidence - that is one way we get to the truth. It was encouraging to see the Court of Appeal recently, in a rare move, restrict the use of ‘anonymous’ witnesses in criminal trials. For those of you reading this article that faced trial where the Prosecution successfully introduced your ‘bad’ character, you will appreciate just how far we have come in eroding the principle of fairness. The Criminal Justice Act 2003 revised the bad character provisions. For centuries it was held that a jury should not know of a defendant’s bad character or previous convictions; subject to a few exceptions (e.g. an attack on the character of a Prosecution
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witness). The reasons for this were well founded; learning of a defendant’s previous conduct might cloud judgement or potentially cause tribunals to convict on a person’s previous character rather than upon the evidence before the Court. Those centuries of practice and fairness have been undone, and whilst there remains discretion for the Trial Judge to reject bad character applications, in those cases where the jury learn of bad character the Court of Appeal rarely interferes. It is simply not possible to list everything which has, over the years, undermined what was always seen as the golden thread of British justice - ‘innocent until proven guilty.’ Most defendants nowadays facing the above contentious issues will, I am sure, feel that they were left trying to convince the jury of innocence rather than the prosecution proving guilt! What is the answer? Well, I have made this point in one of my recent articles but it’s a point worth repeating. Take every point in trial. Object to all evidence that appears capable of challenge. Appeal any point that has merit on Counsel’s advice. Appeal cases are still adequately funded, for how much longer is anyone’s guess, but the clock is running. Longer and longer sentences for more and more crimes and a Trial system less fair than ever before in modern times is the lasting legacy of this civil liberty stripping, electorate pleasing administration. Don’t accept it until you have explored every legitimate avenue. David Wells, partner with Wells Burcombe Solicitors
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Disclosure and PII Procedures on what is said in the Defence Statement; as is any hope a suspect may have of influencing the outcome of any Public Interest Immunity application.



Aziz Rahman and Jonathan Lennon In this article, we shall attempt to give a short explanation of the recent history of disclosure and developments in Public Interest Immunity (PII) so that those facing the current regime(s) may better understand the reality of what is expected of them, and what they can hope to gain from the current processes.



Early Days In the early 1980s the situation was simple, ‘unused material’ i.e. material the prosecution were not going to use, was made available to the defence if it was relevant. ‘Sensitive’ material could be withheld and that decision was made by the prosecutor – not the Court. Then the early 1990’s produced the first of the real watershed ‘miscarriage’ cases; R v Ward [1993] 1 WLR 619. The Court of Appeal laid down a more generous disclosure regime – all ‘material’ evidence was to be disclosed – i.e. “evidence which tends either to weaken the prosecution case or to strengthen the defence case.” The Court found that where there was sensitive material, the Crown should normally inform the defence and the Court would rule on the claim. This would be after an ex parte (private hearing) between the prosecution and the Judge. The case of the M25 three (R v Davis, Rowe and Johnson [1993] 1 WLR 613, 617) refined the PII regime. There were now 3 types of PII applications:



Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 (as amended) Part 5 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 came into force on 4th April 2005. It amended the above CPIA regime. In fact many of the amendments have not come into force, so in practice it has not made that much difference. It does do away with the 2-stage process of disclosure in CPIA Mk I. The Crown now has to begin the process by disclosing material … ‘which might reasonably be considered capable of undermining the case for the prosecution…or of assisting the case for the defence.’ The defence are then under an obligation to serve a Defence Statement which is required to be much more detailed than previously, see s6A. Judges are now encouraged by statute to be critical of legal teams who have drafted what are perceived to be insufficient Defence Statements, see s6E. Once the Defence Statement is served, there is no formal Secondary Prosecution Disclosure – there is just a continuing duty on the prosecutor to review proper disclosure, s7A.



R v H & C and the Golden Rule In the case of Edwards and Lewis v UK the European Court considered the ex parte PII procedures adopted in those cases violated the applicants’ right to a fair trial (Article 6). The defence cases involved allegations of entrapment by the police and the Court felt that the ex parte process was not a fair way to deal with the issues, as the Judges had to make findings of fact before deciding upon disclosure. Those findings of fact were reached after hearing only one side



1. The first (and for most cases) is where the prosecution tell the defence about the PII application and what category of material it is about. The defence is then entitled to make their own representations to the Judge. 2. The defence are told about the application but not what category of material is involved as that would, in effect, reveal that which the Crown contend should be kept secret. 3. In exceptional cases, where even to reveal the fact that an ex parte application was to be made could ‘give the game away’, then the ex parte hearing could take place without notice to the defence. This procedure was enshrined in statute in the Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 and the Rules made under the Act though now in practice the Rules are replaced by the new Criminal Procedure Rules, which largely replicates the old system. It is arguable that the 3rd procedure, the most severe, has, despite being included in the new Rules, in fact been effectively abolished by the House of Lords decision in R v H & C (see below).



Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 This is the Act which will apply in virtually all cases being prosecuted today. The Act, however, is in two forms. If the criminal investigation commenced after 1st April 1997 but before 4th April 2005, then the CPIA test, in its original form, will apply. This introduced the concept of the prosecution disclosing any material which, in the prosecutor’s opinion, might undermine the case for the prosecution. This is followed by the Defendant completing a Defence Statement where the Defendant sets out: ‘in general terms the nature of the accused's defence.’ Further disclosure of ‘secondary prosecution disclosure’ is dependent



– the prosecution. The answer, the Strasbourg Court suggested, might lie in the appointment of a ‘special’ or ‘independent’ counsel to argue the Defendant’s case but who would be duty bound not to reveal the sensitive issues that he has heard about to the defence. R v H & C [2004] 2 AC 134 was the first domestic case that successfully relied on the argument for special counsel (the authors represented H). The case eventually went to the House of Lords and a seven stage test was laid down for Judges considering disclosure and PII. This effectively limited the use of special counsel to exceptional cases only. The Lords decided that the prosecution, and not the Courts, should primarily decide on issues of disclosure – i.e. a prosecutor will decide first of all if material is relevant and if it isn’t, there is no need to disclose or see the Judge, never mind seek a PII ruling if the material is sensitive. This leads to the danger that the prosecution will simply decide that material which is sensitive is actually not relevant anyway, therefore even if the defence has asked for disclosure of the same, the material is not disclosed and even the Court is excluded. The defence however still has a right to apply to the Court for disclosure and the Lords reminded the Crown that the starting point is the ‘Golden Rule’, i.e. that any material which weakened the prosecution case or strengthened that of the defence should be disclosed and that that rule should be read fairly widely. The Court however warned against Defendants attempting ‘try-on’ defences, i.e. making “general and unspecified allegations and then seeking far-reaching disclosure in the hope that material may turn up to make them good.”
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Rahman Ravelli Solicitors have a particular expertise in Human Rights related Criminal Defence and Serious Crime.



SERIOUS CRIME DEPARTMENT Our team of dedicated lawyers have wide ranging Experience of defending cases of significant Complexity & seriousness. We appoint only specialist counsel, queen's counsel and experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. We understand in such cases you deserve No-nonsense advice and individual attention.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE DEPARTMENT Our firm has developed an expertise in defending cases involving large scale police operations which affect human rights related issues such as: Use of covert listening devices informers and use of undercover policingvideo and other visual surveillance Public Interest Immunity applications The introduction of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 and the Human Rights Act 1998 offer both opportunities and pitfalls. Contact our Criminal Defence Department for advice



Call:



01422 346666 (24 Hour)



Saracen House, 10 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5SP. www.rahmanravelli.co.uk Appointed to the Legal Services Commission Specialist Fraud Panel



The Protocol On 20th February 2006, a ‘Protocol’ on disclosure was published. Its aim was to set down clear guidance on how Judges and the parties to a criminal case should deal with the issue of disclosure of ‘unused’ material. It advocated a ‘sea-change’ in the approach to the handling and management of unused material. There was concern that too much was being disclosed; which was leading to spiralling costs and lack of proper scrutiny. Much of what is in the Protocol is not new – but the repetition of the proper procedure will serve to remind prosecutors that they ‘have to get it right’ or the defence will be reminding the Judge of which paragraph of the Protocol the Crown has offended. The Protocol also, however, underlines that the Crown can’t simply comply with their disclosure duties by giving the defence ‘everything’. There must be a considered approach. The Protocol does make it clear that many socalled Defence Statements, up to then, had been so lacking in detail that they hardly qualified for the title. Now Judges are told that they have a duty to make sure Defence Statements are up to the mark and if not, the Defendants can expect their juries to hear adverse comments about their defence, as well as affecting the prospects of any application for further disclosure. But the Protocol also reasserts the proper procedure for applications to the Court to order further disclosure. In fact if done properly, the defence can use the system in effect to place a burden on the Crown. For example, the defence apply to the Court for disclosure of disputed material sending a copy of the application to the Crown. The Crown then has 14 days to agree to provide the disputed material or set out in writing their objections and attend Court. If they fail to reply in time, the Court may decide the matter on paper – i.e. only reading the Defendant’s argument (see para 44 of the Protocol). This system has in fact been in place for some time (Criminal Procedure Rules, r25.6) but widely ignored. Hopefully more defenders will start to see how pressure can be kept up by using the Rules/Protocol to their advantage. As usual it is simply a case of being pro-active, ensuring the Defence Statement is drafted carefully, and using the Legislation/ Rules/ Protocols etc to keep the pressure on.



In Practice Disclosure and PII has always been a difficult topic. As we see an increase in the use of informant witnesses receiving the benefit of sentence reductions and immunity under the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005, so we perceive the dangers in lack of proper disclosure. Thus it is increasingly important for defenders to be vigilant in this area. The rule for all Defendants facing trial where disclosure is likely to be an issue is early preparation and proper application of the rules.



Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor-Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Human Rights, Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli are members of the Specialist Fraud Panel. Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex criminal defence cases at 23 Essex Street Chambers in London. He is a contributing author to Covert Human Intelligence Sources (2008 Waterside Press), and has extensive experience in all aspects of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.
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Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Replies for the Legal Forum kindly provided by: ABM Solicitors; Chivers Solicitors; de Maids; Frank Brazell & Partners; Henry Hyams; Hine & Associates; Levys Solicitors; Morgans; Oliver & Co; Parlby Calder; Petherbridge Bassara Solicitors; Stephensons Solicitors LLP; Stevens Solicitors and Switalskis Solicitors - see individual advertisements for full details. Send your legal queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to our editorial assistant Lucy Forde at Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. For a prompt response, readers are reminded to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible. Use a first or second class stamp. training prison. I’ve been told I could be waiting for another 5-6 months and by then I should have had a category review (June). My worry is that I won’t be able to get my D Cat because I haven’t done the courses as part of my OASys objectives because this prison is so full I can’t get on the courses even with a referral. Will this stop me getting a D Cat, bearing in mind that I will only have 11 months left to serve at my next review.



SE - HMYOI Lancaster Farms Q I was sentenced in June 2008 and received an IPP but the law was changed in July 2008 saying people sentenced under that couldn’t be given an IPP. I went to the Court of Appeal but was rejected and got a further 12months to run concurrently. I have not been able to do the offending behaviour courses to help become less of a risk and therefore can’t get to open conditions. What can I do?



MF - HMP Wormwood Scrubs Q I have recently been moved from a YOI and am finding it hard to understand categorisation and allocation. I was originally given a C Cat but I’m still waiting to be moved to a C Cat



A (To both questions) PSO 0900 governs Categorisation and Allocation. It includes a wide range of factors the prison must take into account when it makes a decision as to what security category you should be - risk and courses are generally considered crucial factors. Your problem is all too common - you want to reduce your risk through the courses you mention, but you can't because you are not considered a priority for them at your current establishment. Prisoners are often prioritized for courses and places at CAT C training prisons based on length of sentence and length of time left to serve. As a short term, determinate prisoner it is therefore unlikely you will be considered a priority for either. This is far from acceptable but an unfortunate reality for many thousands of prisoners in the UK. PSI 16/2008 states you will have another CAT D review in December of this year. By continuing to apply for courses and transfers in the meantime you will be able to make the argument to the prison that you are being prevented from reducing your risk. If you don't apply you don't really have an argument. Ultimately, a decision by the Prison Service to prevent you from reducing your risk or to refuse you CAT D based on noncompletion of those courses should be examined by a Solicitor. Your Solicitor will also be able to



prepare representations for your June review – if done properly these can be used to lay the foundation for any future challenge at Judicial Review.



...............................................



BB - HMP Erlestoke Q I recently made an application to include a couple of solicitors’ phone numbers on my phone PIN as I need to get legal advice urgently. After three days the numbers were still not on my PIN and when I enquired why I was told that the prison were waiting for the solicitors to call and give their permission for me to call them. This has happened before when the prison rang and the solicitor said he was not willing to provide me with advice. I have been advised that this is normal prison procedure, could you tell me if this is right and isn’t it a breach of my human rights?



A (Legal Forum) My experience is that it works in that way – I receive a lot of calls per week from prisons seeking confirmation that we will receive calls. I take the calls immediately and provide the relevant information. Calls can then be made almost immediately. If a particular client encounters a delay the Form Comp 1 with confirmation of the date on which the solicitor spoke to the prison usually does the trick. A (Prison Service HQ) I would suggest that



Whatever your status - if you need legal advice or representation - MK Law can guide you through to the light at the end of the tunnel.... Specialists in all aspects of criminal defence and prison law with a dedicated team committed to the following areas:



‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists We p r o v i d e l e g a l a s s i s ta n c e w i t h t h e following matters:



* * * * * * * *
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Adjudications Parole hearings Licence recalls Categorisation Lifer p anels
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* * *



Call Miss Manisha Knights or Mr Hesham Puri @ MK Law on 0208 692 2694 and speak to someone who WILL listen.... or write to us @ 24 Deptford Deptford Broadway London SE8 4PA 4PA



Criminal Defence Service



............................................... NB HMP Bullingdon Q I am basically seeking advice on appeal against my conviction for cultivating cannabis. I have been convicted following fingerprint evidence being found at the address where cannabis was found to be growing. I provided an explanation as to why my fingerprints were there and that was never checked.



If he is not happy with the way his solicitors acted he can instruct another firm of solicitors to act on his behalf. I would suggest that he contact a firm of solicitors that advertise in Inside Time.



SOLICITORS



*



amendments following the introduction of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008. Essentially, all recalled prisoners except for those sentended prior to the CJA 1991 will be returned to prison until their SED. However, as with any recalled prisoner, he is entitled to submit written representations to the Parole Board as to why he should be considered for re-release. If that initial decision has already been made and there is more than 13 months before the SED he will be entitled to an annual review by the Parole Board. It is also possible to apply for a reconsideration of his case on papers if there is a significant change in circumstances that will affect his risk, such as successful completion of an offending behaviour course.



The check should be verification purposes only. Any decision as to whether a solicitor wished to represent a particular client should be a conversation which takes place between the prisoner and the solicitor concerned.
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*



A I refer him to PSI 29/2008 which sets out the



A To establish grounds for appeal one needs to be able to raise new evidence or show that the Judge made an error when directing the jury. Every defendant is entitled to a formal Advice on Appeal from the barrister that dealt with the trial. The writer does not say whether he received that Advice or not. If he did not, he should contact his trial solicitors and ask for it.
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Know your rights and know how to stand up and make yourself heard.



been transferred to England to serve the remainder of a sentence where he breached the licence conditions by committing a new offence in Scotland. Will my friend have to serve until SED?



the prisoner is on a call enabling regime and as such - under para 2.13 of PSO 4400 Chapter 4 all numbers have to be approved by the prison. This instruction is not prescriptive as to the approval process. However if a prison choose to verify, as part of that approval process, that a number submitted by a prisoner belongs to a particular solicitor or an identified legal firm, it would be reasonable to allow such a call to be made by a prison to that number; especially as calls to a legal adviser would attract certain privileges in that they cannot be monitored except in certain circumstances and only with the consent of the Chief Operating Officer.



EBR Tired of banging your head against the cell walls 'cos no one will listen?



BB HMP Lowdham Grange Q I am writing on behalf of a friend who has
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$/6%33/,)#)4/23 Fed up with knock backs? Act now! We can give specialist advice and assistance on all aspects of prison law including: ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡
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Banks on Sentence Answers by Robert Banks, a barrister who writes Banks on Sentence, the book the Judges use for sentencing more than any other.



www.banksr.com Q



Q I was sentenced by one of the main judges at my local court 3 years ago. He made some hostile remarks and I shouted at him. I think he will remember me. I am up again next week and I would like a different judge. What is the best way to go about it?



The police put their nose in at my local pub. There was a fight and I hit a copper with a glass and he lost an eye. My barrister says I will have to plead to wounding with intent. How much extra will I get because the victim was a copper?



A The new Lord Chief Justice said in 2006, “the sentencing decision does not represent a mathematical exercise, nor does it result from arithmetical calculation. We rejected the idea that each element relevant to the sentencing decision has or should have some notional length ascribed to it. The sentencing decision requires the judge to balance all the ingredients of the case whether aggravating or mitigating. There was no grid plan. There was no points system”. The judge will weigh up all relevant factors. In your case the two obvious factors will be the loss of the eye and the fact that the victim was a policeman on duty and, I suspect it will be said, trying to keep the peace. The judge will expect to be told through medical report(s) and a victim impact statement from the police officer details about the effect the injury has had and will have in the future. I am afraid all I can say is that the weight to those key factors will be significant.



A If there is a good reason not to have a particular judge, like you know him socially, then solicitors can arrange it. However this reason does not fit into that category. The allocation of cases for judges is a relatively random affair as the primary decision is who is capable of hearing the case and who is available. If however you are in breach of a sentencing order then the officials will try to put your case in front of the same judge. The best approach is to say nothing.



Q I am awaiting sentence and I am in a wheelchair. Will the judge take into account that prison will be more difficult for me? A



Traditionally the courts do take this into account not because a defendant is disabled, but because imprisonment may be a significantly greater punishment



CRIMINAL DEFENCE



than for non-disabled persons. However the judge will need to determine what the extra difficulties are. Your solicitors should provide the court with a report setting them out. In 2004, a defendant was sentenced for an explosive offence in which he caused serious injuries to himself. He tried to make letter bombs. There was concern he would not receive proper medical care in prison. The court did consider a reduction should be made and the Court of Appeal was asked to reduce the sentence from 15 years and declined to do so. Some time ago a totally bed bound defendant was due to be sentenced for a computer fraud he had committed from his bed. The Court was convened round his bedside and the judge asked the senior prison official to come and explain what facilities were available. The prison official explained facilities were in place to accommodate him if he was sentenced to prison. In fact he wasn’t. So to answer your question, the Judge will take into account the extra difficulties you may face. There could be a useful reduction if the Judge is satisfied that prison will be a significantly greater punishment for you.



Q I read that cannabis had been reclassified to a Class B drug. I am due to be sentenced for supplying cannabis. Does the change increase the penalties? A



When they de-classified the drug to Class C in 2004 the penalties for importing
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and supplying Class C drugs were increased to the same as they were when it was Class B. The Court of Appeal ruled that the sentencing policy would remain the same. Now the reverse has happened the sentencing policy will stay the same. However the authorities have not lowered the penalties for the other Class C drugs so they won’t change back to what they were before 2004.



Q I pleaded to death by dangerous driving. In the accident I was seriously injured. I lost a leg and was in hospital for three weeks. I don’t think the judge took that into account properly as that in itself was considerable punishment. What is the law about this?



A The Sentencing Guideline for causing death by driving says, “injury to the offender may be a mitigating factor when the defendant has suffered very serious injuries. In most circumstances, the weight it is given will be dictated by the circumstances of the offence and the effect should bear a direct relationship to the extent to which the offender’s driving was at fault – the greater the fault, the less the effect on mitigation”. This is in line with the previous rule that, “The fact that the offender has been injured should not automatically be treated as a mitigating factor and that only, “very serious or life changing injury” should have a significant effect on the sentence”.



Please make sure questions relate to sentences and not conviction or release. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published it will be assumed you don’t have an objection to publication. No-one will have their identity revealed. Facts which indicate who you are will not be printed. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Going through all the paperwork is normally not an option. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. Please address your questions to Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire, SO30 4XJ (and mark the letter for Robert Banks).
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Send them to Hell by Sebastian Williams Gerard McGrath marvels at a remarkable example of human resilience in the face of inhumane treatment When I saw the publisher's flyer on this book, I admit that I was not too enthusiastic about the prospect of reviewing what I thought would be yet another tale of woe by some prisoner(s) bemoaning the self-inflicted consequences of nefarious activities. I count amongst many fellow prisoners who, probably born of a sense of morbid curiosity, have read a number of these tales of which few (if any at all) have engendered anything other than a feeling of relief in reaching the final page. Read one, you've read them all. So, contrary to my somewhat cynical expectation, I initially found myself mildly surprised in being inexorably drawn into ‘Send them to Hell’ chapter-bychapter and my feelings burgeoning. The feelings to which I allude ranged from incredulity to sadness, through outrage to anger. Take heed, this is definitely not a 'feel good' book, at least not as I experienced it. However, it is definitely educative in more ways than one. There will be nothing new to readers of this genre of book in reading the vivid descriptions of conditions in the hellholes of Thailand's Klon Prem and Bangkwang prisons as contained in the pages of Send them to Hell. Sadly, all too many countries do not seem to subscribe to the view that one measure of a so-called civilized society is the manner in which prisoners of the state are treated. If only a fifth of what Sly experienced is the truth, then Thailand decidedly ranks amongst the aforementioned 'too many countries.' If we need further testimony to add to the unlearned lessons of history regarding the capacity of humankind to be inhumane to humankind this book avers to it. I readily commend Sebastian Williams for the sagacious decision he made in employing the first person singular to recount the experiences of ‘Sly’, the lead character of this salutary and profoundly disturbing story. The astute use of the first person singular precludes the need for any reader to be possessed of an especially
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fecund imagination to gain any degree of appreciation of what Sly experienced during his years of incarceration. Though by no means an original literary ploy, the use of the first person by Sebastian Williams, coupled with his narrative skill and style, certainly allowed me to feel that I knew Sly and I was irresistibly compelled to sympathize with him. It would take someone who has experienced comparable conditions to empathise with Sly and for all that I and many fellow prisoners have experienced some grim conditions in English prisons in my time, they are as nothing by comparison. Many readers will have had comparable experiences to those of Sly where corrupt police, lawyers and prison warders are concerned such are ubiquitous and the UK is no exception. What Sly experienced at the hands of the Thai penal system is understated by Sebastian Williams in being described as an ‘inhuman nightmare’. Again, if only a fifth is the truth the Thai penal system can only be described as a sinister autarchy. I was especially angered in reading Chapter 13, wherein Sly tells us about the 'prison rats.' He is not referring to the rodent species, rather to the human species of fellow prisoners who are vested with authority over prisoners virtually equipollent to the warders - a la 'The Stockholm Syndrome.' In UK prisons we have prisoners who prey upon fellow prisoners and who, for self-gain, ingratiate themselves with staff. It is easy enough to empathise with Sly in that experience.



Marley & Me by John Grogan Jane Andrews is reduced to reaching for the Kleenex by the story of one man’s best friend and his antics `A person can learn a lot from a dog... Marley taught me about living each day with unbridled exuberance and joy, about seizing the moment and following our hearts... ' Stop what you are doing! If you want the ultimate ‘feel good’ book then here it is! Because even if you are not a lover of dogs, or indeed any animal for that matter, then this is what the book will do for you ... laugh and cry, sometimes at the same time!



I unhesitatingly recommend this book to any reader for two specific reasons. Firstly; such a horror story serves to remind us that such as the Thai penal system cannot be allowed to go unchallenged. Human Rights must become ubiquitous in deed as opposed to trite rhetoric if we are to preserve the dignity of our species.



The quote above sums it up, because what is life all about ... oh no, there I go again going all philosophical on you! But think about it, how much time do we waste wishing what could have been, and what we want, when if we made the best of simple pleasures then how much easier our lives could be. As John Grogan points out in one chapter, 'We could have bought a small yacht with what we spent on our dog and all the things he destroyed. Then again, how many yachts wait by the door all day for your return? How many will live for the moment they can climb on your lap or ride down the hill with you on a toboggan, licking your face?' No materialistic object can ever fill such simple pleasures in life.



Secondly; what Sly experienced is testimony to the remarkable capacity of human beings to survive adversity. It is also testimony to the moral courage and strength of character with which some are possessed; enabling them to survive the likes of Klon Prem and Bangkwang prisons as others survived Auschwitz, Bergen Belsen and Stalin's Gulags. I salute you Sly.



This is a fantastic book which has been published for three years now but has only come to light since it was made into a movie starring Jennifer Aniston of the sitcom ‘Friends', and even though I have read some film critics’ opinions, I can only think that this is a quaint movie adapted from a great book that has no bad language, violence or sex throughout.



Send them to Hell by Sebastian Williams is published by Mainstream Publishing ISBN 978-1-84018-991-9 price £9.99. Gerard McGrath, BA Hons, is currently resident at HMP Haverigg
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7 South Parade, Leeds. LS1 5QE 0113 2432288



I don’t want to spoil this book by writing too much about it, so will endeavour to give you a few snippets to tempt you...



John Grogan is a successful journalist in his own right and it was only on the death of their beloved Labrador retriever Marley that he found himself writing an obituary column for the newspaper he was working for at the time. Having received hundreds of messages from well-wishers, he eventually decided to write this book. I wonder how many of us could in fact put pen to paper and write our own funny repertoire of our beloved pets ... now there goes a thought ... umm ... now let me think! There are simply too many funny anecdotes to mention in this brief review, but I couldn't miss the chapter when John and Jenny bought Marley the biggest dog cage to house him in on the few occasions they had to leave him in the house on his own with the fear of a storm brewing. Marley would react so badly that he destroyed not only doors and walls, but would leave himself in such a mess that many a trip to the vet to patch him up was required. Marley was diagnosed as suffering with some form of psychosis when it came to storms; even though he would be drugged up on doggy valium he would still tear around the house like a bat out of hell. However, on his very first time in 'doggy incarceration' even Marley succeeded in breaking out of doggy jail. 'It looks like an inside job ... somehow Houdini here licked his way out of the Big House', described John Grogan. Well reader, I am not embarrassed to admit that when it came to the chapter on Marley being no more on this earth I cried so much I couldn't see the page through my tears ... and what really left a ‘mark’ on me was the note that the Grogan's son Conor had written to his beloved friend: 'To Marley, I hope you know how much I loved you all my life. You were always there when I needed you. Through life and death, I will always love you... ' So if you want a good book to brighten your day then here it is, because, 'It is amazing how much love and laughter they bring into our lives and even how much closer we become with each other because of them... '



Marley & Me by John Grogan is published by Hodder Paperbacks ISBN 13-978-0340977804 price £7.99 Jane Andrews is currently resident at HMP Send



J BON Solicitors We are Experts in the following: Criminal Court Proceedings including Defence and Appeals Licence Recalls Human Rights



Prison Law Team Categorisation Parole Recall Adjudications Appeals/CCRC Lifers Contact: Katy Cowans, Rebecca Seal or Rachel Jamieson Henry Hyams also has a specialist Immigration Department that can deal with bail, deportation and immigration issues on release. Contact Gareth Miller or Emma Brooksbank



Judicial Reviews Categorisation Reviews Prison Law Parole Adjudications Appeals Please write or call: Chinwe Okoli, Bright Arrey-Mbi or Trevor Senkatuka



J Bon Solicitors 541 Barking Road East Ham London E6 2LW



020 8471 8822 “You will not regret contacting us”



Drama Reviews
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‘Future Me’



Photo courtesy Toby Farrow



The Convict’s Opera



Award winning ‘Playing for Time’ Theatre Company present another successful production in conjunction with Winchester Prison, reports Lucy Forde ‘The Convict’s Opera’ by Stephen Jeffreys is very appropriate for a prison setting. It is about a group of convicts sailing to Australia on a convict ship – the Victorian equivalent of the ‘sweat boxes’ with a cruise thrown in. To pass the time the group rehearse and perform a production of ‘The Beggar’s Opera’; a play that looks at the experience of imprisonment and transportation – all things very relevant to today’s prisoner who can be moved hundreds of miles from home. Picture the scene; on a creaking ship a group of convicts are ordered to put on a show set in the criminal underworld London that they’ve left far behind and never to see again. Cue stormy seas, reluctant crossdressing and a superb musical score that combines the beautiful folk tunes of the original with hilarious re-workings of modern classics including "Sailing", “I Fought the Law” and “Mack the Knife”. Many thousands of words have been written advocating art, drama and literacy in offending behaviour management and it is interesting to see how it evolves as the subject matter of a play. Stephen Jeffreys’ play follows the characters in ‘The Beggar’s Opera’ and illustrates what can happen when actors lose themselves in the escapist world of theatre. Unfortunately,



because of time constraints - bang up waits for no man, the group has had to edit ‘The Beggar’s Opera’ but the story did not suffer because of this nor from the added bit of topical political satire that those ‘in the know’ will appreciate.



‘Future Me’ tells the story of a successful young lawyer (Hill) who is sent to prison for sex offences. It shows life inside the Vulnerable Prisoner Unit in a British prison and then the struggle to make a new life post-release. While it never seeks to minimise the harm that offenders cause, the play offers a compassionate picture of the lives of sex offenders - and their families. In London, Future Me played at Only Connect - the arts company working with ex-prisoners and those at risk of committing crimes.



It took only minutes for me to forget where I was and that all the male speaking parts were taken by men from HMP Winchester. The singing and acting were superb by the whole company and they would certainly have held their own with some of the best amateur dramatic companies. So popular are these productions that every performance is sold out – Mama Mia eat your heart out! Annie McKean, who organises these productions, is planning a theatre group in the area so that, once released, the men can carry on their new found skills. One of the men said that this type of project was more useful for helping to address actions and their consequences than most of the ‘tick box’ courses they have to attend. The Playing for Time Theatre Company from University of Winchester won third prize in the prestigious MacJannet Prize for Global Citizenship*, the only European university to win an award. * www.macjannetprize.org



Can you read this? Toe by Toe enables learners to learn to read from the beginning with one to one support. It is for anyone who wants to learn how to read whilst in prison. Toe by Toe Mentors help others learn to read. Train to be a Toe by Toe mentor and develop skills in supporting others. It is a positive and highly rewarding way to spend your time in prison. For more information write to: Shannon Trust Freepost RLZZ-UTGG-ET-JS 38 Ebury Street London SW1W 0LU



David Benson (left) who is well known for his acclaimed one man show Think No Evil, in which he portrays the legendary Kenneth Williams, and Rupert Hill, formerly Jamie Baldwin in Coronation Street, who played the lead role in Stephen Brown’s highly acclaimed drama ‘Future Me’, which toured the UK from February to April this year.



Susan Boyle, who has learning difficulties, drew sniggers from the Britain’s Got Talent audience when she said she wanted to be a professional singer. Well no one is laughing at her now, after her show stopping rendition of ‘I Dreamed a Dream’. 100 million You Tube hits later she is already a cult star in the US.
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Jumbled



STAR POEM OF THE MONTH



Craig Topping - HMP Featherstone



Congratulations to Peter Armstrong HMP Frankland - who wins our £25 prize for ‘Star Poem of the Month'.



I dno’t konw what to do I dno’t konw wehre to go Smoetnihsg gnoe wonrg in my haed; I tinhk I msut be solw!



Meditation Peter Armstrong HMP Frankland Wise men travel many miles Wise women sail the seas To find a well wise tree Intellectuals and scholars Find it so hard to believe It’s not about location It’s about the way you breathe.



Words becmoe jublmed in my haed So I dno’t konw qitue waht I’ve raed, And it’s mkiang me so agrny I see olny in bolod-erd! The kdis are all lghiaung at me, I sewar taht tehy are, cna’t you see? And bcesuae wehre I souhld put a V I soemtmies put a bolody R!



Another day in paradise (Apologies to Gilbert & Sullivan.



The body that wins prizes Cannot sustain the dream The protein and the vitamins Will never reign supreme Every mirror that is made Is programmed to deceive It’s not about the muscles It’s about the way you breathe. Sometimes there is confusion Between the left and right Sometimes you’ll find we all look out When we need insight But once you have found balance It’s easy to conceive It’s not about resistance It’s about the way you breathe. It’s folly to take simple verse And make them complicated The humble breath does not need words To be communicated When big ideas have come and gone There is no need to grieve It’s not about great speeches It’s about the way you breathe.



‡ Parole Refusal



‡ Adjudications



‡ Cat A Reviews



Gerry Tapp - HMP Elmley Another day in paradise is what I’ve got in front of me, I’m stuck in Elmley prison and the thought it doesn’t comfort me. There’s still twelve months till my release, it seems forever, can it be Remotely possible to last that long without insanity? My cellmates are both snoring and they really need admonishing, They snore in two part harmony which is really quite astonishing. The blood is fizzing in my ears and double murder’s on my mind, But then they’d bang me up for good, in durance vile, oh so unkind. The screws have started bellowing in language quite extraordinary, Why can’t they shout in English, I suppose it’s far too ordinary? I simply can’t be bothered to interpret what it’s all about, But then I get in trouble ’cause it’s my name they were calling out.



t IPP’s



‡ Oral Hearings t Recalls



It’s so dman dfifciult on the srteet I’m not awalys srue wehre I am I’d ask a plocieman for dietrinos But I cna’t fnid wehre they lvie! For you it’s fnie, I hvae no duobt Yuo’ll raed tihs peom jsut fnie and dnady, So sprae a tohuhgt for me Wehn you can wirte the alhpaebt so esaily!



When the officers at mealtimes shout ‘start feeding’ in the way they do, It makes us feel like gibbons in the monkey house at London Zoo. But judging by the quality of food we get for every meal The gibbons in the monkey house are getting much the better deal. I’m going out for exercise, its mindless stuff, but never mind, Just walking round and round and round, but still it helps to pass the time. They keep repeating rehabilitation’s what it’s all about, Yet I could be a drooling nutcase by the time they let me out. Then when I’m finally out I’ve got to try to find a job and home, Probation watching over me, in case I get the urge to roam. But now I have a nice relaxing prison bed to comfort me, Another day in paradise is what I’ve got in front of me.



‡ Categorisation ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Lifer Reviews



The taehcres jsut fowrn at me And my dad jsut gveis a sacry sowcl, I feel so tihck ecah and ervey day I feel so siutpd teher’s nohtnig to say!



Set to the tune of A Modern Major General)



JF ‡ Tariff Settings
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If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



John Fuller



AND PARTNERS F O R M E R LY P I C TO N S



Criminal & Prison Law Specialists



Contact John Fuller or Collette Blake at: 3 The Waterhouse Waterhouse Street Hemel Hempstead Hertfordshire HP1 1ES



01442 233856
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Assistance with all Prison Law issues, in particular CCRC Applications, Adjudications and Parole Board Hearings Specialists in all aspects of Criminal Law with particular expertise in Serious Crime and Fraud Cases and Confiscation Proceedings



For a prompt service please contact



Gareth Martin or Sarah Bull 19 Ralli Courts West Riverside Manchester M3 5FT 0161 831 5535



approved member of the Serious Fraud Panel



Catch the pigeon plane John Butterworth - HMP Manchester Window open, cloudy day. Pigeon comes, what will he say? SNATCH, I grab him with a towel. If he could speak, it would be foul. In the pad I pull him in. The pigeon’s life is looking grim. The little pigeon, he is scared. But troubled cries go unheard. Tie a line around its leg. Now a pigeon kite instead. A minor crime, a life of grime. What life brings I’ll know in time. But for now to keep me sane. I’ll fly my pigeon like a plane. SC



OT



Parole Hearings



BLACK & MARKIE
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Prisoner



Licence P R Tribunals H IS Recall IS ON T T ER O 239 High Street C S S Cowdenbeath Fife KY4 9QF
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If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.



Fresh Start



Feeding the fox



Justin McAuliffe - HMP Full Sutton



Victoria Beagrie HMP Holloway



When I asked you for help, My pleas would fall on deaf ears. Many times I had tried, But you ignored me for years. So I no longer make phone calls, Or write you a letter. I’ll forget all about you, It’ll be for the better. You think this leaves a hole, But it’s like ditching a burden. This might sound quite strange, Now my life’s so uncertain.
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As the moon appears And stars come out to play Night time is here Gone again is the day I wait patiently alone Quietly I stand Amongst the cool breeze On this shadowy land I see the silhouette Bushes hiding your face Then in view you come Walking with such grace



I know this choice is right, And that it wasn’t made fast. The only way I can move on, Is to forget the things from my past.



Your rust coloured fur Beaming bright eyes Full bushy tail Your dog like cries



So I will look to the future, And what I can achieve, Get qualifications, And prepare when I leave.



I leave the food As always the same Then you vanish again Just as quickly as you came



So when that day comes, I will take what I learn. Hear the gates close behind me, And never return.



This is our ritual Each night we meet here Both so nervous Yet never show our fear



Time Served Anonymous Day 1215 in the big brother house, 2430 prison meals have crossed my mouth. 420 hours spent shitting, showering, shaving, And a few hours more than that, I’ve spent misbehaving. 100 hours on visits, 12 spent in c**ts corner, I haven’t seen my son and only spent 25 hours with my daughter. Less than half my time I’ve spent sleeping and far too long awake, 455 days watching telly and dull commercial breaks. Time playing pool, on the phones and talking shit, Most probably not enough time in the gym getting fit.



Life Dee Butler - HMP Foston Hall Today is filled with anger, fuelled with hidden hate, Scared of being outcast, afraid of common fate. Today is built on tragedies, which no-one wants to face, Nightmares to human ties, and morally disgraced. Tonight is filled with rage, violence in the air, Children bred with ruthlessness, ‘cos no-one seems to care. Tonight I lay my head down, but the pressure never stops, Gnawing at my sanity, content when I am dropped. But tomorrow I see change, a chance to build anew. Built on spirit, intent of heart and ideas based on truth. And tomorrow I wake with passion and strong because of pride, To know I fought with all my heart to deep my dream alive.



COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were abused as children in the care system. If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you achieve justice call David Greenwood or Michael Thomas confidentially on 0800 542 3586 or write to:-



T h e G r a i n s t o r e , Wo o l pa c k s Ya r d , Wa k e f i e l d W F 1 2 S G



I haven’t spent a second on my knees to pray, Instead I’ve just been wishing all my time away. Day 1215 and all it’s been restricted. Roll on the day when big bruv says ‘Dave, you’ve been evicted’. We will award a prize of £25 to the entry selected as our 'Star Poem of the Month'. To qualify for a prize, poems should not have won a prize in any other competition or been published previously. Send entries to: Inside Time ‘Poetry’ PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ. By submitting your poems to Inside Time for publication you are agreeing that they can be published in any of Inside Time’s ‘not for profit’ links, including the website, supplements and books. We will not permit any other publication to reproduce your contribution without first seeking your written permission. Please put your name, number and prison on the same sheet of paper as your poem. If you win we can’t send your money if we don’t know who or where you are!
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Jailbreak



PROVERBS AND SAYINGS QUIZ Match the proverbs to the meanings - for example: Meaning: You say this when you are away from someone you love. Proverb or saying: “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.”



now see how you get on with these ...



1. A friend who gives you help when you need it is a true friend.  Clue: Friend



...................................................



2. From a bad situation to one that is worse.  Clue: Frying pan



...................................................



3. Telling someone who has played a trick on you that you can do the same thing to them.  Clue: Game



................................................... 4. Everything is fine.  Clue: Garden



................................................... 5. The way you behave towards other people will affect the way those people behave towards you in the future.  Clue: Go



6. When conditions become difficult, strong and determined people work even harder to succeed.  Clue: Going



...................................................



7. Not everything that seems good or attractive is actually good, etc.  Clue: Gold



...................................................



Captured on camera!



8. You could easily have been in the same difficult or unpleasant situation that someone else is in.  Clue: Grace



...................................................



9. Some people never seem happy with what they have and always think that other people have a better situation than they have.  Clue: Grass



................................................... 10. I cannot understand it.  Clue: Greek



................................................... 11. Not to use or spend money carelessly because you do not have a lot of it.  Clue: Grow



................................................... 12. Something is better than nothing.  Clue: Half



................................................... 13. A job is made easier if a lot of people help.  Clue: Hand



...................................................



14. Don't try and do it too quickly because you will make fewer mistakes. Clue: Haste



Need Inside Advice? David Phillips and Partners can help out. We offer legal advice and representation on:· ‡ CAT A Reviews ‡ Independent Adjudications ‡ IPP and extended sentences ‡ Lifer hearings and Paper Reviews ‡ Parole Reviews ‡ Recall Reviews ‡ Tariff/ Minimum Term Reviews



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty



Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team.
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cooper rollason solicitors The 24 hour Criminal Lawyers



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



cooper rollason



NATIONWIDE SERVICE w w w. c o o p e r r o l l a s o n . c o m



Criminal Defence and Appeals CCRC Applications Adjudications Judicial Reviews Lifer Panels Tariff Reviews Parole Hearings Recalls Licence Conditions Miscarriages of Justice Low Count DNA 9b Pemberton House, Stafford Court, Stafford Park 1, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BD.



Established 1982 - 8th Biggest Provider of Criminal Defence Services



David Phillips and Partners, Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates



01952 204242



6 C a s t l e St r e e t , L i v e r p o o l L 2 0 N B Nationwide Service



Emergency: 07976 851926



Contact the Prison Law Team ‡Simon Rollason ‡ Sarah Cooper ‡ Norman McDermott



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. Which British monarch was publicly



11. Which British rock band had their first UK



executed in London in 1649?



number one hit in 1995 with the single ‘Some Might Say’?



2. Who was prime minister when the United



Kingdom entered the EEC in 1973?



12. Which former leader of the Tory Party has



3. The 2005 film The New World is loosely



claimed that as a young man he often drank fourteen pints of beer in a day?



4. Who became Queen of Scotland in



December 1542 when she was only six days old?



5. Which 1971 film musical features the song



6. Which Italian term is used in music notation



for ‘gradually getting louder’?



7. Which tennis player’s autobiography is



called You Cannot Be Serious?



8. Which Lancashire city’s football team is



called ‘North End’?



IQ



?



based on the life of which Native American princess?



‘If I Were a Rich Man’?
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1. What number is missing?



2. Which number completes the puzzle?



4.



Following a logical sequence, can you complete this puzzle?



5.



6.



7.



3. Which number completes this sequence?



13. The greengage is a variety of which small



edible fruit?



14. To which group of animals does the ‘dab’



belong?



15. The Palace of Holyroodhouse is in which



Scottish city?



Following a logical sequence, which number needs to be added to complete this puzzle?



16. In which US state is the Churchill Downs



racecourse?



17. Which London-born singer of the 1960s was originally called Mary O’Brien? 18. In 1994, which Oxford college became the last all-women college at the university?



9. Smoked bacon and egg ice-cream and sardine



on toast sorbet are amongst the creations of which award-winning UK chef?



19. Which US singer and musician is backed



10. Which presenter of Newsnight also wrote



20. In the nursery rhyme, which creature frightened ‘Little Miss Muffit’?



the bestselling book The English?



Challenge



What number is missing?



Which letter completes this sequence?



by ‘The Heartbreakers’?



ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON THE BACK PAGE



It's a Con



8.



Which number 9. What number is completes the puzzle? missing?



MW HMP DOVEGATE



Answers on the back page



APPLEBY HOPE & M AT T H E W S Specialisng in



CRIMINAL DEFENCE and all aspects of



PRISON LAW including:



Licence Recall Adjudications Parole Hearings Categorisation Judical Reviews IPP queries for immediate help and assistance contact Lisa Gianquitto



01494 681442 or write to: HINE & Associates Solicitors Canon House 27 London End Beaconsfield Bucks HP9 2HN www.hineassociatessolicitors.co.uk



10. Which letter completes the puzzle?



SOLICITORS We specialise in:-



‡ Recall ‡ Parole Applications ‡ Licence Conditions ‡ Criminal Defence ‡ Adjudications ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Lifer Panels ALP/DLP ‡ Cat ‘A’ Reviews ‡ Categorisation & Transfers ‡ HDC ‡ Tariff Reviews ‡ Lifer Issues Contact Kate Clark or Carroll Slaney



Appleby Hope & Matthews 35 High Street Normanby Middlesbrough Teesside TS6 0LE



01642 440444



4781032652986473



YOU’RE NOT JUST A NUMBER! 3268781032652986



Shepherd Reynolds Solicitors



Experts in Prison Law all over the UK



Here to help you throughout your sentence ‡ Tariff Settings



‡ Parole Refusal



‡ IPP’s



‡ Adjudications



‡ Cat A Reviews



‡ Recalls



‡ Categorisation ‡ Judicial Reviews ‡ Lifer Reviews



‡ Oral Hearings



‡ LIFE SENTENCE APPEALS



Link eo Vi d i l i t i e s Fac



‡ CROWN COURT CASES



Special Advice Hotline Service for Adjudication and Parole Issues Call Us Now!!! Contact: David Reynolds



Shepherd Reynolds Solicitors



[email protected]



2nd Floor, 6 Broad Road Sale Cheshire M33 2AL



Service throughout the North of England



0161 969 6415
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Jailbreak Gema Music Quiz



CAPTION COMPETITION LAST MONTH’S WINNER



Identify the following pop groups or artists from these anagrams and picture clues:



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.



BASRILBOEWMILI DA N U V E I L G F A L EDTESHEERGER LNNVIORANMICGUFISL R U M Q I I A J OA R M AT E R O R L E B P Y VO N S I J I D O I AFTOUBITHULSEU R E L K O L N S D W OY T M AW C L E O D O E F ENOJERLINZEPF EUINLIUSEGSIQRA



R Bryan HMP/YOI MOORLAND Well done, your £25 prize is in the post



You think there’s no atmosphere up there guys, you should have lunch with George W Bush Barack Obama speaks to 10 orbiting astronauts They described to President Obama the benefits that will come from the international space station's new solar wings. He wanted to know how they installed the solar panels and what the impact of that power would bring.



Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here?



Gema, sponsors of Jailbreak, Suppliers of Music CD’s & Computer Games, both new & pre-owned. Catalogues cost £2 (postal order payable to ‘Gema’) but this is refunded with first order.



Gema PO Box 54, Reading, RG1 3SD.



LAST MONTH’S WINNERS



PROBABLY THE UK’s LARGEST Music and Computer Games MUSIC BACK CATALOGUE Hip Hop/Jazz/Soul/Rock/Country/Pop/R&B/Indie



W Stevenson - HMP Frankland Horace Greaves - HMP Wayland David Tillen - HMP Gartree See below for details of how to enter. The first three names to be drawn with all correct answers (or nearest) will each receive a £15 Gema Record Voucher & a free catalogue



THE BAFTAS 2009 Dawn French (left) and Jennifer Saunders (right) receive the Academy Fellowship award from presenter Dame Helen Mirren



Answers to last month’s quiz: 1. Amy Winehouse 2. Bluue Oyster Cult 3. Black Crowes 4. Suzanne Vega 5. Rufus Wainwright 6. Razorlight 7. Peter Gabriel 8. Nelly Furtado 9. Natalie Imbruglia 10. Magic Numbers 11. Prefab Sprout 12. Michael Hutchence



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers! All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Who lays her head down ‘but the pressure never stops’? Which penal system can only be described as a sinister autarchy? Who recently dealt with a matter where a defendant paid around £8,000 into his bank account? Who has called for 400 million dollars to be cut from the California state’s corrections budget? Who asked for an implant which would stop him using heroin? In March, who paid his first visit to his flock in Africa? How many Metropolitan Police staff have been accused of rape since 2003? In astrology, Gemini is ruled by which planet?



>> To enter any of the above prize competitions Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper.



EP D



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



ERICA PEAT & DIABLE N AT I O N W I D E A D V I C E & R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O N SOLICITORS A L L A S P E C T S O F P R I S O N L AW I N C L U D I N G : For a fast, experienced and professional service ‡ Adjudications ‡ Judicial Review ‡ Categorisation ‡ Parole Review ‡ Licence Recalls ‡ Tarrif/Minimum Term Reviews please contact: ‡ Criminal Appeals & CCRC Cases ‡ HDC Applications



Simon Diable 020 8533 7999 SERIOUS CRIME SPECIALISTS WITH A TRACK 24hr Emergency RECORD OF SUCCESS IN CASES INCLUDING: 07968 358 509 write to:Erica Peat & Diable Solicitors 314 Mare Street Hackney London E8 1HA



‡ Murder/Attempted Murder ‡ Rape/Serious Sexual Assault ‡ Serious Fraud ‡ Drugs Importation & All Drugs Offences ‡ Blackmail ‡ False Imprisonment ‡ Armed Robbery



9. What goes live on 1st June? 10. Harry Stanley was shot dead by police for carrying what in a plastic bag? 11. Who claimed more than £100,000 London living allowances last year despite refusing to sit in the Commons? 12. It has recently been suggested that UK jails now hold how many former servicemen? 13. What has jumped from £3.3 million to £19 million in just 5 years? 14. The DDA says that someone has a disability if they have what? 15. Top of whose current favourites list is the ‘Campaign against Prison Slavery’?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. Charles Bronson, 2. Pimlico Opera, 3. Jason Smith, 4. Caspar Walsh, 5. 42, 6. The apostrophe, 7. Keith Rose, 8. David Miliband and Jacqui Smith, 9. Ben Gunn, 10. Michael Jackson, 11. 5,059, 12. HMP Guys Marsh, 13. 16, 14. Luke Whiteman, 15. Julian Young & Co. Our three £25 Prize winners are: Lisa Marie Davies - HMP Send, Craig Halliday - HMP Swansea, Shane Price - HMP Acklington Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: Scott Copeland - HMP Holme House, Jane Byrne - HMP Styal.



LAST MONTH’S WINNERS



Make sure your name, number and prison is on all sheets. Post your entry to: Inside Time PO BOX 251,Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope.



CLOSING DATE FOR ALL IS 26/05/2009



bsb



PROTECTING YOUR RIGHTS



Dedicated Prison Law department with experienced solicitors able to assist in the following areas:



• Disciplinary Hearings/Adjudications Parole Board Hearings Home Detention Curfew (HDC) Release on Licence Recall Recategorisation Prisoners Rights and Complaints Judicial Review For more details contact



Avril Stone



BSB Solicitors 5 -7 Euston Road London NW1 2SA



0207 837 3456



Edward Leonards Solicitors



Immediate Visit, Proactive, Representation In all aspects of prison law ‡ HDC Conditions and Breaches ‡ Re-categorisation & Cat A Review ‡ Allocation and Transfer Issues ‡ Criminal Cases & Confiscations ‡ Appeals & CCRC applications ‡ Complaints about Maltreatment ‡ Tariff Setting & Written Representations ‡ Adjudications ‡ Licence Revocation and Recalls ‡ Parole Board Hearings



Criminal Defence Service



For Immediate help & assistance, call Mr. Edward Obioha 245 Walworth Road, London SE17 1WT



020 7252 7676



“QUOTES”



Comedy Corner Send in your jokes, you will receive £5 for every one we print!  An Irishman goes for a job on a



 ENGLISH LESSON



building site. He walks in the office and the gaffer says ‘what’s your name mate?’ ‘Paddy Mulligan’ replies the Irishman. ‘Can you spell that for me?’ says the Gaffer. ‘Paddy walks out saying ‘Ah stick the job up yer arse!’ Colin Beresford - HMP Stocken ............................................................  The Chaplain asks a murderer sitting in the electric chair, “have you any last request?” The murderer replies “Yes, would you hold my hand?” Mr Kneale - HMP Preston ............................................................  There’s a new bra on the market, designed for middle-aged women. It’s called ‘The Sheepdog’ because it rounds them up and points them in the right direction. Denzil Townsend - HMP Wealstun ............................................................  Alan Shearer has assured Newcastle fans that they will have at least one more season in the Premiership – “it’ll be Spring” Paul McAndrew - HMP Durham ............................................................  GEOGRAPHY LESSON Teacher: George, go to the map and point to America George: Here it is Miss. Teacher: Well done George. Now class, Who discovered America? Class: George did miss! Mike Ramsell - HMP Full Sutton ............................................................  If there was a mountain in Liverpool what would it be called? “Killamanforagiro” Denzil Townsend - HMP Wealstun



Teacher: Ellen, give me a sentence starting with ‘I’ Ellen: I is…. Teacher: No, Ellen you never start a sentence with ‘I is’ start it again with ‘I am’ Ellen.: I am the ninth letter of the alphabet. Mike Ramsell - HMP Full Sutton ............................................................  John and Jim having a drink together. John says, “If I go to your house while you’re at work Jim and made love to your wife, and she ended up having my kid, would that make us related?” “I don’t know about related” replies Jim, “but it would definitely make us even”. JF - HMP Hull ............................................................  A Prison Officer and his wife are walking in the park when suddenly his wife says sadly “ look there’s a dead pigeon”. The Prison Officer looks up and says “where”. Paul McAndrew - HMP Durham



Serving the South East



All aspects of prison law covered Please contact Catherine Bond 16 Mill Street, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6XT Tel: 01622 678341 [email protected]



Experts in your interest



www.gullands.com



Match the following quotes to the pictures below, answers on the back page



“



(A) I am an international leader, the dean of the Arab rulers, the king of kings of Africa, and the imam of Muslims. My status does not allow me to descend to a lower level (1) Prince Charles



”



“



(B) The Pope is either stupid, ignorant or dim. If people take his words seriously, he will be responsible for the deaths of thousands, perhaps millions, of people (2) Mother Teresa



”



“



(C) It is not within my competence to stop the biggest downfall of snow we have had over the skies of this city for 20 years (3) Michael Parkinson



”



“



(D) When we clear the media smokescreen from around Jade Goody’s death, what we’re left with is a woman who came to represent all that’s paltry and wretched about Britain today (4) London Mayor Boris Johnson



”



“



(E) Without Nature’s capital, you cannot have (5) Albert Einstein capitalism



”



“



(F) We are rearing a generation of kids who are in danger of becoming emotionally stunted, inarticulate hedonists, with the attention span of a gnat (6) Sugar Ray Leonard



”



“ ” (H) We’re all endowed with “ certain God-given talents. Mine happens to be



(G) When I see God, he has a lot of explaining to do (7) Colonel Gaddafi of Libya



”



punching people in the head (8) Baroness Greenfield



Do you have any jokes (printable) that you would like to share with our readers? If so, send them in to: Inside Time (Jokes) PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ. If you do not want your name or prison to appear please make it clear. You will receive £5 for every one we print so don’t forget to include your details even if you don’t want them printed.



CRIMINAL & PRISON LAW EXPERTS
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Jailbreak



Insidetime May 2009 www.insidetime.org



NOBLE SOLICITORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law Offering advice and assistance covering:‡ Appeals against Sentence & Conviction ‡ Adjudications ‡ Lifer panel Representation ‡ Licence Recall & Parole Reviews ‡ Request and Complaints For an immediate visit, advice and Representation call:-



Noble Solicitors 21 High Street Shefford Bedfordshire SG17 5DD 01462 814055



“



(I) A man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves (9) Professor Richard Dawkins



”



Twell & Co Advice and assistance in relation to all aspects of prison law. Contact Robert Twell or Shevette Adams - Rose



Twell & Co 3rd Floor, 48 Lugley Street Newport Isle of Wight PO30 5HD



01983 539 999
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General Knowledge Crossword



Accross



Down



Check forward, backward and diagonally, they are all there! £5 is on its way to Kevin King - HMP LITTLEHEY for compiling this wordsearch for us - many thanks. If you fancy compiling one for us please just send it in max 20 x 20 grid & complete with answers shown on grid if we use it we will send you £5 as a thank you!



I T SUDOKU



FIND THE HIDDEN COUNTIES CORNWALL - DEVON - SOMERSET - DORSET - WILTSHIRE - WEST SUSSEX SURREY - EAST SUSSEX - KENT - ESSEX - HERTFORDSHIRE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE - OXFORDSHIRE - GLOUCESTERSHIRE WARWICKSHIRE - NORTHANTS - RUTLAND - BEDFORDSHIRE - NORFOLK LINCOLNSHIRE - STAFFORDSHIRE - LEICESTERSHIRE - CHESHIRE SUFFOLK - YORKSHIRE - LANCASHIRE - CUMBRIA



 Answers to the crossword and sudoku below  > NEXT ISSUE Week commencing 1st June 2009



Don’tt Rot On Re Don ecall! ecall! Specialists in Serious Crime with a track record of success in: Murder - Attempted Murder- Robbery - Armed Robbery Commercial Burglary - Blackmail Drug Importation & all Drugs Offences All serious offences Offices in London and Manchester, clients accepted in all prisons throughout England and Wales. Our Prison Law department welcomes clients for: Ajudications, Parole / Recall and Lifer Issues. ‘ We d o t h e w o r k t o g e t t h e r e s uy l ts ’ y ɭ We speak: Po-Polsku, ýesky, Slovensky, ɉo-Ɋɭɫɫɤɢ, Guajarati, Urdu, Hindi, Español, Français



87 Chorley Road Swinton Manchester M27 4AA 0161 794 0088



Serving England & Wales over four decades



1. (7), 2. (7), 3. (9), 4. (G), 5. (8), 6. (7), 7. (C), 8. (5), 9. (25), 10. (N).



IQ Challenge



GENERAL KNOWLEDGE



General Knowledge Crossword



STOKOE PARTNERSHIP STOKOE PARTNERSHIP UNDER ARREST? SOLICITORS S O L I C I T O R S



The specialist in Criminal and Prison Law



The Specialist in Criminal Law  Serious Crime  Adjudications  Appeals/CRCC Parole/Disciplinary • SERIOUS CRIME • TERRORISM  Prisoner Rights  Tariff • DRUG TRAFFICKING • SERIOUS FRAUD  Licence/Recall  All other matters • CASH SEIZURES • Prison MONEYrelated LAUNDERING The Stokoe Partnership is a franchised



Our business is to provide expert, rapid



advice, assistance representation firm of independent solictorsfor with including All languages catered Greek,andFrench, in all aspects of criminal investigation. branches in Manchester and London in criminal law. Spanish,specialising Urdu,only Panjabi, Bengali, Hindi and Chinese.



0161 237 5755



0161 237 5755 AVAILABLE – 24 HOURS



MANCHESTER OFFICE: MANCHESTER OFFICE LONDON OFFICE: The 4040 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester,M15 M154QF 4QF TheBoatmans, Boatmans, City Road East, Manchester MANCHESTER OFFICE: The Boatmans, 40 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester, M15 4QF 646-648 High Road Leytonstone, London, E11 3AA



LONDON OFFICE LONDON OFFICE:



Quotes A-7, B-9, C-4, D-3, E-1, F-8, G-2, H-6, I-5



I T SUDOKU



Jailbreak Answers



Elgin House 106 St Mary Street CARD DIFF CF10 1DX



You’re Not Alone



646-648 High RoadLeytonstone, Leytonstone, London, E11E11 3AA 3AA 646-648 High Road London, This Firm is aThis Member THE SPECIALIST FRAUD PANEL Firm is aofMember of THE SPECIALIST FRAUD PANEL Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Authority Authority



1. Charles 1 2. Edward Heath 3. Pocahontas 4. Mary, Queen of Scots 5. Fiddler on the Roof 6. Crescendo



7. John McEnroe 8. Preston 9. Heston Blumenthal 10. Jeremy Paxman 11. Oasis 12. William Hague 13. Plum



14. Fish 15. Edinburgh 16. Kentucky 17. Dusty Springfield 18. St Hilda’s 19. Tom Petty 20. Spider
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IPP and Extended Sentences. Parole Board Reviews. Categorisation including Cat A. Prison Discipline & Adjudications. Judicial Review & Human Rights Cases. Carter Moore Solicitors. 13 St John Street. Manchester M3 4DQ. Contact. Criminal Defence & Appeals Jeremy Moore. Prison Law Lynne Williams. PRISON LAW. 
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